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City councillor fears Alcan's wrath 
Mayor Rick Wozney and Kitimat to losses of jobs from the levels of the "They're the largest employer in could just maybe go somewhere else." Firm employs 250, 
spends $9m here 
By JEFF NAGEL 
KITIMAT's mayor and administrator 
made the pitch but Terrace councillors 
remain cool to the idea of joining their 
campaign to block Alcan power sales. 
Marylin Davies said the evidence 
laid out by Kitimat officials in an 
April 23 meeting did not persuade her 
that their aggressive stance is justified. 
"Do you want an employer who has 
given them many, many advantages 
over the last 50 years feeling like they 
are being run out of town?" she asked. 
"Is this the message they want to give 
the investment community?" 
officials fear Victoria's failure to firm- 
ly enforce the 1950 deal that gave 
Alcan rights to the water of the Ne- 
chako giver will allow the company to 
sell any electricity it doesn't use. 
They believe that will set the stage 
for Alcan to rebuild its aluminum 
smelter so it uses much less power - 
freeing up huge amounts for lucrative 
exports -and employing as few as  
1,000 workers. 
"For me, I think 1,000 workers is 
better than no workers," Davies said, 
citing the number Kitimat officials 
predict Alcan could slash its workforce 
to from recent levels of around 1,800. 
Other industries have had to adapt 
1950s, she added. 
She said Kitimat's tactics -parti- 
~:ularly a possible lawsuit to restrict 
power sales - are dangerous and 
could prompt Mean to punish the 
northwest. 
"I think there will be some serious 
repercussions out of it whether Alcan 
is right or whether Kitimat is right," 
she said. "I don't think you can ant- 
agonize a major employer by taking 
them to court after 50 years of 
benefit," she said. 
Davies noted Alcan says the smel- 
ter is near the end of its lifespan. 
"They could shut the doors and go 
away. It is a possibility," she said. 
Terrace now," she said, citing the sta- 
tistic that 250 Alcan workers live in 
Terrace and commute• 
Or, she said, 
Alcan's purchasing 
department could 
buy fewer goods and 
services locally. The 
company spent $63 
million in northwest 
B.C. last year - $9 
million of that went 
to  114 businesses in
Terrace. Davies 
"Terrace has 
been getting some nice contracts late- 
ly," she said. "Those are things that 
Councillor David Hull doubted. 
Alcan would act out of revenge rather 
than sound business aims. 
"I don't think they're going to be in 
a major snit,'" he said. !'But I don'i 
• . k 
know what their policy is on smmng 
those that have wronged them." 
The Kitimat presentation made 
strong points, he said. 
"It's persuasive," Hull said. "But so 
is Alean's presentation." 
Hull said he suspects the province .2 
likely over a large number of years - 
has been lax in monitoring the agree- 
ments and contracts governing Alcan 
and its use of a Crown watershed. 
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WaI-Mart 
aiming for 
December 
JOE DIAMARO and Mike Rouw were part of a crew from Terrace on the way to the old bridge. The Bridgevlew viewpoint is the 
Paving that put down a layer of blacktop last week at the pullout Beautification Society's latest project. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Bridgeview project gets pavement 
:ASPHALT WENT down last week 
at Bridgeview, the latest project 
of the Greater Terrace Beautifica- 
tion Society. 
It's a lookout just off of La- 
kelse Ave, on the Way to the old 
bridge, which, when; finished next 
month, will provide 'a view of the 
Skeena River, the old and new 
bridges and the mountains. 
There'll he a fenced off view- 
ing area, perennial and annual 
flower beds, a lawn and shrub 
area. 
Also present will be two infor- 
mation boards containing a dis- 
play of photos from the days be- 
fore the bridge, construction of the 
bridge, the big flood of  1936 and This year's flower plantings 
more.' will be blue and white in tribute 
A special feature will be two of the city's 75th anniversary. 
benches made out of African On the list for another time is 
hardwood taken from the deck of another history panel, old-lash- 
the old bridge, ioned lamp posts and more flo- 
The project's cost is more than wers. The cost has depleted the 
$13,000 and it has been paid for ' society's avings, so donations are 
by the beautification society, welcome to help defray expenses. 
City speeds land 
::;/By. JEFF NAGEL .... 
THE: CITY has accelerated 
its rezoning o f  land' for 
:Wai~Mart because the 
company wants to Start 
building immediately to  
open the big box store be- 
fore Christmas. 
Council on April 28 re- 
zoned the City-owned ani- 
mal shelter property and 
adjacent parkland to ser- 
vice commercial. 
P lanner  David Trawin 
said the rezoning had to 
pass by the end of April to 
achieve a December open- 
ing. 
"They want to get going 
the beginning of June," 
Trawin said. "From what I 
understand they'd like to 
be open for the Christmas 
rush." 
That's the first indica- 
tion the big box store in- 
tends to be open this year. 
The city had been hold- 
ing off on final adoption of 
the rezoning bylaws 
-which had been intro- 
duced earl ier- until deve- 
loper First Pro Shopping 
Centres meets a series of 
conditions. 
Not all of the original 
conditions are met. , 
In particular, there's no 
final agreement yet on the 
land sale and exchange 
Layoffs hit school workers 
ybody ' While the plan doesn't re- at a cost to jobs in classrooms." 20 per cent reduction in work- 
'It's ever , duce the amount of time stu- That comment stings, ing hours across the board. 
CUPE pres says dents and teachers will spend "You bet it does," Hall said. She said the district's aver- 
inside a classroom over the "I think what upsets me most is age custodian can expect a 
By JENNIFER LANG year - it will have a huge im- we are considered an essential $400 per month pay cut thanks 
MORE THAN 400 Coast Moun- pact on non-teaching staff, service. We have no way to to the four-day week. 
tains school district employees *'It means a 20 per cent cut fight this and yet they can lay "We're going to lose a lot of 
have learned they will be laid in wage to every single CUPE us all off." people because they simply 
off at the end of the school employee," Hall said. "It's Like most CUPE locals can't survive on $400 less on 
year. everybody." across B.C., local 2052's con- their pay cheque." 
Layoff notices have gone out A four-day week may not be tract expires June 30. Clerical workers won't be 
to 425 non-teaching staff across the only threat on the horizon CUPE job security money ableto work more than 28 hours 
the district - from payroll clerks for non-instructional staff, from the last round of bargain-perlweek because they won't be 
and custodians to counsellors Just last week education ing saved the jobs ~of noon-h0ur :w0r~ng Fridays, she said. 
and support workers who assist minister Christy Clark told the supervisors in the Coast Moun- She's especially concerned 
students with special needs. Terrace Standard the ministry tains district his year. about special services assis- 
"Every single CUPE member is encouraging neighbouring That money is now gone. tants. They work with special 
in this district was laid off as of rural school districts to'c6fis~h, Hall warns parents could be needs students and don't work Hall has already gathered 
June 30," local 2052 president date financial departments like asked topay noon hoursupervi' longer than six hour days, so more than 400 signatures on a 
Rita Hall said. "We're assum- payroll services to save money, sion fees next year. they also act as noon-hour petition urging trustees to back 
ing it's because of the four-day When asked if this meant It, s the fourth t ime in two Jsupervisors to top up their hours, down from the four-day school 
week." cutting more jobs, she said, years the district's CUPE mem- ~' : ~A:iot of them ,are single week. She believes there's till 
The district expects to save 
more than $1 million in opera- 
ting costs by moving to a four- 
day school week next year. 
rezoning 
agreement that will see 
the city give up the animal 
shelter and park land for a 
strip of  park land that will 
become a riverside traiL' 
What is in place.is gov-: 
ernment approval :,from; 
both the transportation 
ministry on highway:ac- : 
cess and from Water land: 
and air protection officials 
approving construction 
closer to the river. 
Trawin said Wal-Mart: 
wanted to waii Until 30; 
days after the rez0ning 
- the iippeal period for ; 
legal challenges - before 
closing the land deals. 
If the rezoning waited 
until mid-May for council 
approval, that would have 
pushed the land deal sign- 
off to mid-June, he said, 
meaning construct ion. 
couldn't get started until 
the end of June. 
"That one'month is cri- 
tical," Trawin said. 
But Trawin said drop- 
ping the extra conditions. 
isn't a problem given the 
amount of money develo- 
pers have spent so far,  
making it clear they intend 
to proceed and not sit on 
rezoned land. In the event: 
the land deal falls apart, 
he said, the city could re- 
zone the land back again. 
SIGN HERE: CUPE president Rita Hall is collecting signa- 
tures on a petition against the four-day school week. 
meeting May 27. 
The district recently agreed 
to a school-by-school consulta- 
tion process now underway. 
Trustees have said they en- 
"Not Classroom jobs." bers have been issued layoffs, parents," she added, time to fight the plan. dorsed a four'day week because 
She added, "I don't thinkwe While many can expect tel Meanwhile, the school board The district plans to adopt a it meant up to three schools 
should be trying to preserve be called back in September, office in Terrace will continue local school calendar based on would be able to keep their 
bureaucracy jobs when it comes Hall said her members face a to operate five days a week. a four-day week at a special doors open next year. 
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End free camping in city, 
RV park owner urges 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THERE'S ONE simple way for city 
council to aid campground operators 
-crack down on free camping in 
local parking lots. 
That's what Wild Duck RV park 
owner Yvonne Danroth is pushing for 
and it's an idea the city is now con- 
templating. 
Danroth wants a firm policy 
against parking lot camping before 
Wal-Mart opens. 
"Wal-Mart is notorious for free 
parking," she said, "That's what they 
advertise. That's what people use." 
City officials have admitted the 
site may become a problem because 
it's adjacent o the river and just 
across from Ferry Island. 
Campground and motel operators 
say they're facing one of their bleak- 
est seasons ever thanks to American 
skittishness over the dangers of war, 
terrorism and SARS. 
"Wal-Mart could be the death 
knell of us all," Danroth said, adding 
there's an entire sub-culture of 
American motorized tourists who 
stay only at Wal-Mart parking lots. 
The Wild Duck has long com- 
plained about free parking in places 
like the Safeway parking lot. It's one 
of the locations that has signs posted 
encouraging free overnight parking. 
Danroth sees that as taking 
money directly from her operation. 
Council has asked staff to ex- 
amine the issue and bring back a re- 
commendation. 
Councillor David Hull says he 
supports a bylaw banning overnight 
camping in parking lots. 
Even if it's not vigorously en- 
forced, he said, it could at least be 
used to force stores like Safeway to 
take dow.n the signs that encourage 
the practise. 
Councillor Marylin Davies soun- 
ded a more cautionary note. 
"I think we're walking a fine line 
here," Davies said. "We don't want 
to drive out of town people who 
might buy a few things in the 
morning." 
Danroth said she has no beef with 
late night arrivals in town who have 
trouble finding RV parks. 
But she said many campers et up 
in mid-afternoon i parking lots and 
stay for days. 
duty to vigorously defend 
and maximize the resource 
for the people," Hull said. 
"My personal gut feel- 
ing is the provincial gov- 
ernment has to take a big- 
ger role in this." 
He also suggested the 
District of Kitimat, which 
has historically been very 
accommodating to Alcan, 
would not lightly embark 
on its present course. 
From front 
City to consult more before Alcan decision 
"The province has a "What would possess a where in the middle there ficials and chamber of ~v~, - ,~=~,~- ,o~,~m,~,~.~e~0ra~ 
commerce raps to make 
separate additional presen- 
tations to council. 
Any decision will wait 
until those meetings take 
place, she said. 
"We need to have a 
balanced approach to 
this," she said. "If  we 
make a decision I 'm sure 
it will be a much softer 
decision than some people 
would like." 
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town to head down this 
path?" Hull asked. 
"There must be some- 
thing wrong here." 
A deal, not a court bat- 
tle, is preferred, he added. 
"We don't want Alean 
to be nothing but a power 
producer in five years 
time," Hull said. "And we 
don't want them to say 
'We can't work here, 
we're out of here.' Some- 
has to be a win-win." 
Terrace council has put 
off taking a stand on the 
issue for most of a year, 
since Kitimat began its 
campaign last summer. 
In recent weeks the 
mayor has said council 
was waiting to hear the 
Kitimat presentation. 
That has now happened, 
but Davies said council 
has now invited Alcan of- 
Paper 
wins 
awards 
TWO TERRACE STAN- 
DARD writers have won 
awards for editorials writ- 
ten in 2002. 
Senior reporter Jeff 
Nagel placed first for an 
editorial ast March on im- 
pending forest policy re- 
forms and Victoria's un- 
derlying shift away from 
guaranteed job protection 
and communitY st.abi[!ty.. , 
Editor Rod Link placed 
third' in' ~th'e same" eategor.y",), l, 
for an editorial calling for 
an Olympic referendum. 
The awards were pre- 
sented April 26 in Wil- 
liams Lake by Cariboo 
Press, the newspaper's 
parent company. 
As well, Nagel is also a 
finalist for two national 
writing awards. 
One is for best business 
story and the other is for 
best historical story in the 
newspaper's circulation 
category as part of the Ca- 
nadian Community News- 
paper Association's 2002 
writing awards. 
The best business nomi- 
nation was for an article 
on changes to the pro- 
vince's system.of selling 
timber to small business 
users and the best histori- 
cal nomination was for a 
feature on Pacific, a ghost 
town east of Terrace. 
The Terrace Standard 
itself, now in its 15th year 
of publication, also won a 
Blue Ribbon Award for 
overall look and presenta- 
tion of news articles, 
photographs and advertise- 
ments by the association. 
The national awards 
will be announced at the 
association's annual gen- 
eral meeting in Vancouver 
the end of May. It repre- 
sents 670 community pa- 
pers across the country. 
The provincial associa- 
tion representing B.C. 
community newspapers : 
will also hand out its own 
awards at the end of May. 
Terrace Standard ad de- 
signer Sandra Stefanik is a 
finalist for a provincial 
award for an ad she pro- 
duced for Totem Furniture. 
And the Standard itself 
is nominated for best 
newspaper in its class. 
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SARS cou ld  hurt  tour i sm 
But some sectors 
report they are 
doing just fine 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A COLLAPSE in summer 
bookings has some tour- 
ism-dependent businesses 
here bracing for catastro- 
phe. 
Fear of terrorism, war 
and now the disease SARS 
is keeping Americans in 
particular away, local RV 
park operators say. 
SARS (Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome) is 
the main culprit even 
though Toronto - site of 
most Canadian cases of 
the disease - is farther 
from Terrace than much of 
the U.S. 
"Americans aren't dif-, 
ferentiating between Tor- 
onto and B.C.," said 
Yvonne Danroth, owner of 
the Wild Duck motel and 
RV park. "They've been 
terrified." 
She said her bookings 
are down dramatically. 
The Wild Duck is only 
15 per cent booked for July 
right now - usually 70 per 
seems Americans aren't figuring out there's a world 
of difference - and d is tance-  between B.C. .and 
Toronto and that has Danroth and others worried 
about business this summer. 
TERRACE MAY be thousands of miles away from 
Toronto but that city's SARS problem is having an 
impact here on tourism bookings, says Wild Duck 
motel and RV park owner Yvonne Danroth. It 
cent of its July spaces 
would already be spoken 
for by this point. 
Danroth isn't alone. 
The Reel Inn motel and 
RV park also reports a tiny 
fraction of the usual num- 
ber of tourists have pre- 
booked. 
"We've got basically' 
no bookings," owner Peter 
Gill said. "Our whole sum- 
mer season is hooped." 
Gill said even if the 
SARS crisis in Ontario 
somehow subsides quickly 
it will be too late, because 
tourists have already made 
their travel plans. 
"This is the beginning 
of the season and people 
book in advance," he said. 
Other factors also work 
against Canadian tourism 
operators. 
• Gas prices remain high 
and the rising Canadian 
dollar is making a vaca- 
tion in Canada more ex- 
pensive than it used to be 
for Americans. 
Canadian bookings are 
also way down and both. want to pay the 
Danroth and Gill blame 
the B.C. government's 
move to dramatically raise 
angling fees this year. 
Out.of-province tourists 
will pay double to fish 
classified waters this year, 
and more for a host of 
extra '
money and I can't blame 
them," Danroth said. "It's 
going to hit us very, very 
hard. We're going to get 
slammed." 
Some local fishing 
guides, however, are still 
reporting strong bookings 
primarily" to U.S. 'anglers, 
is nearly full for July and 
August 
Owner Justin Gyger said 
fall bookings are softer so 
far, adding that may be in 
part due to SARS but more 
likely the result of the de- 
pressed U.S, economy 
• other fishing fees as well. 
That adds up to hun- 
dreds of dollars extra in li- 
cence fees this year for a 
group of Albertans fishing 
here for a couple of weeks. 
"The Albertans don't.  Adventures, which caters 
for the summer. "Everyone is having to 
The Kermodei Bear  work harder for the 
Lodge still has good book- bookings," he added. 
ings from Germany and Gyger said angling fee  
Austria. increases aren't a factor 
And Westcoast Fishing for higher-end lodge custo- 
mers. 
Two locals on transport, ation group 
TWO TERRACE residents have been named 
to a regional committee set up to advise the 
provincial government on transportation mat- 
ters. 
New Skeena woods official Derrick Curtis 
and local logging contractor Ken Houlden are 
among eight named to the committee. 
Pages from Masset on the Queen Charlottes, 
Dick Bandstra from Smithers and David Mc- 
Guigan from Prince Rupert round out the 
membership. 
McGuigan is a strong proponent of offshore 
oil and gas development. 
"As we expand transportation i frastructure 
portation system to ensure economic growth 
in all regions of the province," added trans- 
portation minister Judith Reid. 
The provincial government this year slap- 
ped on a 3.5 cent a litre gas tax to help fi- 
nance its road plans, particularly in the north. 
Regional transportation committees aren't 
Also named is Kitimat municipal councillor throughout the province, we want to make sure new. Previous governments also introduced 
Jeanne Monaghan, who has spoken repeatedly communities and regions have a strong voice them as a way of determining how road and 
ofil winter road maintenance, in identifying local transpdrtation iaeed~,f'r"[~{d bridge budgets hould be set and spent. ~ " 
}i~iBill Zemenchik from Sm!ihers is the tom- Premier; Gordon Campbelli':,atga=me~tin~;~oti{h~';;~;;.":::Terrace-based transportation ministry offi,-:-:,:! 
new re ionai rou s "~?~'~" ~' "~:~=;~ , r: . . . .  ":, : cial Don Ramsay is working with the group |n ~:::" iaiittee chair. ...... ~,~:"~'~'"' ....... ' ..... ......... g g P . 
• Eileen Benedict from Burns Lake, Barry "British Columbia needs an effective trans- this region. 
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News In Brief 
Pav ing  p lanned 
TENDERS HAVE gone out to re-do the surface of 
Hwy37 from Onion Lake south to Kitimat and to 
fix up a short section of the road leading to Kita- 
maat Village. 
The Onion Lake to Kitimat project will involve 
smoothing out some rough spots underneath e pa- 
vement and then resurfacing the road using what's 
called "hot in place" recycling, says transportation 
ministry official Don Ramsay. 
"What we'll do is grind up what's there and put 
in down again with a mixture of new material," he 
said. 
The 3-4km section of the road leading to Kita- 
maat Village is broken up in places and needs 
work to eliminate the ,'alligator" effect of the sur- 
face, added Ramsay. 
More road announcements are expected soon as 
the transportation ministry readies its work plan. 
Group opposes  seal  hunt  
THE HUMANE Society of Canada is denouncing 
the idea of a west coast seal hunt. Skeena MP 
Andy Burton and North Coast MLA Bill Belsey 
have pushed for consideration of a commercial 
seal hunt, along with a Skidegate Haida chief. 
The humane society said it will vigourously op- 
pose any such proposal, adding studies how sal- 
mon make up a very small part of a seal's diet. 
A! Hickey, the society's western director, said 
Ottawa should deny the request and deal with real 
factors behind the decline of west coast salmon. 
"Slaughtering seals will not have a positive im- 
pact on the salmon population," he said. "But ef- 
fectively dealing with fish farms, pollution, over- 
fishing and habitat destruction will." 
Road a la rm sounds  
STEWART town councillors ay the newest report 
from Alaskan proponents of a road from the pan- 
handle to Hwy 37 raises even more alarms. 
Craig Caruso, a councillor there and the town's 
rep to the regional district board, says many of the 
benefits itemized by Alaskans look more like po- 
tential osses on this side of the border. 
He said the new report points to coal, gold and 
copper deposits in B.C. to which it says the road 
could "provide more efficient access:" 
"This is not a tourism road, rather it is a resource 
road designed to allow easy U.S. access to B.C. 
resources," Caruso said. "This is going to have a 
direct negative impact on Stewart and Prince Ru- 
pert and an indirect impact on the entire northwest 
region of the province." 
He said it's also quite possible Alaska would eli- 
minate its ferry terminal at Prince Rupert once the 
road is in place. 
Caruso also said the road would effectively con- 
nect two pulp mills and five sawmills in southeast 
Alaska to a timber supply in B.C. 
The road project has been presented by its back- 
ers as intended to c re~ new t~u'fism r0uies'andto I 
end Alaskan reliance ~th¢,'~¢i~r,~',s),'sie~.',k.~pard~,~il;,i 
larly in getting fish to~rke i .  :: ' . . . . .  [ 
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Hello West Jet 
THE VIGOROUS debate surrounding the plan 
by the Terrace-Kitimat Airport Society to spend 
upward of $2.5 million to extend its main run- 
way would become clearer if only West Jet 
would return phone calls. 
That's because the name of the phenomenally 
successful Calgary-based discount air carrier 
has been inextricably linked to the project to 
add 1,500 feet to the 6,000-foot main runway. 
The premise circulating out there is that 
WestJet won't consider service to Terrace until 
and unless the airport society lengthens the run- 
way for the company's newer larger and heav- 
ier 737s. 
Although West Jet officials have visited Ter- 
race and although the city's airport society re- 
presentative has used potential passenger figures 
he says were supplied by WestJet in at least one 
report to council promoting the extension, the 
company to date isn't saying anything. 
Its silence simply adds to the other premise 
floating out there - any service by West Jet 
would damage locally-owned and operated 
Hawkair, which is a success story equal to that 
of West Jet. 
On the surface, the West Jet service model 
doesn't appear to fit Terrace. The company 
doesn't offer A to B and back to A service as is 
the case between Vancouver and Terrace. Ra- 
ther it operates milk runs. Climb on a WestJet 
aircraft in Kelowna, for instance, and it will 
take you to Hamilton - but only after four or 
more stops along the way. 
WestJet makes its money not on the basis of 
people flying to ,one,, destination and then ,back,, 
ag.ain,ilbut:/o,n,the:,C~,m, ~!.,afiy,e/,j~pact of p6ople ~ 
flying to multiple destinations. 
To make sense, a West Jet aircraft leaving 
Vancouver for Terrace would then go on to an- 
other destination. But where would that be? 
Whitehorse? Prince George? Either one would 
simply add to the travelling time of a Vancou- 
ver-bound passenger boarding in Terrace. And 
would each provide the passenger load to justify 
the milk run service model? 
To be sure, no company will ever say never 
to the idea of adding to its revenues. But the 
sooner somebody can convince WestJet to speak 
directly about its plans - if any - for Terrace 
and for the n0~hwest, he sooner the debate can 
shift away from any potential impact on Haw- 
kair and to the merits of the extension project 
itself. 
The extension plan deserves a rigorous ex- 
amination. It should be an examination based on 
a sound business plan and on a certain amount 
of confidence in the future of the northwest. It 
would be a shame if the examination was clou- 
ded by what WestJet may or may not do. 
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k:l ()wledge will ,aefeat SARS 
VICTORIA - I had vowed to 
sit out the war on SARS, but 
the daily sensational newspa- 
"per. headlines and scary TV 
coverage, prompted me to join 
the coalition of the willing. 
You may have noticed that 
the vocabulary the media em- 
ploys to cover the SARS out- 
break has an uncanny resem- 
blance to that which was used 
during the war in Iraq. 
It is a war or battle against 
SARS that is being waged. 
SARS is being described as an 
indiscriminate killer. 
The people in the medical 
and health car professions are 
the front-line troops. And be- 
fore you know it, the economy 
is under siege. 
It isn't WHO, the World 
Health Organization, but 
TMM, The Mass Media, that 
has spread confusion fear and 
loathing since the first cases 
of SARS were detected in Ca- 
nada. 
The relentless coverage, 
This time, the SARS virus 
wriggled out of Guangdong and 
spread to Beijing. Like any 
good dictatorship, China's first 
response was to deny every- 
thing. When in doubt, cover 
up. 
By the time they admitted 
that there was, indeed, an out- 
break of SARS in China, the 
virus had jumped to Toronto, 
an easy thing for viruses in 
these days of world-wide tra- 
vel. 
The moment it got here, our 
media, once again, moved into 
high gear. Saddam had been 
beaten and another war was 
on. A new battle was being 
waged. 
Daily headlines blaming 
everybody from the Chinese to 
Jean Chr6tien, the Prime 
Minister, for not having done 
enough fast enough began to 
rattle people. Cough in public 
these days and see the strange 
looks you get. 
Mel Lastman, Toronto's 
HUBERT BEYER 
nadians have been killed in 
traffic accidents. That doesn't 
keep us from driving, but we 
certainly wouldn't want to go 
to Toronto, would we? 
Very few newspaper stories 
have made attempts to put the 
SARS outbreak in perspective. 
The Spanish flu, a distant 
relative of the SARS virus, 
killed about 50 million people 
in 1918-19, most of them in 
describing the virus and its ef- Europe whose populations colourful mayor, tried to stem Saddam. 
.... feet,on people, in Audd terms~,,,,.,wero;~;e~hausted:v.from~.'.four~=the:destructive:effeets of ~the, ~,i;But~the thousands~ofi~eient- 
: ,  has-lcontributed!:far ,mdre t0;t'!~yeafs~:of':war aad:'de0riv~ation' '~mddia:'sc:a~!on:TdriSnt0~ :eeon:~:::~):ii:~t~;~b~king on it ,~i:[i~'be sue- ! 
• Toronto's jitters, health and~,,:and had little resistance~to',the .... omy. Unfortunately, he probab- cessful. Instant communication 
ly did more harm than good. 
On CNN, he first blamed 
the U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control for having slapped a 
travel advisory on Toronto. 
When informed that it was the 
WHO, he snapped "who the 
hell are they?" There are 
times when it is better for poli- 
ticians to rely on the experts 
rather than their own instincts. 
The fallout was predictable. 
Conventions were cancelled. 
Toronto hotels have vacancy 
rates not seen in years. Tourists i
are staying away in droves/ . . . .  
That's when our prime mini- 
ster waded into the fray. He 
will hold a cabinet meeting in 
Toronto, he said, stay in a Tor- 
onto hotel and, by gosh, "will 
sleep very, very, very well." 
A nice gesture, but aga~ns t 
the onslaught of the n~ass 
media's twist on the story, des- 
tined to be ineffective. 
I am not saying the media 
should ignore SARS. A virus 
that can and has killed 20 
people can't and shouldn't be 
ignored. :, 
What I am saying is that the 
media should cover such :is- 
sues more responsibly, v~ith 
less of a sensational s ant. ! ~ 
Perhaps that is expecting 
too much. The old adage that 
dog bites man is no story, but  
man bites dog is, seems to hold 
as true as ever. ; 
Perhaps it will take a li[tle 
longer to drive SARS back into 
the box than it took to topple i 
makes it possible for resear- 
chers to exchange their find- 
ings immediately. 
The SARS virus may have 
been able to quickly spread 
across continents, but so does 
knowledge and information. 
And in a confrontation with 
those two, SARS won't have a 
chance for long. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com. 
Or you can phone him at (250) 
381-6900. 
flu virus. 
The name Spanish flu, by 
the way, is one of the great 
misnomers. Spain g¢:, stuck 
with the connotation because 
that's where it first appeared. 
The virus originated in the 
same place - Guangdong pro- 
vince in China. 
It appears that in the Great 
War, the French army used 
Chinese labourers to help dig 
trenches. From them it spread 
to the soldiers. 
economy-wise, than the damn 
virus itself. 
Actually, I should rephrase 
that. Torontonians themselves 
are dealing rather well with 
the SARS issue. 
It's everybody else who 
would rather live in the ruined 
Information Ministry building 
in Baghdad than visit Toronto. 
To date, just over 20 people 
have died from the effects of 
SARS in Toronto. During the 
same time, twice as many Ca- 
/ nd so the se,ason changes 
b d: I ;loin[el: []  ;! l ;[oIo~:l I!.111 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
top of the wooden fence, eying 
the dark lumps. 
One brave bird dropped be- 
side a cupcake, stabbed an ex- 
ploratory peck into it, and re- 
assured, flew off with its booty. 
In no time every crumb was 
gone. 
Not so Sunday. Thinking the 
peanuts blended too much into 
the dried grass surrounding the 
rock, I topped the pile with a 
slice of white bread. 
Monday morning the pile 
was still undisturbed. Not wan- 
ting the food to melt into the 
ground and go to waste, I sa- 
crificed two macaroons, crum- 
bling one into several large 
pieces to target he peanuts. 
The second macaroon I 
centered on the level top of 
the nearest fencepost. Surely 
the snow white would draw the 
sharp eye of a passing bird. 
Yet nothing moved. Monday 
went by, sunny and serene, 
with no revitalization of the 
feathered population except for 
sparrows and purple martins 
who ignore handouts. 
I thought of gathering up the 
stash and offering it to a 
neighbour whose bird feeder 
serves snacks year round. But 
mixed in with the peanuts and 
macaroni were several sesame 
bars. Hard enough to chip a 
tooth, but still sticky. Moving 
the mound would be messy. 
Tuesday forenoon brought 
reprieve. By midmorning the 
macaroon was missing from the 
top of the fencepost. Inspection 
of the rock revealed no telltale 
signs of macaroni or peanuts, 
or sesame seeds. Still the only 
bird in sight was a perky robin, 
busily poking about in the short 
grass. 
It was then I noticed how, in 
the middle of the lawn the  
grass rippled in the breeze. I
was overdue making my first 
cut of the season. And along 
the fence, grass wriggled up 
through the dried leaves, mak- 
ing them difficult to rake out. 
The sudden absence of 
crows and jays made me 
aware, more than any calendar, 
of the switch from spring to 
summer. 
While I procrastinated, the 
birds got on with nesting, ig- 
noring food in favour of fea- 
thers and twigs. 
rock beside the fence where 
crows congregate daily for ar- 
guments. 
But Sunday, no crows 
zoomed in from treetops to in- 
spect my offerings. Even bik- 
ing 10 blocks before Sunday 
lunch, I saw only one crow, 
waddling about a neighbour's 
concrete driveway. 
Yet earlier, while snow was 
on the ground, crows had gob- 
bled chocolate-marshmallow 
cup cakes I left in the same 
spot. Then, within minutes, 
crows side-stepped along the 
"THERE IS a tide hz the af- 
fairs of men, 
Which, taken at the flood, 
leads on to fortune; 
Omitted, all the voyage of 
their life 
is bound in shallows and in 
miseries." 
-Shakespeare 
BIRDS KNOW better than 
anyone, 'for everything there 
is a season'. Procrastination 
isn't one of their shortcomings. 
Last week, no doubt re- 
sponding to the calendar, 
crows that had gathered in 
black clouds of 40 or more 
every morning to begin cawing 
at 5 a.m., vanished from the 
neighbourhood. Stellar jays, 
too, flew the coop. 
I wouldn't have noticed the 
birds' truancy except on Satur- 
day evening, I tidied the 
candy drawer dumping its 
buildup of stale cheesies, stray 
elbow macaroni (a favourite 
snack of my grandkids), and 
several handfuls of rancid pea- 
nuts in the shell. 
For the birds' convenience, 
I shelled the peanuts before 
pouring the collection on a flat 
LooK'rool4APPT J'ragK'6(E '%P.c o  I'roBf--T 4E YEAI~OP ' 
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What we think about 
Local students air their views 
on the recent U.S. invasion 
with Prime Minister Jean Chretien's decision to keep our 
forces out of combat. 
opinion on Canada's response to this undeniably contro- 
versial war. 
columns written by local high school students. 
where she and other members of her English class were 
able to discuss the latest developments of the invasion. 
in the Middle East as they unfolded. 
Hall Downs and John Humble are two Grade 12 stu- 
dents at Caledonia who share a unique perspective on 
the U.S. decision to attack Iraq: they are both half Amer- 
ican. 
long, difficult task of rebuilding of Iraq, there's till no 
trace Of the country's former leader, Saddam Hussein, or 
his sons Uday and Qusay. It's not known if they perished 
during the attack. 
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l am a Canadian-American. 
'who opposed the I raq war 
"An eye for an eye only makes the whole worm reason to remove Saddam but it cannot be be- 
blind." cause of "weapons of mass destruction',. India, 
-Gandhi Pakistan, North Korea and others all possess 
By HALI DOWNS these weapons, 
THIS IS MY all-time favourite quote. Gandhi, Iraq appears to have not had the capability 
like me, felt that "war was not the answer." to launch any kind of attack on its own borders 
In the last few months, the world has been let alone on us. 
T HE U.S.-LED war against Iraq entered a new obsessed with Iraq and the possibility that It is a fact that Iraq has the second largest 
phase last week, when President George Bush weapons of mass destruction were constructed reserves of oil in the world. All modern econo- 
declared the combat phase of the conflict was .. and stored within the country, mies hugely depend on a cheap supply of oil. 
over. But, have we overlooked the fact that the If a "friendly" government were installed in 
Polls found most Canadians aid they agreed country that is trying to police Iraq is possibly Iraq this would have huge implications for all 
the most violent in the world's history? Was it of us particularly America and Britain with the 
not America who dropped the first nuclear possibility that control of the oil supply, and 
But look a little closer, and you'll find a diversity of bombs, and has had no problems with man- their price would change. 
ufacturing weapons and then distributing them The human cost of war is going to be enor- 
like candy to whatever country needs them so mous, both to the United States and to Iraq. 
That's why we're printing three thought-provoking that they dan crush and destroy "opponents"? The most severe impact of the military assault 
It's a shame that the richest and militarily on Iraq is on its already suffering civilian po- 
Grade 10 student Kim Kelly attends Skeena Junior, strongest country isso poorly arguing such bad pulation. 
diplomatic practices. Over a decade of containment and isolation 
The reality of the war in Iraq is likely very has created miserable conditions inside Iraq. 
She wrote down her thoughts to the troubling events different from what was shown by the U.S. Saddam induced poverty, malnutrition, and 
television etworks. Reports of civilian deaths starvation on the most vulnerable of the Iraqi 
and destruction reported in the foreign media people, including millions of children. These 
were absent from U.S~ media, civilians; innocent of the atrocities Saddam 
The general assumption of those promoting THE WAR was wrong, Hall Downs says. Hussein ,has committed, should not bear the 
war with Iraq has been that the U.S. govern- burden of deprivation and death such a war has Meanwhile, as Canada nd others join the U.S. in the ment bears some special responsibility to keep to bomb the hell out of the country! surely exacted on them. 
Iraq in line. These are the same people who This would cost less financially as well as I am a Canadian-American d like 40 per 
tend to gloss over the only possible reason that in human lives. The inspectors ~:ould even cent of Americans living in the U.S, I opposed 
the U.S. government should be especially im- have used UN body guards to make sure that the war. Although I find Saddam to be a mur- 
plicated in the matter: the fact that the U.S. ~is they went in nothingwas going out the back derous madman, I don't think war is the an- 
government were one of the many that sup- door. I thought the idea was to prevent Saddam swer. I think a war will make things worse. 
plied Hussein with weapons, including some of Hussein from using his weapons. Not backing Many years ago, the Americans upported 
those now characterized as "weapons of mass him into a corner where he has nothing to lose, Saddam and they helped him get into power. 
destruction." destroying as many lives as possible on his Now, 15 years later, they are trying to kill him. 
Very often people in power, dictators uch waydown. I don't blame them, but now that he is out of 
as Saddam, are ruthless people. They do what- I would have said get immediate UN agree- power, who's the next guy the U.S. has lined 
ever the can get away with to stay in power, ment to send hundreds of inspectors to Iraq, up? How can we be sure that in 10 to 15 years 
Tony Blair is helping Bush because he feels train them there, and protect hem as they go. from now we won't want to kill, him too? 
he has to in order to get Britain on good terms Give them six months. And make it perfectly I find that the U.S. is creating a generation 
with the U.S. George Bush is hoping that if he clear that if they are attacked, then he has at- of hate. Iraq is not the only country with her- 
wins this war people will vote for him in the tacked the entire UN and it's a different game rible dictators and weapons of mass destruc- 
up coming election, meaning both Bush and altogether, tion. What are we going to do with those coun- 
Blair are using their power. We could have also gotten the Iraqi's view tries? Bomb all of them to "free the people"? 
I love America, but it really does break my on Saddam and see what they would like (if I can't help but think that the American 
heart o see how Bush is turning the rest of the possible). We should have also gotten Iraqi government is only "helping the people" in 
world against he Americans. support instead of assuming that they would he countries that we can benefit from. 
Why bomb Saddam? It is Pakistan that has happy to see that we are there. Though they are saving the Iraqi people 
nukes, that has a military dictator with direct I believe the true motives are mostly about from Saddam, they are not seeing that the Ira- 
links to al-Qaida... (Not to mention North political power, money, and influence. These qis feel like we are taking them over. I think. 
Korea). are not worthy reasons for any country to wage this war will change the world a lot because 
I'm not entirely against going into a country war. George Bush may indeed also have some the hate will never stop. 
and trying to give its population a chance to idea of good and evil, but no matter how bad One may argue a special obfigation for our 
live free from a dictatorship. My heart breaks Saddam is, he does not justify an attack which government to destroy the monster Hussein 
when I hear stories about sons being arrested may result in thousands of Iraqi civilian whom it helped create, but history shows re- 
and never seen again, or about the living con- deaths, and probably inspire more acts of blind peatedly that "intervention only breeds unin- 
ditions, or women being horribly mistreated, hatred against Americans. i tended consequences" (Adrien M.) which are 
However, I don't think warAs,the answer, There are those who will oppose .any war ~ at least as bad:if:not worse than.the originati 
HowAong would&hav~takelt to put hundreds: short of~immediate s lf, defeme, and those who problem. Anyone, who ~!ieves that war is,the~ 
of inspectors, from appropriate UN member, will support a war at the drop of ahat. Most of solution tO a pr0blem has a faulty Understa/i~ ~' 
...... ,~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ]~  countries? Surely the U.S. could have mobi- us are somewhere in the middle, ing of history. 
......... ~: ~. :::;~: . . ... ,>:,.~ lized the American military to seal kaq's bor- Why the rush to war? Iraq is not thel only -Hali Downs is a Grade 12 student at Cale' 
: ders while these inslbectors blanketed the country in the world with weapons of mass de- donia Senior Secondary, where she co.edits the 
: country as quickly as it managed to mobilize struction. There was clearly a very compelling school newspaper. 
e 
KIM KELLY, left, and classmate Oessica Stoller dis- 
cussed the situation in Iraq in English class. 
The warBy KIMin~,~,mY eyes The U.S. was justif ied, says 
w,r,,oacom o,t,,,,m,, ° local Amer ican student  When President Bush announced that Saddam Hussein and his sons had 48 hours to step down or leave Iraq, I 
was shocked. 
After learning about the Holocaust in school, I can "War is not about who's right. People like Saddam don't re- 
sort of understand why Bush decided war was the only lt'saboutwho'slefl." It's worth it. The war has liberated spend well to diplomacy. They 
solution. Hitler was only six months away from finishing -General George S. Patton, Jr. millions of oppressed Iraqi citizens cannot be negotiated with. We 
the atomic bomb but the British thought he Germans By JOHN HUMBLE tried for years, and it never 
were at least four to five years away from finishing it. I TH INK THAT George worked. The only time he agreed 
Lucky thing the British invaded or else life as we 
know it would be very different. So, as you can see, Pre- "Blood and Guts" Patton hit The civilians in Iraq are prob- weapons being discovered, thoogh, to our demands was after we de- 
sident Bush is doing the same. the phi losophical  question ably the biggest concern of all the skeptics are ever-ready:t6"point molished his military during 
But what if he is wrong? What if all along the only about war on the head with that people who protested the war. out they may have been planted. Operation Desert Storm. Force is 
reason that Saddam wouldn't say anything is because statement. Granted, Patton was People carried signs proclaiming Now don't get me wrong. I the only thing people like him un- 
there is nothing to say 'cause there is nothing there, a little nuts. He said that he their concern. One thing I find have never bought President derstand, and we gave him a 
amusing is the fact that these Bush's grave predictions that Sad- damn good thumping. 
All of this would mean that Bush has wrongfully inva- wanted to be killed by the last people would rather allow those dam is a threat o the world. To Now, I have my criticisms of 
ded, bombed and killed a country. I would think that all bullet fired in the last battle, same children to live and die his own people and his immediate this war. However, they are pri- 
of this would give Saddam permission to invade the U.S. Perhaps there was method to under a regime that has shown no neighbors, perhaps, but we don't marily cosmetic. 
whenever he wanted, his madness, and perhaps it hesitation to slaughter its own really have anything to fear from The one thing I hate is the 
Who's to say that Saddam hasn't hid his atomic wen- gave him an insight that most people than to actually do any- him, directly, at least, name - Operation Iraqi Freedom. 
pens in another country? Who's to say the weapons of us lack. thing to help them and improve On the other hand, I have no It sounds so corny. I want some- 
haven't been in this other country for 12 years already? 
So if the U.S. doesn't find what they are looking for and There is strong division right their standard of living, trouble believing that Iraq posses- thing better, like Operation Big 
figures out that they were wrong, and they apologize and now regarding one backwater, One thing in particular people sos some weapons of mass de- Can of Whoop-Ass, or Operation 
then the UN rebuilds Iraq, what if Iraq bombs the U.S. sand-covered country thousands of have lost sight of is that Saddam struction. Not in large quantities, Disco Inferno. 
with its well-hidden weapons? miles away. Iraq. Hussein is a particularly nasty in- for sure. But there is something As for opposition from France 
Something else that I really don't understand is how Being an American, and feel- dividual. His sons, Uday and there. I would bet money on it. and Germany, I find it interesting, 
could a country bomb another and in the end pay to re- ing a strong nationalist bond with Qusay, are not much better. In People say that the Iraqis to say the least, that both these 
build it? That is like shooting someone and then kindly my countrymen, I naturally sup- fact, they may be worse. The didn't want to beliberated. I think countries are owed millions of 
offering to take them to the hospital, ported the invasion of Imq. Having dollars in oil debt, which they 
And one of the biggest opics for debate is about Ca- only one channel, and no social may not get if the U.S. says that 
nada and the U.S. and how the Americans are mad that life, I have been fixated on the The one thing I hate is the name: Operation Iraqi all debts are off after this is over. I 
we didn't want to go to war. massive orgy of destruction. The should also point out that Iraq 
I think that if Canada was bombed or affected by grainy footage of Tomahawk Freedom. I want something better, like Operation spends much of its foreign spend- 
some form of biological warfare, then that would have cruise missiles slamming into Big Can of Whoop-Ass, or Operation Disco Inferno. ing in France and Germany. 
convinced us to become more involved in this war. anonymous buildings halfway Now, this could very well be a 
War is a lot like high school. You never get portals- around the world was the ultimate war about oil, or a smokescreen 
sion to fight someone, and if you are going to fight them, sporting event. The Stanley Cup world will be a much better place they may be afraid of change and for the U.S.'s sagging economy, or 
you do it on your own with no back up. Playoffs have nothing on this. without hem. wary of the Americans, but the maybe Saddam wore white after 
If you are going to fight, you fight, if you are going to Now, I know what many people A lot of people think that this simple fact is that they are getting Labour Day. 
war, you fight it. The U.S. didn't become involved with are concerned about. The media is a war over oil. I think that oil is liberated, whether they want it or The point is, at the end of the 
the Second World War until the Japanese bombed Pearl has gone to great effort o show us of interest o the Americans and not. day, we will have liberated mil- 
Harbour, so why couldn't Canada be the same? Person- simple desert peasants, desperate- the British, but there has to be Any government set up by the lions of people who otherwise 
ally, even though the U.S. is denying it, there was more ly trying to scrape a living out of something more there. Coalition or the UN, or whoever would have spent their lives in 
to this war than just disarming Iraq's atomic bombs, the harsh landscape. We have Tony Blair is getting ripped a does it, is going to be a damned fear and subjugation. And if we're 
If you ask the majority of students, they know nothing seen two kinds of these people, new one over this, and I have a better sight than what "So-Damn lucky, gas will get cheaper. 
about Iraq and Saddam Hussein. The most common footage is of hard time believing that he would Insane" has been giving them for To end this off lightheartedly, 
It's really sad. In Grade 10, the main thing that you them embracing advancing Amer- risk his political career over oil. the past 30 years, here's a joke that pertains to this 
learn is about Canada, and you learn it the whole year, icon and British soldiers, and ce- George Bush enjoys more sup- The straightforward answer is situation: You know the world is 
which sucks with the war going on and not being able to lebrating their liberation, port, but I don't thtnk that even he that we have won. We will set up crazy when the best ripper is 
learn about it in Socials. The other is of them standing would have risked massive outcry a new government. And yes, we white, the best golfer is black, the 
If I could meet President Bush, I would tell him what on the rubble of what may or may over pictures of American boys will kill some innocent civilians. French are accusing the Ameri- 
I thought about his decision. I would also tell him to sit not have once been a very impor- and girls~coming'home in rubber However, I don't think that cans of being arrogant, and the 
in on a Grade 10 English class and learn some more rant building in Baghdad, bran- bags ove~ oil. short of lobbing a nuclear missile Germans don't want to go to war. 
about he Second World War. dishing automatic weapons and There] has to be something into Baghdad, we will kill nearly - John Humble Is a Grade 12 
Kim Kelly is a Grade 10 student at Skeena Junior chanting slogans of hatred for the more there. We heated scattered as many ,people as Saddam has, student at Caledonia Senior Seep. 
Secondary in Terrace, United States in particular, reports of recovered chemical or would if he remained in power, nary School. 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
. SKEENANATIVE I. i 
DE VELOPMEN:T: SOCIETY, The Mail Bag 
None of this 
makes sense 
Dear Sir: 
Business 101, Terrace style. 
Let me get this right. The airport society now says the 
visit from WestJet did precipitate the idea of expanding 
the runway, but the real reason for asking for 2.5 million 
of our bucks was because Whitehorse may get charter 
flights from Germany and we want that, too? Lufthansa 
is dying to come to Terrace with international tr service 
featuring, not 737s now, but 767s? That's thinking big 
alright. 
Of course, our city council thinks we will get West- 
Jet, and attract raffic from Smithers and Rupert, thus 
killing Hawkair there as well. All of this is assuming that 
Smithers and Rupert residents will gladly get up in the 
middle of the night and drive icy roads in the middle of 
winter down dangerous roads to avail themselves of this 
service 
Then there's the Bradfield Road. There are volumes 
of documentation from Alaska acknowledging the road 
will damage the Terrace and Prince Rupert economy, 
but Jack Talstra, normally an extremely thoughtful His 
Worship, doesn't believe them. He's counting on Wran- 
gell citizens taking a ferry, then driving hundreds of ki- 
Iometres down dirt roads, to shop at our new WalMart 
store. 
Think of the economic boom all these new $8 an hour 
jobs will create. Of course, tourists headed to Alaska and 
north to use this new road will also drive the extra 200 
kilometres round trip from Kitwanga to visit Terrace. 
Hey Jack, here's a heads up. The road is two-lane. 
That means it's as likely to take business away as bring 
it. Alaska isn't proposing this idiocy to build our 
economy. Alaska is proposing this to steal our business, 
believe them. 
And our erstwhile MP, Andy Burton, wants to build 
our regional economy by whacking seals. We'll all get 
rich selling seal penises to China! That will bring the 
tourists flocking. 
There's a reason BC's economy is last in Canada. 
Beam me up, Scotty. There's no intelligent life here. 
Bruce Hill, Terrace, B.C. 
Let's have a vote 
on runway idea 
Dear Sir: 
I have just read the brief item anout adding the run- 
way extension to a referendum. Bravo I say. 
Terrace has always been a town where things get 
done more for an individual's tatus or gain rather than 
need. :.., v.~ :.,,~ .~ 
I think the people~l~/e a~ight e~pecially in these try- 
ing economic times':to liave:;d say. ,;;,~>~,+;; 
While all the extension pundits claim the arrival of 
WestJet will bring people from all over the northwest to 
fly because it is an hour faster to Vancouver, no one bo- 
thers to mention that it is more than negated by the drwe 
to Terrace from the outlying areas. 
Hawkair (and others) have made great investments in
the economy of Terrace and other served towns and ci- 
ties. 
I don't believe that putting another 100 people out of 
work is justified just so the airport manager can add a 
feather in his cap and the rich folks on the bench can get 
to Vancouver faster to spend their money out of town. 
Ray Halleck, Terrace, B.C. 
i OF TERRACE 
FHETERRACE ADVISORY PA l{KS  
AND RECREAT ION COMMISS ION 
is seeking volunteers to sit on this appointed Board. The 
commission meets monthly to discuss and recommend 
actions related to the City's parks and recreation services. 
Volunteers are required from the City and from Electoral 
Areas C & E ('lhornhill, North Terrace or Lakelse lake). 
Interested individuals are asked to submit a letter stating 
name, address, a brief description of their interests and 
previous volunteer experience, Letters hould be received 
no later than May 20, 2003, at: 
Terrace Advisory Parks and Recreation Commission 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X8 
or Fax: 615-3010 
KINSMEN CLUB OF TERRACE 
17TH ANNUAL 
RIVERBOAT 
RAFFLE 
Supplied By: 
Neid Enterprises 
Valte~, - S3 .~,O00.O0 
20' ALUMINUM 
RIVER BOAT 
& TRAILER 
7~1W vehicle stq,plled by 
• .!.i'. !. []i~: ;i~ ]? . :~[~:  ? :;' . 
:~ .~: : : : : : :  : . : : : s : . . ' : .  " . ' . ' . , . :  .~. ,~, ,~ .*a.,: 
.;..~.:.':;?tS~. : ' : : i~  . . . .  ~ . . . .  ' : : "  ~,2 
• " " - . . . . .  . : x  "#'~: 
)' l j  ~rtlblll Motor8 (Not InCL Ill lmk'~9 Insured by flrald Ins,trance 
EARLY BID DRAW 
'No' to runway plan 
Dear Sir: 
"You build it they will come" ap- 
pears to be the thinking of the city fa- 
thers and the airport society. 
They believe that this field of 
dreams will bring prosperity to our 
town. Perhaps they are counting on the 
overflow from that other' dream, the 
2010 Olympics. 
These good folks are insisting that 
we need this expansion to lure WestJet 
or other companies to come here. Are 
they forgetting that 737 jets used to 
land here several times a day for de- 
cades while charging travellers the 
highest rate per mile in the country, 
perhaps in the world? 
They stopped using jets for econo- 
mic reasons (planes half empty), noth- 
ing to do with the runway. 
They also talk about landing heavy 
planes in a tailwind. I am not an avia- 
tor but that appears to me to be a job 
for a stunt pilot no matter the length of 
the runway. 
Suppose that WestJet or some other 
carrier is persuaded to land in Terra.ce. 
My prediction is that airfares will go 
down long enough to put Hawkair out 
of business and we would return to the 
good old days paying exorbitant fares 
or opting to drive for two days. 
Hawkair presently has almost 100 
employees. Considering spinoffs that is 
a significant number of people whose 
jobs are critical not only for them but 
also to the town. So give your head a 
good shake and drop the silly expan- 
sion idea. 
John Jensen, Terrace, B.C. 
i[[ SNDS is offering assistance for youth to participate in ]] 
II sports, recreation a d fine arts in Urban Terrace. [[  I I  
[I "Our objective isto provide opportunities formental, [[ 
[[ physical, emotional nd [[ 
II spiritual (life balance) growth of Aboriginal youthY II 
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card price 
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We need a better attitude 
~eii~s}i~idt~° e Twe~aC:u:neoDemCr~°~i~O02 s ~nd ihga:~:~;Cho:d r 'l CORR.PONDENCE~OR THlt I"B~I~.CE ST, NDARD 
l.-cted officials, r1~1 I i l I 
iF i rst  and foremost in an economy that is as bad as lh . NI III P [ 9 0  
rs, they S t ould be doing whatever they can to create Jr. ~ .~ '  I • [] ~ i I ~ Ibl,~a~ 
iployment, yet when an opportunity arises to do that I h,,, 
;y seem to come up with all sorts of answers, some of 
~m based c ~ thei~ o, vn ~ toral co~/ic ions and not those that was about one month ago and still no response- from 
the people who ,.'lea:ted them. him. Our council was elected by the people for the 
The latest issue of not opening on statutory holidays people and they should be concerned as to everyone s
opinion not just the majority. 
WaI-Mart could be one of the best things that has  
in disgust the way our community is being run by our 
ele  .
oa S, t should 
em  
they 
the  on r w m  nv tions 
i of  el cted 
is just one example. The chamber ecently did a survey 
and 64% of businesses urveyed said they didn't want to 
open on statutory holidays. That's fine but what about 
the other 36% who do want to open? 
Is it the right of city council to tell a businessman 
who has invested everything into his business that he is 
not allowed to open and make money? What if all the 
businesses that wanted to stay open but they didn't have 
enough employees to do that, then they just might have 
to hire someone. 
: We should be just as concerned about creating one 
job aswe are about creating 100 jobs. The same as Wal- 
Mart opening and the casino that was shot down. How 
many jobs would the casino have created? 
Yes there are some moral issues but is it the right of 
city council to force their moral issues on us? 
I have some difficulty believing that our city council 
is concerned about what the public has to say as I 
phoned councillor David Hull numerous weeks ago to 
have my concerns heard. He informs me that statutory 
holidays are for me to be home with my family. That 
should be my decision not his. 
He then informed me that he would stop by and talk 
to m. It is obvious that my opinion is not important as 
Why pick on Alcan? 
Dear Sir: 
Kitimat has not attracted new development for about 
25 years. Does an investor view our area as a difficult 
place to conduct business based on how we treat the sin- 
gle largest employer in the Pacific Northwest? 
Should the District of Kitimat work with people to de- 
velop new industry instead of mugging existing and pro- 
yen corporate citizens? All of us need to realize that we 
are competing with the world to protect our ability to 
compete in the future; there are no guarantees. 
There are a number of questions I have been asking 
myself. Is litigation really the best means to attract in- 
vestment? Is there a public mandate for mayor and 
council to spend a huge amount of taxpayer's money to 
wage a campaign against Alcan? 
When has government developed and mandated pri- 
vate corporate policy? Who elected Trafford Hall? 
In this society, the business community pays the bulk 
of the taxes. To my knowledge, we did not vote on a de- 
cision to fight Alcan. Stranger still, is the fact that Mean 
is paying incredible amounts of city tax to provide Kiti- 
mat with the resources to afford this fight. When you say 
it out loud, it sounds quite silly. 
As  Alcan considers its future, dozens of countries are 
lined up to sing their praises and position themselves as 
the best place to conduct business. 
Today our competitive bid includes a lawsuit based 
happened to Terrace in a long time and we should wel- 
come them with open arms and think positively about 
what they will do for the town. 
In the short time I have been in town all 1 hear is the 
negative about anything new, not too many people talk 
about the positive. Our elected officials and even the 
editor of this newspaper need to become more positive 
and progressive and really get behind seeing Terrace 
grow into a thriving community. 
Glenn Kelly, Terrace, B.C. 
¢ 
Duck 
Brome Lake, Utility Grade, 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are askir 
solve a break and enter to a he] 
J 
*:J C r ime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to  
; I $1 ,000 .00  fo r  In fo rmat ion  lead ing  to  an  ar res t  and/or  con-  
, I  v l c t lon .  If you  have  any  In fo rmat ion  ca l l  "Cr ime Stoppers"  
::i a t  635-T IPS  that ' s  635-8477.  Ca l le rs  wn l  NEVER be 
i [  requ i red  to  revea l  the i r  name or  tes t i fy  In cour t .  C r ime 
:t S toppers  does  NOT subscr ibe  to  ca l l  display. 
IililCall 635.TIPS: 
: .+... 
I 
www.keenhyside.com 0 U I ~ ~ ~  
.... - - - - ]  
, 250  635  5232 
Fax: 250-635-3288 
4635 ~e ig  Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. (Next  To SAAN)  
I I  
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 9:30 am • Tuesday 5:30 pm, 7:00 pm 
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Seeded, No. 1 Grade, South 
African Grown, 1.08/kg 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, May 7 to 10, 2003. 
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Volunteers needed to boost 
search and rescue team 
TERRACE SEARCH and 
Rescue's land component 
is looking for new people 
to beef up its complement 
of volunteers. 
All that's required is for 
a person to be physically 
fit who enjoys the out- 
doors, who owns a good 
pair of boots and who has 
a set of good rain gear. 
"We provide the rest - 
the training that ' s  
needed," says group mem- 
ber Terry Unrau. 
"We'll teach the basics. 
Working with a map and 
compass, first aid, survival 
skills, building shelters," 
he said. 
The group is holding an 
information ight May 14 
at 7 p.m. at its quarters lo- 
cated on Greig Ave. in the 
building row containing 
OK Tire, Minute Muffler 
and Pinedale Radiators. 
Search and Rescue 
members have participated 
in some high profile sear- 
ches in the area in recent 
times. 
That included the 
search on Mount Elizabeth 
last year for two Alcan 
summer student employees 
and the search for a 10- 
Pause in 
search for 
specialist 
HEALTH AUTHORITIES 
are holding off for now on 
their search for a third in- 
ternal medicine specialist 
for Terrace and the north- 
west. 
They first want to give 
an opportunity for one re- 
cently recruited to ease 
into his practice in con- 
junction with Dr. Barrie 
Phillips, who has been the 
area's only internal medi- 
cine specialist for two 
years. 
Dr. Zafar Iqbal, now 
working in Dublin, Ireland, 
is expected in Terrace in 
early summer. 
He has a sub-specialty 
in kidney ailments, mean- 
ing he will spend half his 
time at the new regional 
kidney dialysis unit at 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
and the other half of his 
time on general duties in 
Terrace and in Kitimat. 
Northern Health Author- 
ity official Cholly Boland 
emphasized that the re- 
cruitment pause does not 
mean the plan has been 
shelved. 
"On the contrary," said 
Boland. "We first want to 
determine the specific 
needs for a third special- 
ist." 
Also needed in the Ter- 
race area and the north- 
west is an anatomical pa- 
thologist to replace one 
who recently retired and a 
replacement psychiatrist to 
replace one who is moving 
away. 
Job postings for these 
two positions will be is- 
sued shortly. 
And there is gradual 
movement on a long-term 
plan to place an orthope- 
dic surgeon in Terrace to 
complement the services 
of the one in Kitimat and 
the one in Prince Rupert. 
Finding an orthopedic 
surgeon is one thing, but 
setting up the facilities 
and infrastructure is an- 
other, said Boland. 
"You also need nurses, 
specially-trained ones, 
operating room time and 
equipment," said Boland. 
The prospect of an or- 
thopedic surgeon was 
brought up by the health 
authority board at its Jan- 
uary board meeting. 
• TERRACE SEARCH and rescue  land  team t ra ins  regu lar ly  to  respond when 
ca l led  for  ass i s tance .  Those  who are  phys ica l ly  f i t  and en joy  the  outdoors  a re  
we lcome to  a t tend  a May  14 in fo rmat ion  n ight .  T ra in ing  covers  surv iva l  sk i l l s ,  
f irst a id  and  t rack ing .  PHOTO COURTESY TERRACE SEARCH AND RESCUE 
year-old boy who went search and rescue presi- 'Grand Forks in southern 
missing in the Salmon dent Debbie Cobbs of B.C. for a training session. 
River Valley near Prince those searches. More information is 
George. Last week, local team available by calling Unrau 
"Groups from all over members travelled to at635-0992. 
B.C. "" " participated, said 
Buy one breakfast 
item, get one free. 
Valid at: 
4828 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, BC 
'Two beverages of your choice must be 
purchased. The free breaklast item will be the 
lesser of the two in value. Please bring this 
coupon with yco and prenent i to your server. 
Not vatid with any other coupon or promotional 
off~ Taxes and gratuity extxa. Not valid fer alcohd. 
Expires m May 30, 2003.A~table at partJdpating 
restaurants. ©2003, DFO, Inc. 
Buy one lunch item, 
get one free. 
Valid at: 
4828 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, BC 
"Two beverages of your choice must be 
purchased.The fr e lunch item will be the lesser 
of the two in value, Please bring this coupon 
with you and present it to your server. Not 
valid with any othor coupm or prom~o~al offer. 
Taxes and gratuity extra. Not valid for alcohol. 
Expires on May 30, 2003. Available at 
pa,rlidpating restaurants. © 2003, DFO, Inc. 
Buy  one  d inner  i tem,  
get  one  f ree .  
Valid at: 
4828 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, BC 
"Two beverages of your choice must be 
purchosed. The frae firmer ttam win be the lesser 
of the two in value. Please bring this coupon 
with you and present it to your server, Net 
valid with any other coupon or pran~timal offer, 
Taxes and gratuity extra, Not valid for alcohol, 
Expires on May 30, 2003. Available at 
participating restaurants. O 2003, DFO, Inc. 
g= 
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CORRECTION NOTICE 
In the insert published by the 
Bdtish Columbia Honda Dealers 
and distributed as a supplement 
to this newspaper on 7 May 
2003, there Is an error in the 
model designation of the Honda 
CR-V depicted. The designation 
should read: 'CR-V EX, model 
RD7783E shown.' Similarly, In 
regard to Ihe Value Price 
Advantage stated , the 
disclaimer at the bottom of the 
page should read: 'Based on 
retail value of genuine Honda 
accessories and price 
difference versus CR-V LX, 
model RD7743PL', 
. . . . . . .  4631 Keith Ave., Terrace • 635-4984 I 
1-800-463-1128 
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GeneralM_ills ~ ' :~f~ i 
Cheerios 
~lmned v efie~ 450 to 575l+ 
UMIT SIX FREE.~mbin~i 
Assorted varieties. 900 g. ~ i ~  
L IMf f  EIGHT Combined 
varieties. Houlchold Limil • 
i'e~laz" p~kcs apply Io 
ovcilirnlt purd~ascs. 
Purex Bathroom 
Cheese SLices , , , , Tissue ~ [  
(~[~I.LI~['fFOUR I I~  l i  I~1 ~ UMI'fTilREE.Coinbind 
Fi~E.C~mbm~lln~lit~. | I I  i l  I l l  ~ ',',lfieli~s, llourholTIimil. 
Hou~hol~ lmn. l lu  f~el 
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Call today and order that special 
arrangement for Morn! 
Remember to order early! 
17, 
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lODe " -  . . . .  "Woei! 
' / I  i ~ - ~  _ - -~ ~---- - - - - -~--  
..,r* 11 ~ Your Choi,',: ... 
Roses 4 ~ 0011 no;:'~8 l i Iq(  
Do,0. I " # 77  II Pl,'m_ts J l  a ' ,  
6 Inch Pots Besonias , I F  
IB .  ~ / It Mini Roses or Mums. , ~  
\ ~ ~ v \%Whi le Supplies List, 
SAFEWAY PRICE ~ 
) 
s^ ,,w^ ,<cu, / 
j P~CE i
• i !;~i ¸: ~ 
+++,,HAVE YOU 
.++ ... ( 
.... ++++ + ++++,, TO MAKE ROOM ,. +.®+++++++ 
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LATEST IN a series of city plans to increase recreational facilities is now on 
paper as a conceptual drawing. The idea is to add a second sheet of ice to the 
arena. At the same time, there's a new project name - sportsplex. 
Arena sheds old 
multiplex name 
Now it will be the Terrace Sports Plex 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE CITY's new $4 mil- 
lion plan to twin the arena 
is to be dubbed the Ter- 
race Sports Plex. 
"Nobody wanted it tag- 
ged w i th  the old 
'Multiplex' name," city 
administrator Ron Poole 
explained. 
The new project is 
much slimmed down 
-featuring a second sheet 
of ice positioned between 
the existing arena and 
pool, a youth centre and 
some enlarged meeting 
space. 
"It really is a basic fa- 
cility," Poole said. 
Gone from the old mul- 
tiplex plan is a double 
gymnasium and a com- 
munity theatre. The city is 
now pursuing the idea of a 
separate conference  
centre, which may be eli- 
gible for a separate set of 
grants. 
But the project will be 
larger than just the bare 
bones second sheet of ice 
that voters rejected several 
years ago, Poole noted. 
The plan is to start 
building the project a year 
from now - as long as fun- 
d-raising in the meantime 
pulls in a major chunk of 
money. 
The city has a $2 mil- 
lion federal-provincial  
grant approved and has in- 
dicated it could borrow 
several hundred thousand 
on short-term borrowing to 
put in itself. 
The rest is to come 
from donations and spon- 
sors, and Poole says suc- 
cess will particularly rest 
on the response of corpor- 
ate sponsors. 
If there isn't good re- 
sponse there, he said the 
strategy will have to be re- 
assessed. 
Fact sheets and other 
promotional materials are 
.being assembled to arm a 
fundraising committee, 
Poole said. 
Work in the past two 
months has included pre- 
paration of conceptual 
drawings through MeEI- 
hanney Engineering and 
architect Dan Condon. 
Those plans call for a 
youth centre in the base- 
ment beneath the current 
arena banquet room. The 
banquet room would be 
expanded to take in exist- 
ing office space on at 
level, forming a larger 
meeting space that can be 
rented out. 
There would also be a 
$45,000 climbing wall, 
Poole said, although that 
is one of the options that 
stands to be eliminated if 
contributions don't hit tar- 
gets. 
He said the design also 
has space for one or two 
retail areas that would be 
leased out to outside oper- 
ators " possibly food ven- 
dors or sports equipment 
shops. 
A 2,700 square foot 
area on a second level in 
between the two arenas 
would have glassed win- 
dows looking onto both 
sheets of ice. Poole said 
that will likely be a li- 
censed lounge area. 
Poole says city staff are 
also working to determine 
what the annual operating 
costs of the new sports  
plex would be. 
He said it appears cer- 
tain it will cost more to 
run the new complex than 
the existing pool and 
arena, but how much more 
is not yet known. 
ANANTIQUE 
150 P ieces  
from Britain, France 
and America 
EXTR, 'tI  3ANZA!; • | : : 
Downtown Telkwa 
May 10th & 11th 10am- 6pm 
Dining sets, Wardrobes, Cabinets, 
Stained Glass & more 
1-250-846-9778 
Youth: CrimeDestroys+ Life ( I  
+ I l l  I I I  ~ IJR~[~] I [~I~].iI | l i [ i  I h l l l~  ~]r4 ir is]  d P.I R~[,] ~ i+ : : I I  
~lhe  
ii~tn IS il;i,i,~!~:ii+i 
m 
• • i+• :  L • .>  
5:00 pm 
63::4362 
. ,  . . . . . , .  , , 
.Gucci 
• Ralph Lauren 
+++ ; t!, . '~ .~ ' L  +. ? 
~,,..~.,.,~.' ;~ ~: f,,, " ..~,-g,~.. 
~ ~ GLASSES and  CONTACTS 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
• Harry Potter 
.Flexon 
.Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
For your convenience & quick service, 
bring in your prescription. ' ~  
f.gokingfor something 
specia!for_ ,. your morn on 
Mother's  ay? 
Check out Stairtop Lingerie for a very large 
variety of elegant night attire and ~ 
Ioungewear. Small to 4X sizes, beautiful ~ ,  ..~, [ 
camisoles, thong sets , ( - -~  
exercise wear, perfumed I+-~ 
/ ~  bath products, body ~ '~ 
I~\.~ lotion, jewellery, popular I' I / 
,I. ~N.~, gel candles and much, much more. 
('~'.~" or perhaps... 
- ~purchase a Gift Certificate for an 
i O  Electrolysis treatment or for 
' Suntanning. A 
Gift Wrapping ,+~~--~ 
Available ~ 
Kitirnat's First 
~ ¢. Electrolysis and Tanning Centre ~_ 
. ~-Serv ing  you for the past 26 years- 
 l:cttttbp  tPtgettt+ cti 
Pacif ic  Electrolysis.;.ne tanning i ' +" ' , :  :."?+(;:qi : 
205-120 Nechako Centre, Kitimat, 632-3827 
m 
h 
- ' L_ J  
• :<~ • 
:?' 
on Goodyear Aquatred 3, Fortera HL and Workhorse Extra Grip until May 31, 2003 
cars and mlnlv+ns 
$ 97 503=, 
GI IOD,~.+41 J I  
Luxury SUVs 
t P# 7 i+i $ 9 ~ 563=, 
$100""  " 
P.,0e~w tires. See mt~ler lot tmmplete dmilz. M 
B,V, U 'dd  u f~t  l i ce r~ t r /Lo~ Ml r t lo lmlml  G ro~ 
Can,ldl I t< .  I f ld  G ~  Cmldz  Irm. F~dm May 1:3i ,  2003 when yoU purchase 
ifbut!(4) Goodyear Eagle HI:'. HP Ultra o r  
Wrafigle~ RT/S "you'll receive a $100 60@D~F.4R ~i~moP 
ln~ant:Rebatel See retailer for details, www,fountalnUre.©om 
: This package includes i~be, 0il &filter, plus mu~ 
Its a great way to get your vehide in shape for spring drivingl +; 
MOTOVAC Sp I~CIAL  NOW 589.99  Reg.  Pr lce $120.99  |Fuel a . l '¢ "o . l  
I 
FOUNTAIN TIRE (TERRACE) 
4641 Keith Avenue • Terrace, BC 
L I Phone: 250-635-4344 Manager :  BK (Smilty) Smith - - .  __  smilty.smith@fountaintire.com 
Anythmg is Possible.._ 
, o ,o ,o+,o  
Wheels In Motion event in your community, Saturday, June 14, 2003. 
i l , 
TERRACE F IRE  chief Randy Smith examines what's left of a boat after it was 
set on fire right next to a mobile home on Braun's Island. Terrace and Thornhill 
firefighters responded and were able to save the mobile home from the fire. 
Braun's boat blaze 
leads to two arrests 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
A BRAUN'S Island man is shaking his 
head after two of his neighbours were ar- 
rested last week for allegedly torching his 
boat and nearly setting fire to his mobile 
home. 
Blaine Stensgaard says he knows the 
two people who were arrested at the 
scene of the May 1 fire. 
The fire at unit number 10, 5269 Hep- 
pie Road was reported shortly before noon 
after a neighbour noticed Stensgaard's 21- 
foot Glasspar fibreglass ocean boat on 
fire. 
The boat was parked just eight feet 
from his trailer home and two feet from 
his 1991 Ford Econoline-150 van. 
The two people, a man and a woman 
both in their mid-forties, were arrested at 
the scene of the blaze. "They had fled the 
scene originally and they came back to 
watch the fire," said investigating RCMP 
officer Cnst. Bryden Hennessey. 
Fire fighters from Thornhill and Ter- 
race responded to the fire and were able 
to put the blaze out before it took hold of 
the trailer. 
The boat was completely destroyed 
and police estimate damages to the van, 
boat, house and a shed to be in the range 
of $25,000. 
But Stensgaard says the boat is 
"irreplaceable." 
"It appears it was an arson and I 'm 
very angry about it," he said. 
Stensgaard and his neighbour, Noelle 
Buileid, spent an anxious hour after the 
blaze trying to locate his pet eat and her 
newborn kittens, some of which couldn't 
be found after the fire. 
Once the firefighters and their trucks 
left the scene, Stensgaard's cat emerged 
unscathed from behind his trailer. 
The blaze continues to be investigated 
by the Terrace fire department and 
RCMP. 
Scott Ave. break in probed 
CRIME STOPPERS is asking for help to 
solve a break and enter at a home on the 
4600 Block of Scott Ave. on April 25. 
A, t~itl~ar.~f the- hom~returned~ honre-e 
to find that a window in a door had been 
smashed open and entry gained. 
A JVC "backpack" model stereo was 
missing. 
Crime Stoppers looks for information 
about an incident, not the name of the per,on who ~u#~,~h~. i f~io~ ~ 
reward of up to $1,000'canbe ~gi~;efi,'fOr 
information leading to a conviction. 
Call 635-84?7. 
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• FRIENDS AND NEI 
THE NISGA'A.I 4AT 
; ,    COMMUNIT f O 
iii~ ~iil;T~E!NISGA'A NATION ANi 
'i~!ii~ '~i0F GINGOLX EXTENDS AI 
'~ii:!!, "~i!i:, YOu TC).ATTEND THEOF 
:~"!OF THE NEW 28 KILOMETER NISGNAHIGH~i/ 
EXTENSIONTO"GINGOLXiNTHESC-ENIC NASsi~A[[.EY. 
!.,: ~i::~.: ,~;;: ~.: .;. ~ -~ . • . ..:~: ,~!!~i,; ~' 
~ilIiTHEFIRSTI PARTOF THE PROGRAM STARTSATi!! ;'
I:00.~P.M~i~'ONSATURDAY, MAYI ~H, 2003]N~THE 
COM~MUNITYOF~LAXGALTS'AP,:AND ,,THEN PRC)'CEEDS 
T~GINGOLX'VIAT---HE NEW-HIGHWAYFOR T~E 
sECOND PART OF THE PROGRAM. A BANQUET 
WILL ~Z[OW AT THE G!NGOLX COMMUNI~ CENTRE. 
• ii i !ii! 
.~.~;~,~ i,~;~. ~ ~:~ ~-,~ , ,  
SPECTACULAR SCENERY 
NI ~'A SINGING, 
PLEASE J ')1~ US IN CELEBE ~.TII G 
~: ~ . . . . . . . .  
FOR MORE INFO~T.ION: i ii ~ 
ERIC W. GRANDISONi~!~ : ! ii.:::! ~;,:i~/ 
COMMUNICATIONS COORD!N~! .~ : ~: :::: ; 
NISGA'A LISIMS GOVERNMEN~,~,,~ ~ ; i 
(250) 633-3000 ' : : ' :~  ~ 
• ~,'~.~ ~ . . . . . . . . . .  . .  ~: .;::;/-'; ,:: i " 
2 
1 
• : 
U N H E 
Explor ing opportun i t ies  in the  Kit imat-Terrace area 
In response to local concerns, Alcan has commissioned a 
study to analyze the factors affecting the economy of B.C.'s 
Northwest, with a particular focus on the District of Kitimat. 
The goal is to contribute to the work of the Kitimat 
CommunityTask Force as it seeks to unleash the region's 
economic potential. 
I ~ n••  " " 
! ~: ,  
• " , -  / - , . -  ~ : .  - .  : • :•  • ,•  •• • ¸ . .• .•%.•  .L . ,  
opportunities, and analyzethe regiOn '~ ; "~ " ]ustrieS::~ ~!:;?~i :;! S main  in(: 
by  sector.  
Reflecting the importance of regional inter-depencies, the : i  
study will go beyond the boundaries of Kitimat to include 
Terrace and parts of the Highway 37 and 16 corridors. 
An independent eam of experienced resource economists 
will compare Kitimat's socio-economic situation to similar 
communities in Canada, North America, and the developed 
world. The team will identify investment challenges and 
Preliminary results will be available by the end of May 
and the final report will be complete by mid-July. 
For more information on "Unleashing the Potential," 
please call 1-800-262-2652. 
i(!:!!i,:~: 
"Economic planning is a priority for the Haisla people, so 
the timing of this initiative is good from our point of view. 
I'm looking forward to participating in the process, seeing 
the results, and finding out how the Haisla can benefit 
from the knowledge gained" 
I 
"1 believe this study is a very positive step. It will help us 
to understand more about our economic drivers and what 
is achievable in the region." 
Lael McEwan 
Progressive Ventures 
~f  
/~ i~  :/~i~ ~.~-;i~ / : i  :~ ;7 ; :  !;~( :i • i ~ ~'~ 
ii: I 
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Local 
dentists 
provide 
service 
TWO LOCAL dentists who 
volunteered their services 
last week for low income 
working people hope the 
idea will grow for next 
year. 
Only four people regis- 
tered for work at the prac- 
tice of Drs. Dennis Fisher 
and Rick Tabata. 
They were part of a 
first-ever province-wide 
April 29 community dental 
day organized by the As- 
sociation of Dental Sur- 
geons of B.C. 
Dentists across B.C. 
were asked to contribute 
their services for all or for 
a portion of that day. 
The idea came from a 
Vancouver dentist who has 
Organized trips to Central 
America to offer free ser- 
vices there. 
Practice office manager 
Bonnie Olson said the 
dentists could have seen 
up to 24 low income pa- 
tients that day for basic 
services such as fillings 
and extractions. 
"The good news is that 
we were able to spend 
more time with the people 
who did register," she said. 
"We're certainly going 
to evaluate what we did 
and with more awareness 
next year, we hope more 
will take part." 
Pain was one of the cri- 
teria used to determine 
eligibility. 
Olson did note that 
local dentists, acting indi- 
vidually, will offer their 
services to those in de- 
sperate need of dental 
care. 
And in the latest Ter- 
race Churches Food Bank 
distribution, local dentists 
did provide toothbrushes, 
toothpaste and dental floss. 
People who wish to 
have basic fluoride treat- 
ment at no charge can also 
contact the Northern 
Health Authority. 
; -dnline 
~,wv~w.te~cestan da~,c0m 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
" ~P. A.O~mi,~ 
, Serving ~ne Northwest for 10 years 
, full face Orlk)donlk C~ro 
, Invisalign. 111o Invisabb lines 
, T.MJ. Tre~lment 
. Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
Teet~ Whtening (Bleaching) 
e Inlex Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
12501 635-7611 
( 
) )ii~  i, :!~ ;¸/¸¸ i .• •; 
[Call ~ I D  f l f l O 0  P .O .  BOX 7"1:L  LOCAL DENTIST 
DR. Rick Tabata was 
one of two in Terrace 
to volunteer 
services to low 
come work ing 
people April 29 as 
part of a province- 
wide campaign. He's 
shown here with cer- 
tified assistant Diane 
Harrison. 
m 
f ,~ 
2003 PONTIAC SUNFIRE SL SEDAN '~  
• list lO0,O00km POWERTRAIN WARRANI~. vMh No Oeductlbis 
• ALL NEWI 2.2L 140HP ECOTEC En~ne. 5-Speed Getmg Manuel 
• Theft Oeterrent System. 60/40 Split Rear Seat'Tach. Child 
Secodty Rear Door Locks 
46 MONTH SMARTLEASE CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
q76' S12,998' 
OM MA~E~OUR fiRST LEASE INCLUDES FAEIOHTAND PDI 
PAYMEST ANO |ECURITY DEPOSIT' 
|1.OO0 DOWN PAYMi~T 
O ,°,,/=o,,, 
MONIHII' 
~ 2003 PONTIAC VIBE 
,5-Speed Manual Trensmi~on 
• AC, CO. 60/40 Split Folding Seat Rear Seat 
48 MONTh SMARIT~J~E STARllNO PROM 
,298 +$21,780' 
$2~206 DOWN PAYMENT INCLUDES FREIQHTAND PDI 
r 2003 PONTIAC GRAND AM '~ SE SEDAN 
' 2,2L DOHC ECOTEC Engme.Automatic' AC. Split Folding 
Rear Seat • CD, power Locks, Cruise'Theft Deterrenl System 
I 48 MONTH SMARTI,F.ASE CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
s238'  $20588', 
QM MAKES YOUR fiRST LI~SE INCLDOES FREIOHTAND PDI 
PAYMENTA~D SECURiIY DEPO|IT* 
$2.8tB DOWN PAYMENT 
ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT 
NO.CHARGE SUNROOF ~ 
ON GRAND AM GTI 
~/' 2003 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX OT 
' 3.8LV6 2OOHP Engine. Automatic •Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors 
and Trunk with Remote Iteyless Enby. CO. 16" Numlaum Wbae[s 
. Cruise .Theft Deterrent System• Dual Zone AC. Sunroof 
411 MCNIH $ MA~ItF, A~E CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
,291'  S25996', 
$3,940 DOWN PAYMENI' IflCLODES FREIOHTAND PDI 
INCLUDES NO-CHARGE SUNROOFI 
• A $1,005 VALUE 
r ~.?<>, 2003 BUICK CENTURY CUSTOM 
,3.1L V6 175HP Engine. Automatic, Dual Zone AD, 6-Speaker 
Stereo w/Cl & Cassette, Pownr Ddvefa Seat. Power 
Windows/Mirrors/Locks wlh Remote Keyless End, Cruise .Theft 
Deterrent System 
48 MONTH SMARI1,F.J~IE ~H PURCHASE PRICE 
DLUDES FR£1DHT~D PDI 
" ' : '~>~ • I I"  I:? ~' ~ " ~ • ~ '~I<~ " C - I f ) ' I I ' !~  -~II/!~'~,~:i " < ~-. I ? i l i i  ::..I ? ,~<.  . :  ! . , "  : ! .  : "" "; 
. . . . .  
For l ie latest Information, visit us at gmcanada.com, drep by your local Pontiac Dealer or call us at 1-800-GM-DRIVE. 
We'd Itka ~ M In~ laws: AORer edptk~ to vehicles doli'~nd on or bofo~e Juno ~nd, 2003 Gsnersi Motors v~ll arovide the dealer web u credit equivalent to the v'aive of sir conditioning (up to $1,000), plu! applicable taxeD. Sod1 credit wtl be included In 
the rek~nl SmarlLezse r~thly payroll and purchase pdno at dnolarahlp. 4,'SmadLease' offer available o148.month lease for Sunfire SL sedan R7A. Grand A~ SE Sed~ R78. Gs~ Molore wilt pay first mnoth's GMAC lasso p4r/r~nt gp to $500 
Icoludve of applicable taxss, Freight Included. ~,lnoorance and PPSA not included, Tof,d obtgatlon is$t0.533, $t 4,239. Annual kitorreua flmff 20.000 km, $012 Pet excess kdon~b'e. Option to gurcha~ at lease ofld is $5,577, $9,026, plo$ apldlssbis 
taxeD. • Ozlod on 48-mnoth 'Sn~ldLss,.~' fm Grand Prix OT RTA, and Coofur/Costom RTB and Pon~o Vi~ R?A. Total obllgsilon is SIL£it4, S18,183. and St 6,509, Anluld ~ilor~d~e limit 20,0(]0 km. $0.12 bet excess klomsire. Option to pui~hese at lease 
end is $12,8~, $10,329, $8.~0 p~u= ebell~bk~ l,t~e. Ot~r lease ndtoe= zv",dtabis. Freight InCluded. Ll~nno, Insurance ond taxH not In¢ludud, |ROunDing on =pprovap GMAG c/edit DORY, Oown payment w~/or t r~ may be rapuffnd. M~th~y I~y~I  and 
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McEwan Motors Ltd. 
250-635-4941 
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Society undertakes 
construction project 
Goal is safe housing for domestic violence victims 
ONE OF the most ambitious housing and social ser- 
vices projects of its kind in Canada is being planned 
at a location in the downtown core. 
The Ksan House society wants to construct a 
three-storey building containing one floor of emer- 
gency housing for women who are victims of do- 
mestic violence, longer-stay housing on a second 
floor and offices on the remaining floor. 
A Vancouver architect has already been hired to work 
on plans and to build a model the society will use to 
help it raise money, says Debbie Scarborough who man: 
ages the transition house portion of the Ksan society. 
All told, the society is estimating a $700,000 cost 
with each floor taking up approximately 3,500 square 
feet. 
Searborough was reluctant to release the exact loca, 
tion yet because of the nature of the services to be pro- 
vided. 
" I  can say it is in the downtown area, close to the 
RCMP and the firehall. Being close to the RCMP and 
' the firehall is part of our plan," she said. 
• What makes this project different han others across 
the country is the combining of the two kinds of housing 
with administrative and other offices, Searborough conti- 
nued. 
"We haven't seen anything like this," she said of the 
decision to combine administrative offices with services 
such as counselling and then housing for women. 
One advantage, is that the building itself could pro- 
vide a more secure and controllable nvironment than 
conventional housing options, Searborough continued. 
And a Ksan-society owned building containing offices 
and services would offer financial benefits. 
"We might have space to rent to other agencies," 
Scarborough said. 
The transition emergency shelter portion of the build- 
ing will contain eight bedrooms, one of which will be 
wheelchair accessible. The longer stay housing will con- 
sist of three self-contained apartments. 
At $700,000 the project sounds challenging but the 
society has already made financial progress. It has just 
received a $75,000 grant from the B.C. Real Estate 
Board Foundation and has $58,000 of its own money 
from various activities. 
Ksan already has a party interested in its current 
transition house building which will provide another 
$165,000. The building is mortgage free. 
It will also be able sell another building it owns out- 
right which now houses administrative offices and of- 
flees providing counselling services. 
As well, the society has lined up a number of local 
people interested in helping raise the additional money 
by sitting on a committee. 
"We welcome the expertise of other people. We don't 
build buildings - we work with vietirns," said Scarbor- 
ough. 
One plan being worked on by committee chair George 
Clark is to establish a 200 Club. As its name implies, 
participation is limited to 200 people. Each contributes a 
set amount of money over a set period of time. Most of 
the money collected goes to the project but there is an 
amount hat goes toward several minor draws and one 
major draw during that set time period. 
In addition to Clark, the steering committee so far 
consists of city councillor David Hull, Debbie Scarbor- 
ough from the Ksan House Society, Northwest Commun- 
ity College president Stephanie Forsythe, Diane Crit- 
chley from the Pizza Hut, Ken Earl from the Northern 
Savings Credit Union, Val Gauvin from the Terrace and 
'District Credit Union and A & W's Campbell Stewart. 
THE KSAN HOUSE Society is gathering community support to back a plan for 
a three-storey building containing offices and two types of housing for women 
who are victims of domestic violence. Among those sitting on the project com- 
mittee are, from the back, chair George Clark and city councillor David Hull. In 
the front is Debbie Scarborough from the society's transition house and North- 
west Community College president Stephanie Forsyth. More people will be 
named as the project gathers momentum leading toward a fall building start. 
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of fe r  ends  soon!  
to o  .ca Your Toyota BC Dealers 
IT PAYS TO HEAD THE FINE PRINT: Vekkle modlls may sot In exactly as shown, Aces prk. isthis advertisement are in effect for the mnatk d May 2003 and are set by Access Toyota Oealers is Britisk Columbia. 
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4Rosnsr, Lie.so, insurance, and applicable taxes are extra, Access purchase wise Includes ! maximum for freight and pro-delivery inspection at $1.390 Ior 2003 4RUluf SR5 VG. Otl~er paymset plans available. Contad 
-] . . 1,6DB.Toyota.8 or visit www, accens.toyota,ca, D alar may I.u/nsll for Jess. Some conditions app~ and offers may ok.go witkout aotka, See your participating Toyota BC Deals for more details, 
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MATT Gyorf i ,  17, and  Luke  Hargreaves ,  18 , 'a re  among more  than 160  Ca ledon ia  Grade  12 stu-  
dents  who have a l ready  p ledged to not dr ink and dr ive dur ing  graduat ion  this year .  Paragon Insur-  
ance  donates  three dol lars  per  s ignature  to the  2003 dry grad fund. Organ izers  hope  to get  100  per  
cent  part ic ipat ion.  S tudents  have  until today  to make  their p ledge.  SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Labour costs negate power 
advantage, Alcan boss says 
THE ADVANTAGE of cheap power 
in smelting aluminum in Kitimat has 
been devoured by high labour costs, 
an Alcan official told a business lun- 
cheon here last week. 
"Labour is killing the power ad- 
vantage," said Louis Delage, 
Alcan's director of B.C. operations. 
Costs have reached the point that 
the Kitimat smelter ceases to be 
profitable when aluminum prices dip 
below US $1,400 per tonne, Delage 
told chamber of commerce members 
April 29. 
Labour costs here are 60 per cent 
higher than the world average, he 
said, noting Chinese workers make 
10 per cent of smelter workers in Ki- 
timat, who earn an average $80,000 
per year. 
Kitimat competes against other 
smelters in the world that are newer 
and much more efficient, he added. 
"When you put it all together at 
$1,350 per tonne it becomes a neu- 
tral operation," he said. 
That's the price range the metal 
is now at. He said prices aren't fore- 
east to rise anytime soon, and alu- 
minum has tended to follow a long- 
term downward trend. 
Delage also pointed to relative 
labour peace in Quebec, where 
smelter workers signed a 15-year 
contract. 
Kitimat workers tend to sign three 
year agreements. "There's a strike 
every three years," he said. 
Delage said that in particular is a 
key obstacle to be overcome before 
Alcan will proceed with moderniza- 
tion of its Kitimat smelter. 
"There are winning conditions 
that have to be put together and this 
is one. We have a long way to go 
with our union." 
He said a decision on the future 
of the Kitimat smelter should take 
place by about 2006. 
That's in light of the fact it's now 
49 years old and Alcan smelters are 
generally retired at age 60. 
Delage refused to say how far 
Alean believes it is legally able to 
go in selling power. 
He also sidestepped a question 
from mayor Jack Talstra, who asked 
him to explain whether how the 
Quebec government treats the com- 
pany and whether incentives offered 
there are linked to jobs. Delage 
would only describe the two pro- 
vinces policies as "very different." 
Company officials also highligh- 
ted Alcan's contribution to the north- 
west. It spent $63 million last year in 
the northwest, $9 million of that in 
Terrace with 114 different vendors. 
Spending on goods and services 
in the northwest has doubled in the 
past decade, thanks to evolving pur- 
chasing policies. 
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  YOUR BEST THIS SPRINg! 
- BODY  NRAPS - 
LOSE 4-15 INCHES TODAY 
Tara Salavich 
SALES & LEAS ING CONSULTANT 
CHL:VROI,[T , OLD~OBII,[ , PONTIAC • BUICK • 6HC TRUCKS 
The North's #1 GM Dealer is pleased to 
welcome Tara Salavich to their Sales Team. 
Tara would like to invite you by to view our 
inventory of new and used cars, trucks, vans 
and sport utilities. • 
TERRACE 635-4941 
5004 H IGHWAY 16  WEST 
K IT IMAT 632-4941 
our  OF.'rowN CUSTOMERS (1 -800-862-3926)  
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: COME ON DOWN...IT'S FREE! 
' VOUCHER :: FREE GAME ,," 
_ . . . .  . . 
Phone: 250"635"2411 
Fax: 250-635-7882 
Jackpot Info. Line Ext. 27 
4410 Legion Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Our fixed and variable rate S-year Best Rate Mortgages: 
It's never been easier. 
_ _  45%. 
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www,tdcanadat rus t ,corn  
A Best Rate Mortgage" from 
TD Canada Trust means just that. You're 
offered our lowest 5-year ates upfront, 
on both our fixed and variable Best Rate 
Mortgages ~*. Without haggling. 
It doesn't matter if you're purchasing 
a home, transferring your mortgage from 
another bank, refinancing or simply 
renewing. Thanks to our exceptional 
haggle-free rates, it's easy to feel 
comfortable getting your mortgage. 
With no haggling, there's more time to 
consider other things, Like whether you 
want the security of a fixed rate that stays 
the same or the flexibility of a variable 
rate guaranteed under prime* for the full 
term. Either way, it's comfort you'll enjoy. 
At TD Canada Trust, we can answer 
all your questions and help you find a 
mortgage which best fits your needs. 
Just visit your local branch or call now 
to book an in-home appointment with a 
Mobile Mortgage Specialist, 
And if you're purchasing ahome, ask 
about our Home Buyer Incentive of up 
to $750 ''~. It's that little bit extra when 
you need it the most. Now, if only 
moving were this easy. 
B Canada Trus t  
Banking Can be this comfortable 
*Rotes osc !003. Subled fo change, tOu 5t re n~ongoge role is the Io~t 5.year [ixed rote and our Best Role Under Pdme Moagoge role Is the I~d S~r v~He role cmmifld le 
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Researchers 
go offshore 
UNBC has 38 proposals for 
research this summer into 
the prospects for offshore 
oil and gas exploration. 
The proposal call targe- 
ted four themes: identify- 
ing special and sensitive 
areas in the Queen Char- 
lotte Basin, assessing 
community and socioeco- 
nomic !mp.lications, gau- 
ging manne ecosystem 
health, and establishing a
system to share informa- 
tion on offshore issues. 
Proposals have come 
from university faculty, 
consultants and commun- 
ity members, project man- 
ager Norman Dale said. 
"We were especially 
gratified with the keen in- 
terest from communities 
all along the central and 
.north coasts and from 
Haida Gwaii," he said. 
Successful proponents 
will be picked this month 
and start research soon. 
Elected 
DALE MCFADDEN was 
chosen chair of the Ter- 
race and District Credit 
Union board at its annual 
general meeting April 10. 
The vice chair is Paul 
Scales and the secretary is 
Ron Bartlett. 
The three were chosen 
following an election of 
officers to the board itself. 
Dan Condon, McFadden 
and Nirmal Parmar were 
elected to three-year terms 
to serve alongside six ex- 
isting board members, ays 
credit union manager Val 
Ga~uvin. "We have nine 
board members and choose 
three new ones each 
year," she said. 
THE TERRACE and District Chamber of Commerce oversaw another success- 
' ful trade show from their booth. That's chamber executive member Terri Mc- 
Phee, chamber president Sheila Love, and executive members Dave Martin, 
Lael McKeown and Betty Barton. 
Tl tde show nu T bers 
til3 but still a bi,j draw 
KARATE DEMONSTRA- 
TIONS proved a big draw 
at the April 25-27 Terrace 
and District Chamber of 
Commerce trade show, 
says the chamber exec- 
utive in charge of the an- 
nual event. 
"We got a lot of ques- 
tions at our booth - when's 
the karate?" said board 
director Dave Martin. 
"And the belly dancers. 
That was popular, too," he 
added of entertainment 
provided for those who at- 
tended. 
The trade show drew 
approx imate ly  4,100 
people - down from the 
previous year but still a 
good number, Martin con- 
tinued. 
"The weather was great. 
We had a [Vancouver Ca- 
nucks] hockey game Fri- 
day night and another 
hockey game on Saturday 
afternoon and the carni- 
val," said Martin. 
He was particularly im- 
pressed with the thought 
and effort put into the var- 
ious display booths. 
"We got quite a bit of 
feedback about the booths. 
People were happy. They 
liked that on some booths, 
the walls were removed. It 
gave a feeling of space. 
That may be something 
we'll pursue next year," 
Martin said. 
Three companies, for 
instance, combined their 
display space to develop a 
complementary display of 
produets~: That resu!tedlin 
Totem Furniture, Electro- 
nies Futures and Pampered 
" {',PA 
E%ENTI^ L5 
DAY SPA 
SPA ESSENTIALS is happy to welcome 
Brenda to the team. Formally from 
Terrace, she brings 18 years of hair 
sqling experience to the spa. Brenda 
specializes in colour, foil techniques and 
cutting, and offers a stress relief scalp 
massage and hair style consultation. 
Brenda invites you to come see her in 
the peaceful and attractive setting of 
SPA ESSENTIALS. 
For appointments, please call 635-8854 
O 
Chef winning two awards 
from judges. 
One was for most crea- 
tive booth and the other 
was for exhibitors' choice. 
Twilight Spas also took l 
two awards - best retail l
and judges' choice. 
Alcan was named best 
industrial booth while Nel- 
son Homes was judged 
best commercial. 
Silvertip Promotions 
took the best service 
award. 
The trade show is one 
of several major annual 
events mounted by the 
Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce. 
Next up is a golf tour- 
nament in June and in Oc- 
tobe r, the  chamber hosts 
its annual business excel- 
lence awards. 
• Society !Canadian Cancer 's 
" 12 Hour J~: 
i Relay For Lifo" 
i:ii:! J y, M y 11th i !  , Sunda a ,2003 :~! 
~:  
:~( Ilelals lXll~ la vie George Little Park, Terrace (Library Park) 
~il Join your friends and nelghbours as they walk, Jog, 
r:> run or bike, while having fun raising funds for the 
DI batt le against  cancer. Make  sure you pledgel 
For More  informat ion call: Cecil ia 638-8583 
!!' ccsterraoe@bc•cancer.ca 
i.'.;,~:i~; Our new location is #20?-4650 Lazelle Ave • M0n, Wed & Fri • lOam-2pnl ...... .~.~,~i  ~, 
Get the skills and qualifications you need for employment  as an apprentice 
in a number  o f  Trades including: 
• Automotive Repair • Commercial Transport Repair 
• Carpentry • Industrial Mechanic (Millwright) 
• Welding • Outdoor Power Equipment Technician 
• Heavy Duty Mechanic 
Welding, Automotive, Carpentry and Millwright are all high demand occupations 
with a need for skilled workers. 
Programs are oft~red in Terrace, Prince Rupert and Hazelton, with some offered in 
cooperation with community partners.There is no need to leave your region to get 
the training you need for a good career in the Trades. It is all right here. 
Smaller class sizes give you more  hands-on learning and personal, attention. 
Learn where it is most convenient for you ~ N O ~ ~ T  
and where you have the best chances for 
• .  . . SJ~4q ~COMMUNITYCQLLEGE 
• % . s  • 
May is Hearing 
& Speech Month 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . .  
:~- 
.l~., : " 
:~ '~:ELKS & ROYAL PURPLE 
FUND FOR CHILDREN 
Early detection of hearing impairment... 
Your responsibility. 
Can your child hear? 
Will your child speak? 
Contact hose who share this responsibility... The medical community, audiologists, 
speech-language pathologists, and teachers of the hearing impaired. 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE... 
THE ELKS AND ROYAL PURPLE 
DEAF DETECTION and DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
I I I 
IN CO-OPERATION WITH 
••j II.I| r.AHAOI~ AKOClATIOH OF ~oEtCH-tAHGUAC~ PAIHOLOGISTS AND AUOIOLO61SB gASSOCIATI~ CANADEN~ DES ORTHOPHONISTB El' AUDI~'~,~ 
Contact: Viola Bonick- (250)635-9228 
Helping Canadian Children, Everyday 
For more info call Toll Free 1-888-THE-ELKS (843-3557) 
::i~ !i ~!:! 
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ROB BROWN 
Taimen 4 
B illy thanked Ellen for opening up the 
post office on a Saturday. 
"It's not a problem," she said, with a 
long-suffering look on her face that 
suggested otherwise. 
Even during office hours on a weekday, 
Ellen, the postmistress made Billy feel as if 
asking for a book of stamps was akin to asking 
her to shovel out a septic tank with a spoon. At 
first he thought his sour response on her part 
was a result of an antipathy for him alone - dis- 
favour he'd incurred unknowingly - but over 
time he observed that Ellen was generous and 
indiscriminate with her contempt. 
Ellen was sour to everybody, everybody but 
Joan. The first time he and Joan were in the post 
office together, Billy actually saw Ellen smile 
at his partner. 
It was a pitiful, labourious twist of the lips, 
but it was a smile, and what's more Ellen actu- 
ally said thanks and wished his partner a good 
day afterwards. 
"Didja see that?" Billy said when the two of 
them were barely out of the door. "She smiled -
she was polite to you." 
Joan looked at him quizzically. 
"Why shouldn't she be?" she asked. 
"Joan, she's a hag - I mean real hag! I used 
to think it was me she hated, but she dislikes 
everyone." 
"Oh, you're exaggerating. I 'm sure she's a 
lovely person deep down. Sqm¢ people talk 
endlessly, some have nei'vous laughs, others put 
on a gruff exterior," 
And some people are shy, thought Billy, re- 
membering how Joan had told him that she'd 
suffered aching shyness as a kid, and how a 
trace of that affliction fell across her radiant and 
outwardly confident personality from time to 
time in a way that reminded him of times when 
a wisp of her hair fell across her pretty face. 
The glaciers on the far side of the lake were, 
except for wisps of mist in a few of the draws, 
clear and radiant in the morning light. The 
morning air was sharp. Waves lapped against 
the lakeshore. 
Billy cruised down Shoreline Avenue, up 
Main past Molly's, home of the Loggers' Break- 
fast, the morning meal consisting of six thick 
pancakes the diameter of long-playing records 
topped with six sausages the size of zucchinis 
and a pair of fried eggs spilling over the over- 
sized plate like Salvador Dali's watches. 
Molly and Syd had started serving up this 
gargantuan meal decades before any adman 
dreamt up the notion of "super-sizing." Syd's 
brilliant concept was, like most brilliant con- 
cepts, simple: if a customer could eat the heap- 
ing repast, he or she could eat free. 
Greed combined with gluttony pitted against 
common sense, the same principal underpinning 
the smorgasbord and the buffet - it put Molly's 
on the regional map and helped fill the parking 
lot to overflowing every weekend, as it was 
now. 
On Saturday nights Billy and Joan liked to 
lie in bed and watch videos. It had become a 
traditional thing, a particularly enjoyable habit, 
since they didn't have satellite dishes like 
everyone lse in town save for Reverend Bob. 
Billy had intended to stop by Kozmik Videos on 
the way home and scan the new releases, but 
the excitement of receiving a letter from Lewis 
erased that memo from his mind. 
Once out of the town Core, he roared toward 
home on Happy Fanny Road, leaving a plume 
of dust behind that looked like jet exhaust. He 
swung into the driveway and loped down the 
sidewalk. Joan was still out. 
Billy threw the other letter on the table as if 
it was junk mail, then pulled out his buck knife 
and slid it along the flap of the puffy manila en- 
velope from Mongolia. Then he reached inside, 
pulled out the contents and spread them out on 
the kitchen table. 
There were pictures, lots of them - a collage 
waiting to be assembled, There was a photo- 
graph of a pellucid river pool more beautiful and 
mysterious than any Billy had ever seen. 
There was a fallen tree lying in a river. There 
was a rise next to it. At the centre of the con- 
centric rings was the tail of a monstrous fish. 
There were landscape snippings that suggested 
a wild and beautiful land. And there was an en- 
velope. 
Billy opened it expecting a letter, There were 
$500 US dollars along with a folded paper. 
Billy assumed it was a letter, but when he 
unfolded it he discovered a map with a route 
from Juneau to Seattle to Tokyoi and from there 
to Seoul marked on it with highlighter pen, 
i 
To be continued.'., 
Cam MacKay 
Great coach, great guy 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
ASK JUST about any of 
Cam MacKay's former 
basketball players and 
they'll tell you it's been a 
long time coming. 
MacKay, a 35-year ve- 
teran basketball coach and 
vice-principal at Caledo- 
nia Senior Secondary 
School, was named B.C. 
School Sports coach of the 
year last week. 
"He's really devoted -
this has been a long time 
coming," says Matt Arru- 
da, a Grade 12 Cal student 
and Kermodes basketball 
player. 
MacKay's life-long love 
affair with basketball and 
coaching came early. 
Growing up the middle 
child of five boys with a 
coach for a father, Mac- 
Kay spent more time in 
the gym than anywhere 
else. 
He began coaching bas- 
ketball as a Grade 10 stu- 
dent in Kamloops teaching 
elementary students the 
COACH OF THE YEAR: Cam MacKay is well respected by his players and his 
peers. Lee Johnson (left), Bryan Matthews and Matt Arruda all played basket- 
ball under MacKay this year. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
basics. He was hooked 
He's coached boys bas- 
ketball at Cal for 16 years 
drilling the importance of 
sportsmanship, ethics and 
community responsibility 
into his players. 
But if you ask him, his 
greatest accomplishment 
is not bringing teams to 
provincials or winning 
games - it's seeing his 
community outh basket- 
ball program grow and 
thrive. 
The Terrace Youth Bas- 
ketball Association began 
in 1987 with just two 
teams of players in grades 
six and seven. Today the 
community league boasts 
250 players between the 
ages of seven and 15, 
many of whom may not 
have the chance-to play 
otherwise. 
"That's kind of a tra- 
vesty when you go into 
Grade 8 and 60 kids want 
to play," MacKay says, 
adding making cuts is a 
tough process when the 
kids are so eager. 
The program is a testa- 
ment to MacKay's dedica- 
tion to community service 
- something which has 
worn off on his students. 
Every year his players 
commit volunteer time to 
the program, not because 
MacKay tells them to but 
because he's shown them 
it's importance. 
"He has influenced me 
to coach as well, so when 
I 'm older I want to coach 
too because he has given 
so much to me I want to 
give to others too," says 
Bryan Matthews, who led 
the Kermodes in scoring 
this year. 
Continued alO 
Jason Haldane 
Greek fans love him and hate him 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
TERRACE-BORN Jason Haldane 
expected gentler treatment when 
he stepped out on the court with 
Greece's winningest elite volley- 
ball team last fall. 
Instead he was met by a hail of 
curses, spit, coins and rocks - and 
this in the birth place of demo- 
cracy. 
At least the heavily armed, fa- 
ce-mask sporting, shield-weilding 
riot police standing on the side- 
lines gave him some comfort. 
It was an experience unlike any 
other in an eight-year professional 
volleyball career that has also 
taken him to Italy and France. 
"I think they've always been 
pretty passionate about volley- 
ball," Haldane recalled from the 
safety of his home in Terrace last 
week. 
In Greece volleyball is serious 
business. 
He first experienced the devo- 
tion of Greek sports fans when his 
team Olympiakos took on arch ri- 
vals Panathinaikos in front of 
more than 1,500 fans. It was the ' rived in Greece Some angry fans seys off the players. Fans surround 
second game of the season and he got so riled up after a loss they at- the team like a mob.before the 
wasn't on home turf. tacked a car belonging to the vi- elated players can escape to the 
Panthinaikos and Olympiakos, siting team's president. Then they changing room. 
both Athens-based clubs; a reb io -set ' i ton f i re . ! i  !'. ~" ~ : :.~:!-,, .'"l~'ere's no space to breathe or' 
tter rivals and~ttimr ,fans wdt,,do ...... ",. :Whde~ffins~ofmval teams hate'.: anytfii~g, Hald~ihe"i'e'~allSJ"-:;-' ~'. :??" 
just about anything to show how ~ ' them; his own Club's supporters Cb/isidering;the team got off.to'.' 
much they despise the other team. 
"They hate each other, these 
guys just go crazy at the games," 
Haldane says. "They start yelling 
your name, the Greek guys are 
laughing, they were cursing my 
mother, they're spitting on you, 
they're throwing rocks on you." 
That was when he knew play- 
ing in Greece is different. Greek 
fans are passionate and bad blood 
between teams runs deep. 
Spectators are so rowdy SWAT 
team members line the court 
standing guard over the players 
during games. 
"They just line up around the 
court and if the crowd starts get- 
ting out of'control they're not 
afraid of going in and cleaning 
house," he says. 
The year before Haldane ar- 
a slow start at the beginning of 
the season, the six-foot-eight tall 
Haldane says the win was especi- 
ally sweet. 
He gave his game jersey to a 
local reporter who was immedia- 
tely offered 300 euros for i tby a 
fan - that's about $450 Canadian. 
With the win has come a cer- 
tain amount of notoriety in 
Athens. After the victory Haldane 
was bombarded by reporters ask- 
ing for interviews and his photo 
was all over local newspapers. 
"Everyone knows who you are 
and that took a while to get used 
to," he says. 
He hopes to return to Greece 
for the 2003-04 season but the de- 
can't get enough of the team. 
Olympiakos has won the the 
national volley.ball championships 
10 times in the last 12 years. 
They won again this year. 
Olympiakos dominated the best 
of five series winning three games 
straight over northerners Thessolo- 
niki. 
Haldane watches a videotape 
of the championship game in his 
Terrace living room. The team 
kills the competition in the final 
game winning in three sets, The 
final set is won 25-9 with Haldane 
serving nine straight points to 
hammer home the victory. 
When the game ends the crowd 
goes absolutely wild setting off 
flares in the stands, dancing and cision hasn't been made yet. In 
singing, rushing the court and try- the meantime he's perfectly 
ing to rip much coveted game jer- happy being back at home. 
Puerto Rico awaits 
proud new papa 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
JASON HALDANE is enjoying 
every last minute he's got in Ter- 
race before heading to Puerto 
Rico on his next professional vol- 
leyball stint. 
Home life is just as exciting as 
being on the court since his fami- 
ly welcomed a new baby girl to 
the elan. 
Sasha Bridle was born May l 
- just  two weeks after Haldane re- 
turned from Greece where he 
played for Olympiakos, the Greek 
national champion team. 
Haldane is going to Puerto 
Rico for the summer to play more 
professional volleyball, but the 
team there is giving him some 
extra time to spend with his fami- 
ly before he heads south. 
It's precious time for the Hal- 
dane crew. 
With the two older children 
Keel, 7, and Taya, 5, now in 
school, Haldane's family stayed 
in Terrace while he played in 
Greece; 
They did get to spend Christ- 
mas together in Greece which 
gave the children a chance to see 
their dad in action. 
"It's pretty crazy because they 
get all excited," says Keel of the 
Greek fans. 
Globetrotting is something this 
family has gotten accustomed to 
since Haldane started playing pro- 
fessional volleyball eight years 
ago. 
Sasha is the only Haldane baby 
to be born in his home town. Taya 
was born in France and Keel was 
born in Calgary while Jason was 
playing for the Canadian national 
team. 
Sasha's arrival has made his 
homecoming extra special. 
"She's super beautiful," he 
says about the tiny sleeping red- 
head cradled in his huge hands. 
She is clearly the centre of at- 
tention in the Haldane household. 
Big brother Keel can't get 
enough of his little sister. He sits 
next to her lightly running his 
fingers on her head, fascinated by 
every move she makes. 
Taya is also amazed by her 
new little sister and this is what 
makes playing the game he loves 
so difficult - being away from his 
family. 
He's learned to get through the 
tough times and relish the time he 
has in between with his family. 
Judging by the glee on the 
faces of his children it doesn't 
matter if he's a winner on the 
court or not. 
He's clearly the number one 
dad in their eyes, 
He's just going to have to get 
used to sharing the spotlight with 
the children's newest object of af- 
fection - Sasha, 
And that's something he 
doesn't mind doing one bit. 
JASON HALDANE is thrilled to be surrounded by his family. 
That's newborn daughter Sasha with big brother Keel, 7, (left) 
and big sister Taya, 5. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
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SHUSWAP LAKE International 
Writers Festival. June 27, 28, 
29, 2003. Sixteen International 
and National speakers. Work- 
shops. For more information 
• and to register go to 
:~www.shuswapwritersfest.c a : . . .  
"ANITA HEIN (Barbie) no longer 
works for T.C's Shroom Shackl 
T.C's Shroom shack is open. 
Why sell for less? 250-635- 
0_1!7 -24:Engagement/ 
Weddings ~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
:~$~:"" '  : ..................... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Healings- Shamanic, Crystal, 
Johrie, Herbology, Aromatherapy, 
Reflexology, Reiki, Polarity, 
Healing Touch, Chakra, Aura, 
Qualified Practioners 
ill Cottonwood Cres,, Thornhill * 635.7i 
i l l 
r 
WELCOM 
, ~VAGO~ 
• • SZNCB 1930 
9 Births 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Cathy 
615-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~i, fls and informatio~ 
1 
Hans 
Kurth 
am no longer 
responsible 
for the debts 
acquired by 
Donna 
Kur th  as  o f  
May  7, 2003.  
9Births :i(~ 
ID 
TO Beth ~]~ 
and . 
avid Hogg ,~  
a son ~ 
samuel 
Johnson 
~o~n ~ 2~, 2oo3 
71bs lOozs 
: tn San t~at~co, California 
A ~and~on ~r  Mar~ fln~ Hog~ 
" i 
~ ~  ~: ""  ~ ~- -  -'~ I 
~:!:!/'~!i..i!i~:R~Ifvousee this
~:iiii!i!;i:" ~ppy: Wish him j 
LOST NEAR Copper River LOST LADLES chunky gold-clip 
Bridge. Young gray tabby cat on earring. Cross design. Lost 
with super kinky tail. Please call Thursday Apr 24 downtown 
250-635-5995 area, Reward offered. Call 250-~ 
R~r~.K991 
LOST,TWO cats In Jack Pine 
Flats area over Easter, Rob- 
in:white and red patches, fluffy 
tail, neutered male, shy but 
friendly. Kevin: large red tabby 
short hair, neutered male, very 
skittish. Please call 250-635- 
1924 or small gadotti@ta- 
lus.net. 
~"~i ara deh'#hred 
, .71  
arrlual o£rhelr ~ 
\1 3\ 
n ~, ~ ~ to C" 
D ' ~  "'+ ~a'" I~ ~,1  FULWILER "I i. 
- ~ p~.t, ~1 
I '7. LAr~ ~ D~Vm .~ 1 ~',,~.# ~ ,  ~ .  
:~ ~,',~,~ , ~ ~ F~ e6/o~ 
:"/12 Birthdays : tF~-'~ ........... , Sw~ ~ .  
. . . . , .=o .o .  
I, Drineon 
II Mi1:ohell = 
• ~ ~ :;:~ 
Its:~ , AuEast g, 2003 ~':~:~i::i!!; 
SWGM WISHES to hear from 
same for fdendship. Phone 250- 
631-9237 
WANTED: JOGGING stroller 
and bike trailer and baby gates 
etc. Please call 250-638-7773 
Call 1-866-734-9423 
or  visit www.medica le r t . ca  
~ff~ Med ic  A Jet t: 
Lets You Live Life, 
HOME 
z ~ ~ o ~  "~ 
DuaneTans id  \ , I . I May 10, 1968 . .~ ~/~~/  Happy Bi r thday  Daddy , .  ~:~,) _ 
t C ~ ~ ~ =  = ~"~'~,i~ "-- ~ 
l can live . 
I will laugh . 
l ' l l knowiov¢- .  • ..: • 
There 's  me because  o f  you  above .  
Thanks for sendln~ Life my way 
And lov ing  those  w i th  whom ! s tay .  
Time goes on and come what may 
Know a lways  that  V I I  be  okay .  
- Vanessa  
~ "~:4 ~ ::, 
• ,÷, ~;" ~ 
!~i~ :~ 
Love Mom & Kids A 
-.C 
. . .  . . . .  
[1  ~''''' ............... , ..................... , . ~ ~,~ ,~=~cISELY RI(~,: ' : 
Can You Afford To ~ ~/~ r,~ MOVING:q~; 
Lose Weight? Yes? ~ t I =..'-~°grMoving pr°iessi0nalsSin~iig~:i~:': 
~t ck to your New Year's Resolution! :i ilJ¢ Truck& N~'~32& 8ffDile=at YourServicel 
Guaranteed.  Risk Free. Natura l  ~ ~ ` ~'~" • Across town or the country 
A ed!--pprov--' .~ ~,d]~ • Will assist or load foryou Weight Loss & FDA ~ • Reasonable Rates 
~ 1 -866-615-0002 I~H_Teresaat  635"1356 ~ ~ - -  i ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUN] 
,~  _~. ,  ~ ..................... , ................. ,~=- - . -~  ~ ~ ~; 61F0002~i638-6K9 
i ,  
Not Just Housekeeping  imK 
Tailored service to best meet your needs ~4¢KIIOE ~ 801K4 T tERVKE$ 
Lea Mclntyre ~ ~ S0owRem0val KCH (~I I  Landscaping 
Home 0-635-5566. 635-2555 ~m ~r ', Septic SydemsEXCaVatlng . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 rartlng0ea" Up t0t~lndiflg 
Cell 615-6312 l t~  Cu. ,-ou-o= o-/-.v~. Sweeping 
House Sitting, House Cleaning, Errand Running, 4813 Pohle Ave. 
PetSRt/nglWalk/n'g, HousePalnting, and much more Terrace. BC, VSG 1J4 r Emall:mkbackhoa@monarch.net 
NOVATIONS I 
& LANDSCAPING I 
. Odd Jobs . AndMuch More  i L~mJ la r lM I 
FREE E S T I M A T E S  I 
AVAILABLE 7 DAY8 A WEEK J 
~,LOW LOW LOW RATES! , , /  
SERVICE - Topso i l  - 
I CERTIF IEDUTIL ITY ARBORISTS 
I .Top¢~, Pru.~ng, Ch~p#.g ~ S,o#.g ~ Sand 
f f  
I ~,-~¢,~, .Da  ngercu5 Tree Removal ")( Grave l  - 0-'$1 ump Grinding 
I=~: ,~ c=,.~,~.,v.c~,v,.~,.., "Qua l i ty  
I~P~'~P FULLY  INSURED 
| ' "  '~] " FREE E ST IMATES ~ ~ ~  
(250) 
615-5544 
"We de l ived"  
B6- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 7, 2003 
170 Auctions 254 BOs iness  
• Opportunities 
r TUCKER- Keith Hamilton. ~ "  
Born in Denzil, Saskatchewan, July 20, ~1~; ;~ 
t916. Kefth died peacefully at home, with ~ { ~ i ~ t  
his family around him on April 15. He is ~ ~ ~  
surx4ved by his wife, Pat; son, Hugh and his ~ ~  
xsSfe, Anne; grandchildren, Kathleen and [ 1 ' ~ ~  
Alexander, of Vaare, Denmark and ~ ~ j : ~  
daughter, Susan Phillips of Vancouver and ~ [ ~ ~ ~ ]  
her son, Keith of Victoria. After graduation '~ .~ ~ 
from the University of Toronto in t943 he '~ ,~ l~E] /  
served in the navy during the Second World 
War. Keith practiced optometry inTerrace and Kitimat before 
retiring to North Saanieh in t98o. While living in Terrace he 
served on the School Board for thirteen years. He was also an 
active member of Rotary in Terrace and member of the Skeena 
Valley Golf Course. 
Following his retirement in Sidney hc joined the Sidney 
Rotary Club and later became a founding member of.the Sidney 
Probus Club. He was a member of the St Andrew's Men's Club 
and the Glen Meadow's Golf Club. 
Keith enjoyed his friends nnd will be remembered for his 
warm and welcoming hospitality as well as his generous 
support of his friends and family and will bc sadly missed by 
them all. 
• 270'Help Wanted:ii 
Robert "Bob" 
Ramsay 
Sept. ]4, z9z6 - 
Apri l  z6, 2003 
Bob was born in Biggar, Sask. 
and passed away in Terrace at the 
age of 86. He came to Terrace in 
~952 and worked as an electriciar 
until his retirement in z98~, after 
which he shared many camping and 
exploring trips with family and friends. He is survived by his 
loving wife Muriei, children: Linda (Russ) Brian, David, and 
Susan (Dan) grandchildren: Coral Jean (fan) Rob, & Patricia 
and several nieces and nephews. 
Special thanks to Dr. Appleton and D. Hoy and the earing 
staff of Mills Memorial, as well as all our friends who 
supported us at this time of loss. 
A memorial service was held on april 23, 2003 at .~,~ 
Knox United Church. In lieu of flowers donations may 
be made to the Heart and Stroke Foundation, ~q~ 
Box 22, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A~. 
Forever In Our Hearts ~'~ 
Muriel 
Linda, Brian, David & Susan 
~ e d  Annie 
{Millie} 
~ l l ~ ~ r i l  30, 2003, with Lyn and Fred at her side, 
Millie was reunited at hst with her husband Al and son 
~ l l i e ,  asher great grandchildren called her, 
~ p e g ,  Manitoba on April 27, 1919. One of 
~ r r i e d  Lhree brothers:_ Millie, Al and their 
~ to 'retrace, B.G. i n 1954. Predeeeas. by 
~ 6 2 ,  Millie continued on as a practical 
~ , ~ ~  ~'t/o~/her ~ grandchildren,. In
~ l l e s [ i h  insisted on being 
~ t h o n ( i ! ! ' i !  independent and liv ng on hor own, To the people of Chemainus 
~ who saw her walking everyday nd stopped to say hello, the staff 
"~. at the CIBC and the 49th Parallel who opened their hearts to her 
- thank you. Mlllie is survived by daughter Lyn and son-in-law 
Fred Simpson, grandchildren Debbie (Rod) of Calgary, Phil 
(Leanne) of Chemainus and Bob of Nanaimo, great grandchildren 
Alex, Lee and Matthew of Chemainus, and Bailey, Kelsie and 
Connor of Calgary. Also Fred's ister Pat Curtis, sister Zeta of 
Chemainus and brother-in-law [larry of Langley and many more 
relatives and friends across the country. Millie's life would not be 
complete without a special thank-you to Ken Pettapiece for his 
compassion a d caring over the years, the Home Support staff who 
came in every day while she was still at home, and all the special 
nurses at Ladysmith Hospital who gave her dignity in the last 4 
weeks of her life-THANK YOU. 
A Memorial Service was held on Monday May 5, 2003 @ 1:00 
p.m. at the Chemainus Rotary House 2828 Pine Street. A private 
ceremony will be held at a later date in Terrace when Millie's, 
along with her son Jim's ashes, will be laid to rest with her 
husband. 
"Don~ s i t  sunder the  app le  tree with  anyone e lse  but  me"  
First Memorial 748-2184 
ANITIQUES & COLLECTA- 
BLES SALE 15th Annual An- 
tiques & CoIlectables Sale 
sponsored by the Vernon Col- 
lectors Club on Friday May 9th 
from 4pm-9pm and Saturday. 
May lOth from lOam-4pm at 
Vernon's Curling Rink. The lar- 
gest sale in the interior. 150 ta- 
hies $2 Admission is good for 
both days. 
ANTIQUE FURNITURE Extrav- 
anganza Mothers Day Wee. 
kend, May 10 & 11th. Down- 
town Telkwa. 150+ pieces tram 
Britain, France and Canada. AI- 
demere Antiques Call 250. 
846-9778 
ESTATE SALE for the Late Bill 
Petkau, May 24, 2003, 11am. 
Take the ferry to the Southside 
of Francios Lake and follow the 
signs to the east Ootsa Road. 
Preliminary list of items for sale: 
Belarus 4WD tractor, D7 Cat, 
D4Cat (9U), 14' finishing disc, 
Massey Harris 30 tractor with 
side mount PTO, Backhoe, 20' 
tlatdeck bumper, full trailer cat- 
tle feeders, squeeze chute, 
pickup rook, shop tools. An- 
tiques Include thrashing ma- 
chine in working condition. John 
Deem binder, ddll press. Con- 
signments welcome. Phone 
early to get your item adver- 
tised. Phone/fax 250-694-3497 
r 
Dry  ~ 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES ,,SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS .SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS •CATCH BASIN & SUMP PiTS 
• FIREPLACES '*REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL *ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS *FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS •VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1132 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
i 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier ' service. 
i 
P.O. Box 217,  Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
FARM AUCTION - Saturday, 
May 10, 2003, 11:00 a.m. - 
20 Kms. West of Burns Lake 
• Palling Road West for Jim 
and Maureen Bridges. Case 
600 combine self propelled, 
NH 479 & Gehl 880 mower 
conditioners, NH 845 round 
baler, NH 310 & 268 square 
balers, NH 56 & Case side 
delivery rakes, JD #5 
mower, NH 717 & Gehl 300 
choppers, 20' bale elevator, 
JD 70 tractor (gas), 1978 IHC 
dump truck, JD 555H 4- 
bottom plow, Eezee•On #290 
tandem disc, 8' & 5' land 
rollers, MF #63 seed drill 
(6 ' ) ,  d iamond 
harrows/drawbar, 16' grain 
auger, seed cleaner, JD 10A 
hammermill, tandem farm 
trailer, (2) 3 pt broadcast 
seeders, 120/ 240 volt 225 
amp welder, cutting torch 
oxygen/acetylene tanks, 10' 
table saw, power tools, 100 
fence posts; 80 planed 14' 
2x4's, (10) 12' fence panels, 
antique steel wheel farm 
wagon, wooden wagon 
wheels, 7 Tombstone round 
bale feeders, 80 square 
bales, 20+ round bales (1100 
Ibs), mini-bag feed oats 
(1000 Ibs), assortment of 
tack, power tools and misc. 
For more into call Richie @ 
Schmidt Auction (250) 69B- 
7351 or 698-7377. 2R19 
Flooring Distributors Direct 
Laminate - $.49 sq/ft, Cork- 
$1.99 sq/ft, lx6" Fir- $.80 sq]tt, 
Cork - $1.99 sq/tt, 3 1/4" oak 
prefinished $3.99 sq/ft, 3 114" 
maple pretinished - $3.99 sq/ft, 
Shaw realwood glueless 
floating, oak, maple, cherry- 
$3.25 sq/ft, Oak, maple, Marbal, 
Heaves floating floor - $2.50 
sq/ft. 1-800-631-3342. 
FENCE LUMBER. Also 2X4 to 
2X12 beams, all 30%off, Call 
250-635-7400 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
GAS FIREPLACE, apartment 
washer, dryer and more. 9am to 
2pm 4826 Olson Ave. 
BEAUTIFUL LOG garden shed, 
10X12 with green metal mot. 
Half price $3200. Call 250-635- 
7400 
FOR SALE: Green houses and 
garden sheds.'Quality work for 
reasonable rotes. Delivery and 
setup included. Call 250-635- 
9369 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERV- 
ICE Located In the downtown 
Hampton Inn & Suites Hotel. 
Concerts & sports. Dixie 
Chicks, Ozzie, Joe cocker, Avril 
Markknopfler, Bruce Spring- 
steen & Canucks Playoffs. 1- 
800-920-0887. 
CLOSING OUT sale. The Tack 
Store. 25% off tack and hard- 
ware, 50% off clothing and gift- 
ware. All of May 1-888-686- 
1566. Monday to Saturday. 
10am-6pm 
FOR SALE, 8 wmppem and 5 
cinches, like brand new. Call 
250-635-7115, leave messa~le. 
HEAVY DUTY 80 inch clam 
shell bucket off older John 
Deere loader. Excellent shape. 
$1500 obo. 250-846-5138 
SCREENED TOP SOIL, LAND- 
SCAPE ROCK AND DRIVE- 
WAY CRUSH Skeena Concrete 
Products Ltd. 3751 Old Lakelse 
Lake Rd. Terrace, B.C. 250- 
635-3936 
VERY EXPERIENCED 8' 
camper, good for huntin', fishln' 
or shroomln. Three-way fddge, 
forced air furnace. New plumb- 
ing. Comes with jacks. $1000 
abe. 11 1/2' flotation hull, fibre- 
glass boat w/Shp. Comes with 
oars and life jackets. $750 abe. 
After 5pm 250-635-3789 
ROAD BIKE Novara (REI) 21 
speed, medium size, with pan- 
nier rock, cmmoly DEORE DX. 
just serviced, mint. $375 (was 
$600US). Ddve by to see at 
4846 Sunset Dr. 250-635-1924 
or .qadotti@telus.net 
SEEKING REGIONAL repre- 
sentaUves throughout British 
Columbia to market our ad- 
vanced business communica- 
tions, voice broadcast, confer- 
ence calling, and toll free busi- 
ness solutions. These commis- 
sion based positions are ideally 
suited for individuals with an ex- 
Isting business and/or well es- 
tablished contacts. If you ere In- 
terested in outstanding commis- 
sions, AND resldual Income 
please forward your resume In 
confidence to Info@ta.cltlme.ca 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY 
exciting new Seattle.based 
Mexican fast food chain, single 
and area development. 604- 
682.8845 or Toll Free 1-866- 
366-8845 www.tacodelmar.com 
LOOKING TO market your 
business to 195,000 outdoor 
enthusiasts In a Provincial Mag- 
azine with guaranteed distribu- 
tion? Call Annemade Rlndt at 
1-800-661-6335 for more Infor- 
mation. 
HOME WORKERS NEEDEDtlI 
Assembling Products . Mail- 
Ing/Processihg Our circulars - 
Copy/Mailing PC Disk Program. 
No Experience Neededl FREE 
Into @ www.glfts.plus-onllne.com r 
send S.A.S.E. to: CRAFTS, 8- 
7777 Keels St., Dopt 113, Re/# 
7-702, Concord, Ontado L4K 
1Y7. 705-726.6795 for more 
Into. 
YOUR DOLLAR STORE WITH 
MORE. Canada's fastest grow- 
ing, most successful, second 
largest dollar store company 
with 140+ stores, has exciting 
new opportunities & locations 
throughout B.C.I Contact Dave 
Uzelman 1.866-673-4968. 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS Grants 
& loans information 
for all business & farms. 
Call 1-800-505-8866 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industryl Network technician, 
computer technician, program- 
mer analyst, office administra- 
tor For program or student loan 
information from our CD Co- 
lege Abbotsford campus Call 
toll free today. 1-888.421-7225 
CLASS 1 Driver Training 
tSrl.40s.0o. Moun In end City 
ammg Air urake Course Pos- 
sible Job Placement and Fund- 
ing. Call Taylor Pro. Ddving 
Services at 1-877-860-7627 
www.tavtorproddvlng.com 
CONDENSED PILOT Training, 
3 week PPL courses starting 
May, June, July, August & 
September. CPL and Diploma 
Programs Available. Into at 
www.globalflighttraining.net or 
250.654-0171. 
NOW EXPANDING Owner Op- 
erators wanted to run Canada 
USA reefer or pacific northwest 
dry van. Very competitive rate 
package for more Into call Kim 
1-800-661-9937. 
POSITION AVAILABLE Man- 
ager/Assistant Manager for 
building supply store, situated In 
beautiful Revelstoke, in the Sel- 
kirk mountains, home of some 
of the best recreation In the 
wodd, Must have experience. 
Salary to be negotiated, excel- 
lent benefit package, Could be 
husband/wife team as other po- 
sitions available within our corn- 
an. Send resume to 
PVic ~;an Isle Construction Ltd. - 
c/o Wade Schatz-Contmller, 
Box 2988, Revelstoke, B.C., 
V0E 2S0- 
email:wade @wl-ltd.com 
Fax:250-837-6145 
HAIRDRESSING INSTRUC- 
TOR wanted for sick relief. 
could possibly work into full 
time for the right person IPD an 
asset, call Susan 1-250-542- 
9268 
A'n'ENTION: INTERNATION- 
AL company expanding here. 
Work Part-time/Full-time around 
current schedule. State-of-the • 
art tools, training and support. 
888-554-3869 or 
www.liveur.cloals.com. .~. .. . • 
FEELING OLD? 
II Don't Let D qe You! 
L l    /r '01der Worker 
Program" 
"Employment Assistance for lhe Older Worker" 
Come down to Interconnect and take pa.rt in an exciting 
program designed to teach you new sl~ills uch as: 
Computer Use ,rib. 
• Internet Job Searching 
• Contact Networking ..~RITISH 
LOLUMBIA • And Much More 
Starling: May 1st to July 31, 2003 
Monaay - Friday 
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Call: 635-7995 to register 
Canad  
TDCSS 
Executive Director 
The Executive Director is responsible for the effective 
coordination of the staff necessary to implement the 
negotiation strategy developed by the Gitxsan Treaty 
Society. 
:Qualifications: .............. ~: ''' ' ' 
• Exceptional organizatiOnal, financial and management 
skills, including leadership, problem solving, decision 
making and communication, 
• Excellent computer, interpersonal and communication 
skills, 
• Ability to write comprehensive reports and proposals to 
secure funding from all available sources. 
• Very good knowledge of the Gitxsan culture, history, 
political issues and language. A sound understanding of 
the Gitxsan as it relates to the Delgamuukw design and 
other court actions by the Gibxsan. 
• Extensive knowledge of the Treaty process. 
• Highly motivated and able to work independently. 
• Able to work effectively with a Board, 
• Supervisory experience of large staff, modeling good 
management techniques, 
• Degree in Business Administration or Diploma in 
Business Administration with minimum 5 years related 
experience. 
Salary: Based on experience and qualification 
Closing Date: May 16, 2003 
Attention: Personnel & Finance Committee 
Mailing Address: Gitxsan Treaty Office 
Box 229, Hazelton, BC, VOJ 1YO 
Facsimile'. (250) 842.6709 
Scotiabank is one of North. America's leadinq financial 
institutions, and Canada's most international bank. We 
provide innovative financial products and services to 
i dividuals, small and medium-dze businesses, corporations 
and governments across Canada and around the world. 
As one of the newest members of our Sales Team, you are 
responsib!e for contributing to the branch team's overall 
success by meeting negotiated goals through the 
identification and satisfaction of customer needs using a 
financial planning approach. Successful candidates must 
have the followinfl qualifications: 
• Retail Banl~ing experience in a sales environment. 
• A thorough I~nowledge of retail investment, lending 
and deposit services product features and benefits 
• Developed skills in interviewing, solicitation, and 
tehmarketing, risk analysis tecl~niques and credit 
ad udication policies andprocesses as they apply to 
reta Ihnd ng products. 
External education and/or licensing prerequisites: 
Required to have successfully completed or commit to 
complete within 6 months a course of study that will enable 
registration with the provincial securities commission to 
obtain a license to sell mutual funds 
This exciting career opportunity will provide you with an 
excellent compensation package, flexible benefits, and 
opportunities to grow, develop and advance within a 
progressive, fast paced environment. 
Individuals who are career oriented with a demonstrated 
abilil/to succeed are invited to apply by 
sending a resume to: 
T.A. (Terri) McPhee Manager 
4602 Lakelse Ave Terrace, BC VBG 1 R1 
fax 250-635-8524 
Deadline for applications is May 20, 2003 
4 
Scotlabank 
We thank all appllcanta and advise that only those selected for an interview 
will be contacted. Bcotlubanlk Is an equal opportunity employer. 
D 
J VACANCY zoos 
CONSTRUCTION/MAINTENANCE ATTENDANT III 
The City of Terrace has a vacancy for a mature, highly motivated 
individual to fill the position of Construction[Maintenance 
Attendant IlL 
Candidates will have completed a Journeyman Trades 
Qua ification n a related field, or Iwo years' Technical School with 
a minimum of five years' experience in a related field. The success- 
ful cand date will "have experience in all facets of building can- 
struction and maintenance including plumbing, ventilation, heat- 
ing, mechanical, electrical and supervision; Ihe ability to interpret 
and apply' blueprints, drawings, specifications, standards and 
regulations; the ability to prepare designs, specifications and cost 
est mates for work and monitor budgets is essential. The abili.ty to 
interpret the Building Code and relevant legislation will be 
requzred. 
This s a Un on pos tion (C.U.P.E. Local 2012), with an hourly ra!e 
of $24.45. The City of Terrace offers an excellent benefits pack- 
age, with a 40-hour work week. 
Resumes will be received by the undersigned up to 4:30 p.m., 
F rklay, May 16, 2003 - Personnel Di .radar, Cily ~ Terrace, 3215 
Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X8 - Tel.# (250) 638-4722; Faxw 
(250) 638-4777; e-math "dfisher@cily.terrace.bcxa/' 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY TREASURER 
Applications are invited for the position of Assistant 
Secretary. Treasurer. This position is excluded from Union 
membership. 
The School District is located in North Westem British 
Columbia and includes the communities of Terrace, Stewart, 
Kitimat, Kitwanga and Hazel/on. Educational suppo.rt serv- 
ices are provid~ to 6450 students and the District has an 
operatinq budget of approximately $48 million. The District 
Office is]ocat~ in Terrace, a community with modern medi- 
cal, educational and recreational facilities. 
The ideal candidate will have completed a recognized 
accounting program (C.A., C.M.A., C.G.A.) and will have 
experience in computers and computer application, prefera- 
bly experience with the SDS system. 
The individual will have s .p.ecific duties in the area of finan- 
cial data preparation and management, supervision of 
accounting functions, and some purchasing of supplies and 
equipment. 
Applications, complete with resume and letters of refer- 
ence, will be accepted until May 23, 2003 and should be 
addressed tO: 
Marcel Georges, CGA 
Secretary Treasurer 
Coast Mountains School District 82 
3211 Kenney Street 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Fax: 250-635-4287 
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
HEALTHCARE IN NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Consider the opportunity: 
The Northern Health Authority is inviting applications for the following 
P0sition to join our Prince Rupert eam: , , 
LIFE SKILLS WORKER II 
Prince Rupert Full-Time Camp No. X03-NW1017 
Under the direction of the Community Mental Health Services (CMHS) 
Coordinator, (Mental Health Services) and/or designate, this position 
ensures the well being of clients in the program and promotes their 
independent living in the community. The life skills support worker is a 
member of a multidisciplinary team. A key component of this job is to 
assist clients with a serious and persistent mental illness in their 
physical, social and emotional development and to reduce the number 
of/or potential for hospitalization and incarceration. 
WAGE: $16.67 - $18.23 commensurate with qualifications and 
relevant experience. 
QUALIFICATIONS I EDUCATION: 
Human Service Diploma or Residential Care Aide plus Mental Health 
Worker Certificate (60 hours) or equivalent. Own vehicle. Excellent 
report and communication skills. Recent experience in working with 
adults with mental illness or other barriers, residential care, community 
agencies, recreation programs. 
When applying, please refer to the Competition Number on your 
resume and forward it to: 
Brenda Lemal, HR Recruitment Assistant 
300 - 299Victoria Street, Prince George, 8C V2L 5B8 
Toll Free: 1•877-905-1155 
Fax: (250) 565-2251 
E-math hr@northernhealth.ca NORTHERN I tEALTH 
www.northernhealth.ca a 14 t /~  O It" i / ' y  
We thank all applicants however only those short-listed will be contacted. 
Horthwest Regional Airport 
Tenace-lh'flmal 
AIRPORT MANAGER 
NORTHWEST REGIONAL AIRPORT 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
The Terrace-Kitimat Airport Society is seeking] an ex~rienced 
executive to plan, direct and facilitate the activities and opera- 
lions of the Northwest Reclional Airport, Terrace-Kitimat, 
including administrative servTces, planning, markerng, com. 
munity relations, staff development, airport finance, airport 
operations and air~rt maintenance. Reporting to the Airport 
Society, the successful candidate will be responsible for devel- 
opment and marketing of pr.ograms based on observed trends 
in the air transportation industry and local market to ensure 
the airport's competitive position; administration of all aviation 
policies, inspection of airport activities and functions, negotia. 
lion and en'forcement of airport contracts, leases and agree- 
ments; planning and imp.hmentotion of a capital mprovement 
program to ensure quality operators, customer service and 
revenue potential; coordination with federal officials to ensure 
airport program integrity as related to certification, security, 
funding andoligibility requirements. 
Qualified candidates will have a mln mum of 6 years of 
increasingly responsible civil airport operations and adminis. 
trative avl'ation/airport management experience; the equiva. 
lent of a BA/BSc degree from an accredd"ed college or univer- 
sity with ma or course work in aviation administration, public 
administration, engineering or similar disclp ne is required. 
High ethical standards, the ability to drive change, exce lent 
communication skills, political astuteness, and a commilment to 
public service are critical attributes. The successful candidate 
will either be accredited with the International Association of 
Airport Executives or enrolled in their accreditation program, 
Applicants should mail or fax resumes with covering letter, 
staiingpresent and expected salary, as well as references, by 
May 16, 2003, to: 
President, Terrace-Kitimat Airport Society 
RR#4, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4V2 
Facsimile: 250.638-0059 
Email: fmackie.cfl@menarch.net 
IF YOU have 5 years heavy 
duty mechanic experience, are 
specially skilled in engine & hy- 
draulic mechanics, possess a 
working knowledge of the WCB 
Regulation, have good reporting 
& communication skills, are or- 
ganized:work as a team mem- 
ber to service & maintain log- 
ging & road building equipment 
m both shop & ffeldoperations. 
References & Driving Record 
are required with your applica- 
tion. Bruce Nimmo, Gulbranson 
o~ging Lid., 1475 Hwy 16 E., 
Box 665, Vanderhoof, 
B.C., V0J 3A0, T:250-567-4505, 
F:250-567-9232, 
EL:dall@hwy16.com 
Mount Layton Hot Spring 
II Port-time pos_ition leading.into lull-time II 
I I  Front Desk / Night Auditor I I  
il Must have computer knowTedge and reliable II 
|1 transportation. Please include expected rate I| 
II of pay. Apply in person at Mount Layton Hot l |  
|1 Springs.or fax resume to 250-798-2478 I |  
% Attn: Darlene or Marlene / f l  
TECHNICAL SUPPORT AS. INLAND KENWORTHIPARK- 
SOCIATE - Kamloops. Conver- ER PACIFIC. Quesnel is cur- 
gys, a world leader in out- rentlytaking resumes for a field 
sourced customer service re- service equipment mechanic. 
quires Technical Support Asso. Equipment applicant must have 
elates to work rotating shifts, hydraulic and electrical back- 
You require Grade 12 or equiv- ground for forestry equipment. 
alent, a good understanding of Competitive wage and benefit 
Windows OS and it's ability to package• Send resumes in 
connect to the Internet, with ex- confidence to, 3150 Hwy 97N. 
cellent customer service skills. Quesnel, B.C. V2J 3J4, Attn: 
We provide a competitive com- Gord Vamplew. 
pensation package, educational 
assistance programs and a sol- CLASS ONE driver required for 
ary of $11.00/hr. Forward re- intedor based company, 2 years 
sume to: Convergys 2121 Super B flat deck experience 
E.T.C. Hwy. Kamloops, BC required on general freight. We 
V2C4A6. Fax: (250)571-5870. "offer performance based re- 
numeration, assigned units, 
benefits, direct deposit. 
Company operates primarily 
BC/BC.AB. Fax resume & ab- 
278: Ski l led Trades 
200, 3400 30th Ave. 
Vernon, BC VIT 2E2 
Phone:(250) 558-3718 
Toll Free: 
1-800-701-8863 
E.Mail: in fo(~.ovcrm.¢om 
PPSEC Accredited 
..~W¢~l.t~.Yrot "~: ; ' ' "  CAREERS IN MASSAGE 
~ . ~ , e ' ,  I : One Year Relaxat ion/Spa program. 
Two Year Rehabilitation/Medical 
Massage Therapy program - meeting 
o ~ . ~ .  i the requirements orother provinces & 
• ~ GE Th'~.?J;V' i states. 
• Three Year Rehabilitation/Medical 
Massage Therapy program- meeting 
the requirements for becoming a 
RMT in BC. (CMT of BC accredited 
program) 
APPLY NOW! 
www.ovcmt.com 
i Journeyman Mechanic K]~ 
equired for the repair and preventative maintenance II 
f equipment used in the forestry, construction, utilities II 
nd material handling industries. II 
he successful applicant should be able to II 
ndependently, perform diagnostic analysis, mechanical II 
epairs and welding tasks as required. Provide clear, I I  
oncise follow up paper work for all related tasks. II 
ther product knowledge would be an asset. J l 
II Please send resume to. Manager Ill 
I I  m,~, Site 10, Comp 4 I !  
II old ,uke~se II 
II Terrace, B.C, ] |  IK"x vs~ 4vz jp, 
Y 
is currently accepting applications for: 
/ : ' :A !  ~ . ~ : .  i~~;  : : • 
Suppoded Ch Idcare Educator: , .' 
This position works ~ir~(,t y w th cfl dren w~thspec~a 
needs helping to support them in community preschool 
and daycare settings. 
Applicants must have knowledge of child development 
and be able to work as part of a team. Preference will be 
given to applicants with ECE, Special Needs certificates, 
or previous experience working with children with special 
needs. 
Job description and wage and benefit information 
sheets are available at the Centre. An application question 
sheet must accompany all resumes. 
All resumes will be accepted until Friday, May 23, 2003. 
Apply at: Child Development Centre 
2510 South Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 2X3 
Cue Newnes/McGehee, is Norlh America's leader in Ihe engineering 
and manufacturing of slate-of.lhe-art fully automated sawmill equipment. 
We are a highly responsive company relying on a strong learn of over 
420 skilled anddedicoted employees. Ongoing employee lraining and 
technological upgrading keeps Newnes/McGehee at Ihe [orefranl o( lhe 
induslry. We slrongly believe in developing skills in current and new 
lechnologies will ensure ongoing success. 
Conlinued growth and success of our integrated and advanced sawmill 
equipmenl has created a challenging, exciting and rewarding opporlunily 
in a work environmenl Ihat promotes pro}esslonal development and 
fosters teamwork. We currently have an excellenl opportunily for 
qualified persons working oul of our Salmon Arm, B.C. office for: 
MILLWRIGHTS & 
ELECTRICIANS 
If you are a Journeyman and possess Inter-Provincial Trades 
Qualifications and wish Io further develop your skills and abilities; we 
would certainly like to hear from you. 
Millwright== should have experience in sawmill equipment alignment, 
rotating equipment and Integration o( machine ceofres and transfer 
equipment. 
Electricians should have experience in PLC and integration ofsawmill 
equipment. 
Both opportunities are in our Field Serv!ces. Considerable travel wilhin 
North America nd Overseas Is required. 
Effective communications lechnical documentation, profident use of 
computerized systems and team building ski Is are essential elements. 
Qualified applicants are invited to submll their resume. 
Dwighl Guy, Diredor Human Resources .: . 
Coe Newnes/McOehee 
3550 • 45th Street SE 
p.o. Box 8, Salmon Arm, B.C. VIE 4N2 
Fax: 250.-804.4015 
dwight~uy@¢oernfa.com 
street. 250-828-1490. 
WORK ONLINE from home 
$500-$3000 per month. For 
free Into visit 
www.asuccessoniine.com 
HEALTH CARE Professionals, 
RN's, RPN's/LPN's, Lab- 
tachs/Assistants to pedorm in- 
surance medical assessments 
on a mobile basis. Need regis- 
tration with Current association, 
professionalism and a reliable 
vehicle. Training will be provid- 
ed. forward resume to 
michelle.deyro@ medisys.ca or 
fax to 1-800-382-5558. Posi- 
tions available in all provinces. 
ART GALLERY is looking for 
summer students with art or ed- 
ucation background. Will be 
teaching kids art classes and/or 
assisting with wall mural. Ap- 
proximately 30 hrs/week and 
$10/hr. Send resumes to: Ter- 
race Art Gallery, Box 82, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 2L4 
EXPERIENCED JOURNEY- 
MAN AUTOMOTIVE PAINT- 
ER. TJ Painter required imme- 
diately, for established C.A.R. 
shop in Prince George, B.C. 
Competitive union wages. Shop 
operates on hourly based wag- 
es not flat rate. Interested quail- 
fled applicants please fax re- 
sume to 250-614-7605 
NIEFS an innovative employ- 
ment service organization 
seeks experienced Operations 
Manager for Campbell River 
Centre, Excellent benefits 
package and competitive sal- 
ary. Applications at 
www.nlefs.net/opman/ or 250- 
286-3441. 
HOUSEKEEPER REQUIRED 
in Seymour Arm. Minimum one 
~(,~ ar commitment required. ust enjoy plants, be nature 
odented & have good sense of 
humour. Call (250)833-7711 for 
more information. 
ATTENTION AUTOMOTIVE 
TECHNICIANS: Join our Five 
Star Service Team at Regency 
Chrysler - Quesnel, BC. We 
offer factory training, unique In- 
centive plans and excellent 
wage and full benefit package. 
Quesnel is an excellent location 
for family living. We have great 
schools, golf, fishing and vad- 
' ouS,activitles for all seasons. 
Apply in conf dence to(Jay'by 
forwarding your resume to: 
Dave Wawryk - Service Manag- 
er, Ph: 250-992-9293. Fax: 
250-932-3606 or emaih 
dave.wawwk @regencychrysler.com 
CHRYSLER DEALERSHIP on 
Vancouver Island is accepting 
applications for the positions of 
Service Manager & Technician. 
Requirements: current knowl- 
edge of Chrysler vehicles & 
systems, positive attitude, great 
work ethic. Come join us in our 
modem progressive dealership, 
in the heart of fishln 9, camping, 
boating, skiing & hiking country. 
Great salary & benefits pack- 
age. Fax resumes (250)723- 
5337. 
NORTH CENTRAL Family 
Resources Ltd. is recruiting 
Family Care Network 
Coordinators for various 
Norther n c o m munities. 
Coordinators will provide 
support and training services 
to foster parents, with an 
emphasis on peer support 
facilitation and networking 
between foster parents, 
MCFD, and other service 
providers. Coordinators will 
participate in an on-call rota- 
tion for after hours crises, 
and will work as a team with 
other Coordinators in the 
Region on other job duties. 
Requirement: 
Diploma or certificate in 
social service/human service 
work and at least one year 
related experience. 
Excellent verbal and written 
communications skills. 
Experience as a foster parent 
or caregiver, or demonstrated 
knowle d g e. a n d 
understanding of the key 
issues related to the foster 
care system. 
Ability to function creatively 
Facilitation/teaching skills, 
training, and/or experience. 
Demonstrated crisis interven- 
tion skills. 
Excellent eam and relation- 
ship building skills. 
Must have own reliable vehi- 
cle and ability to travel in all 
seasons ,  
Ability to work in an unsu- 
pervised setting and partici- 
pate fully as a team member. 
Apply in writing, outlining 
your interest in working with 
foster parents, any related 
experience you have, and. 
your skills in working in a 
new program. 
Please submit resume with 
cover letter to: 
North Central Family 
Resources Ltd, Attention: 
Angela Messatesta, #102-324 
Hoy Street, Quesnel, B.C. 
V2J-1X3 
Fax: 250.992-2769 or emaih to 
fpsupport@shaw.ca 
Closing date= May 14th, 2003. 
Only those selected for an 
interview ill be contacted. 
I-CORP SECURITY Services 
Ltd. has an opening for a full 
time SECURITY GUARD• Ap- 
plicants must have BST 1 & 2. 
Vehicle would be an asset. Call 
250-638-8888 for interviews, 
LOSE WEIGHT before this 
summed Fast, safe & guar- 
anteedll Call for FREE consul- 
tation.l-877-224-5999 www.- 
HowtoLose.com 
NEED A PHONE? Been dis- 
connected? No deposit, no 
credit, no probleml Call insta- 
phone. Re-connect.l-866-334- 
6782 startinfl at only. $39.95 
WANTED: COUPLES for a 
large B.C. based chain of hotels 
and inns. Apply to Director of 
Human Resoumes, 550 Colum- 
bia Street, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
2V1• 
WE ARE accepting resumes for 
the position of WAITRESS. 
Please send your resume to 
Shan Yan Restaurant at 4606 
Greig Ave, Terrace, B.C. No 
phone calls please. 
WORK FROM home fVpt. Earn 
from $1000- $3000. Fax/tale - 
250-635-0098 www.free- 
dom88.com/145 
Due io the increased demand,' 
P&R Western Star & Sterling 
Trucks is looking for 2 F/I" li- 
censed Heavy Duty/Commer- 
cial Transport mechanics for 
our Victoria, B.C. location. Ap- 
plicants must have experience 
hn the service and repair of 
trucks, trailers and equipment. 
The candidate will possess a 
B.C.T.Q and/or an Interprovin- 
clal certificate, Commercial Ve- 
hicle Inspection certificate, as 
well a minimum class 3 ddvers 
license. Good communication, 
troubleshooting and analytical 
'skills, Computer experience 
would be an asset. We are a '  
progressive company that offers 
a competitive compensation. 
and benefits package. We 
thank all applicants and advise 
only those selected for an Inter- 
view will be contacted. Please 
submit resume to: Mr. Paul Ver- 
hagen Service Manager, 2005 
Keating Cross Road, Saanlch- 
ton, B.C., VgM 2A5, Fax:250- 
' 652-9130 or email 
lisa @ prwestemstar.com 
CERTIFIED MACHINIST SLO- 
CAN GROUP- PLATEAU DIVI- 
SION Slocan Plateau Is looking 
for an individual who has strong 
work habits, the ability to work 
within a motivated maintenance 
team and a desire to learn. Pla- 
teau is an innovative forest pro- 
ducts company situated in the 
Nechako Valley 20 km west of 
Vanderhoof, BC Excellent out- 
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I PARK MANOR / 
I APTS• I 
I 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts., 1 
Northern Hearing& iafetvTraining l: i"i:ReFerenc=' reqtiir~. : : : l  
OFA Level I I Phone635"34751 
Men., May 12 Tue., May 13(Full) .................................. S90 
Thurs., May 15 Sat., May 31 Summit Square 
OFA Transportation Endorsement Apartments 
• Wed., May 14(Full) Fri., May 16 Sun., June I ............. $90 1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
OFA Level 3 • Quiet & Clean 
May 26-June6 (Full) July 7-July 18 ............................ $700 • No Pets • Ample Parking 
WHMIS - Anytime via computer ............................... $55 • Laundry Facilities • Close to Schools & 
TDG Clear Lanquaqe - Anytime via computer ....... S75 Hospital _ = * On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• • Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Forklift Cerlifi¢ato Program $250 J Cal l :  635-4478 
MayO-l]  • Fd-Sun • 6-10pm/8-5pm ! Cashier Training $99 " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
May 12-14* Men/Wed • 6:30pm-10:0Opm HUNTINGTON 
Adulf Core Component . . . . .  : ;i APARTMENTS 
May 15 • ]hU .• 4:30pm-5!30pm ~)  • , . Taking Applications 
Transpodalion Endorsemenl - . :  % '.. $89  Now 
,MaY 16 ,  Fd ::i:8:30am'5:30pm : . , : . : . ;  ~ ; .  for I & 2 
.:Traffic Conlrol Recediflcation :-)ii ;i :? ~:i ~i:$60 Bedroom suites 
MaY ' !6 '  F r :)i!:/:12:3°ism~i30pm ~: ~:1);i ~' : ;  i!:! ;* Clean, quiet renovated suites 
. . . .  ,~ ;~ ,Ample parking .' 
' Traffic Conkoi Flagglng)i; : i :  : i:: ~209'  • Laundry facilities 
May 17-18 • Sot/Sun ~, 8:300m-5:30pm . Close to schools & downtown 
, On bus route 
Intro to Accounting : : i i( ,i~: i : i~$  79 :' , On site management 
May20-22 • Tue/Thu • b:30pm-9:30prn :Nopets 
Worksafe: Preventing WorkplaceVI01 References required 
M~ 22:~ ThU * 8:30am..5:30prn .... :: ....... : : .~ ,~ : .... ' 
:::,:~ ':~: .......... ................... ~ " ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  To view call 
BUiidJn0 ~IceWoike~Leve l1  ~ ii:i i '  :117: ::: ~!$265 :: 
'May 23-25 Fri~Sun ~;6-10pm/8-5pm/8-5Pm .: ' :  638-1748 
!ln~oto PlctureFraming ..... ; t~,!::~ $99+gst - . . . . . .  
.May25-26 • iSUn(Mon • 9-Spmi~i0P~ i ':~: 
~:F~safe  LeVel2 ~/ ,,~:~i~!;.',~*ii:: ' $99 
*M~y 26-29* ~ Mai~/Wed/Thff~ 7 00pm-10:00pm ....... :~ ~ .:~ ,'.'.:~:: " TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
$184 Ite. Close to downtown. Fridge. 
Moy27~:JuneS~iTu~J~ , 6:30pm-9:30pm stove, washer, dryer. Non- 
..... ~: . ~ .  :.:~; :. smokers, no pets. References 
: ,  ; ¢ ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  : required. Call 250-615-3263 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent. 
Also one bedroom with kitchen 
door and recreational activities ~ 
abound in our community. Pre- 
dominantly an SPF facility, Pla- 
teau ls one of the largest 
producing dimension mills in the fQo uU~ % LlfaRn cG:s twOe b;rTt;o %m 
province. We are presently -' 
looking fore machinist. Must FREE CREnDsloThC2eUdNe~EsLLING trance, non-smokere, no pets. 
be certified with excellent corn- ' Half block from town. Available 
= • One Low Monthly payment-~ ' : immediately. Ca11•250'638'0046 
, Eliminate or Reduce Interest or 250-635-4852 evenin~ls. 
munication an~r.q r,gani~,.agq .hal ~ 
skills. Sh ftwor~ P le~'~bmi t  
your resdme (by'mail or fax) no 
later than May 2, 2003 to: Run 
Modey - Human Resources, 
Slocan Group- Plateau Divi- 
sion, R.R. 2, Vandethoof, BC 
V0J 3A0 Fax: 250)567-3911 
WILL TUTOR math and phys- 
ics, grade 12 and higher. 
$15/hr. Call Sidney 250-635- 
2695. 
A-1 SIDING and gutters. We in- 
stall 5" continuous gutters in as- 
sorted colours. Best rate in 
town. Also install soffit, fascia, 
and vinyl siding. 20% Seniors 
discount. 250-635-9714 
DON'T MOVE Improve with 
Skeena Home Improvement. 
Concrete, framing, siding, lami- 
nate + hardwood floor installa- 
tions. Your weather deck and 
star aluminum railing. Author- 
ized dealer. For free estimate 
call 250-638-8210 or 250-638- 
2805. 
SIGN UP NOW Terrace-Kitimat 
Shuttle Service is looking for 
steady customers to and from 
the two communities. This new 
service requires people who will 
make the commitment o five or 
more days a week. Our service 
times are flexible. To learn 
mope call Johan Troelstrs at 
(land phone)250-638-1436 or 
cell phone 250-615-2252 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
FELTSTORIESI WANT to 
make storytime fun? Try a felt 
story. Great for daycares, pre- 
schools, schools and at home. 
Call Sandra 250-635-3191 
eveninqs. 
LITTLE RUGRATS DAYCARE 
wants to take care of your childl 
Our licensed facilities Is located 
on Halliwell Ave. We are close 
to Uplands School and play- 
ground. Spaces available for all 
ages, For information and regis- 
tration call Robin 250-635-4947, 
f Looking for ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
child care options and on 
choosing child care, 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program ofthe Terrac~ 
Woman's Resource Society 
snd Is funded by the Minisby of Co~munity, , 
/~x~dginal andWomen s Senllces 
• Rebuild Your Credit Rating 
Credit Counselling Society or BC 
NON PROFIT SERVICE 
1-888-527-8999 
GET BACK ON TRACKI Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lendll fi 
you own your own home - you 
qualify. 1-877-987-1420. 
www.p[oneerwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
TWO BEDROOM second floor 
apartment. Close to town, se- 
curity entrance, on-site man- 
agement. No pets. Available Im- 
mediately $475/mo + damage 
deposit. Call 250.638-0404 
TWO BEDROOM apartment, 
renovated and clean, hot water 
included and laundry. Satellite 
"IV. No pets, damage deposit 
and references required. Call 
250-635-0662 
SMART PAINTING Exped- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint.Spring and Summer Interi- 
or residential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% 
labor discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Kad. 250-615- 
0199 
APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bedmom,~ts I 
• $475 per month I 
Free hot water/recreation I 
• Close to school and hospital I 
o Security entrance •Starch0ice I
Call collect (250) 877-6773 
LARGE STUDIO suites, se- 
cured building dght downtown. 
We pay heat. Laundromat up- 
stairs. Great for working, older 
person. Call 250-635-7585 
NEW ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT, close to town, 
four appliances. Non-smokers, 
no pets. $550/mo Damage de- 
posit required. Available lmme- 
dlately. Call 250-635-1622 or 
250-635-2250 
ONE & TWO bedroom apart- 
ments available immediately. 
Call 250-635-5136 or 250-635- 
6428 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available. New management 
onsite. No pets please. 250- 
615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thomhlll. Single 
occupancy only, No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
secudty deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
ONE BEDROOM suite above 
Songsters. Washer, dryer, 
fddge, stove electric heat. Avail- 
able immediately. Phone 250- 
635-5070 or 250.632-7502 
ONE, TWO & Three bedroom 
apartments available. Heat, hot 
water, electricity Included. Live 
In manager, on site security. 
250.635-3409 or 250-638-0015 
ONE, TWO & three bedroom 
apartments. Available Imme- 
diately. On-site management. 
References required. 250-635- 
6428 or 250-638-0015 or 250. 
615.0345 
QUIET AND CLEAN, two bed- 
room ground level apartment. 
Available Immediately. Laundry 
and electdc treat. Security de- 
posit and references required. 
$500/month. Includes hot water. 
Call 250-635-1126. 
SMALL APARTMENT in 4 plex 
in Thornhlll. Ideal for single per- 
son or couple, To view 250- 
635-8288 
Ii 
II 
II 18, 2 Bedroom Apts. III 
'ill On Site Management ill 
I I  Secufib ' Entrance. with li 
I I  Undercover Parking ill 
il & Elevator. Laundry JJ 
I I  facifities on each floor J| 
II On Bus Route Ill 
I I  No Pets II 
IITo View a Clean & JJ 
!1 Quiet Building JJ 
II on the Bench- II 
facilities for single gentleman. 
Call 250-635-5893 
BRIGHT AND CLEAN one 
bedroom basement suite. No 
smoking, no parties, and no 
pets.$ $450/month, utilities 
included + damage deposit. 
..Ca11250.635-9684. ;;~ ... 
CLEAN COZY, 1 1/2 bedroom 
$350/mo includes cable and hot 
water. Pdvate drive and en- 
trance. Inexpensive baseboard 
heat. References required. Call 
250-638-8250 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite, 
fddge, stove, laundry, blinds, 
pdvate entry, large yard. Close 
to downtown and schools. 
$525/month + utilities. Call 
250-635-4753 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite.Newly renovated. Close to 
town, nice yard, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. $550/mo utilities 
Included. Call 250-638-7608 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in Thomhill. Close to 
schools, laundry facilities on 
promises, no pets. Recently 
painted and with new applianc- 
es. $475/mo. Phone Rob. 250- 
638-7290 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, hardwood floors, fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer, large 
yard. $620/month Includes n/g 
and cable. Call 250-635-2556. 
WATERFRONT LAKELSE 
Lake, Westside. New 1 bed- 
room house. Wood and heated 
tile floor's $750/mo. Serious in- 
quiries only. References re- 
quired. Call 250-635-2346 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
DOWNTOWN TERRACE Psy- 
chological consultants wishing 
to share modem three office 
complex. One or two offices 
available immediately contact 
Peter 250-635-6741 $200/mo 
per office. 
[ I"~-------'] ~Mm,o~am G#~ b,x/~a/t,a, aM ~;.~ 
I ~ I Pba~ i~rJ ~ r,m~ d~&~,,o~l='F,~ 
I _,T=. I~,no, I~,our,d; ~ r, om,/oad,,= ~ ~ ~- I  ~ d k~n ~ mid; end ~u" nome/addrm 
~N ~1~ dtnr~n b:
OF B.C. & YUKON f~,  RO. I1~ 22. lemo. S C. V8G 4A2 ~ .~ 
638-1966 . " 
!420  Commerc ia l  
) '~ !. 
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BRIGHT AND CLEAN, three 
bedroom duplex. F/s, w/d, dish- 
washer. Horseshoe area. No 
pets or smoking. References 
and damage deposit required. 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
635-3555. 
EXECUTIVE THREE bedroom 
duplex located In town. 2 1/2 
baths, two n/g fireplaces, five 
appliances, carport. $850.mo. 
To view call 250-638-1885 
FOUR BEDROOM duplex in 
Terrace. N/g heat, washer/dryer 
included. No parties, no smok- 
ing. Written references and de- 
posit required. Phone 250-798- 
9554 
LARGE FOUR bedroom, two 
baths executive duplex. Close 
to downtown. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, blinds, patio, 
shop tn backyard. N/s only, pets 
negotiable. $900/month + dam- 
age deposit. Available June 
1/03. Call 250-635.4368. 
ONE BEDROOM unit on dead 
end of Park Ave. Available Im- 
mediately.Washer, dryer, fridge, 
stove, no smoking or pets. 
$475/month. Call to view 250- 
635-6224. 
ONE SIDE of duplex for rent. 
Appliances included, vehicle 
needed. For more information 
please call 250-635.6141 
715 Boats/Marine 
SMALL TWO bedroom duplex, 
in Thornhill. Fridge, stove 
included. No pets, Securityde- 
posit and references required. 
$375/month. Call 250-638-7727 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath, 
above ground basement suite 
at 4721 Loen. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, storage. $600 
per me. 250-638-8639 
THREE BEDROOM town- 
house. $550/mo, half damage 
deposit. Fridge/stove included. 
No pets. Call 250-638-1094 
• 554HouSes:i ~ TWO BEDROOM duplex car- 
port, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
utilities included. Cable, stor- 
age shed. Clean, new paint. 
Upper Thomhlll. Call 250-635- 
3756 
LISTING/SELLING 
INIQUE PROPERTIE 
TWO BEDROOM duplex in 
town, fridge, stove, washer, dry- ' 
or, $550/mo plus damage de- 
posit. Two bedroom duplex, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
$600/month. In town. Plus two 
bedroom basement suite upper 
Thornhill. $400/month plus D.D. 
Call 250.615-1052. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, 
fridge, stove $400/month 2 bed- 
room suite in triplex, $475 
month, $200 damage deposit. 
Quiet neighborhood. Well main- 
tained property, on-site land- 
lord. Call 250-635-3492. 
TWO BEDROOM main floor of 
duplex, close to pool, fenced 
yard, pets ok, fridge/stove, 
ONE BEDROOM duplex, close 
to downtown. Fridge, stove. 
$400/mo. 250-635-7459 
ONE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhlll. Includes fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, blinds and yard 
maintenance. $390/mo + secur- 
Ity deposit. No pets or parties. 
Call after 5pro for appt to view 
250-635-7467 
ONE BEDROOM newly reno- 
vated house in central Thornhill. 
Fridge, stove, electric heat. 
Plus: five bedroom house in 
town, close to high schools, two 
baths, two n/g fireplaces, elec- 
tric heat. $650/mo references 
required. Call 250-635-9530 
SMALL TWO bedroo~n' house, 
suitable for working couple, nat- 
ural gas and electric heat. 
Fenced yard, one minute walk 
to hospital. Available June 1st. 
$550/mo plus damage deposit 
and utilities; Leave message at 
250.615-5456 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 baths 
condo. Near schools and 
downtown. Paved parking. 
Fenced yard on quiet street. 
Gas fireplace. Four appliances. 
No pets. Damage deposit and 
references required. 250-635- 
3766 
THREE BEDROOM house 
close to College. Nice yard, roo- 
my and clean. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Available June 
1st. Excellent erms to right par- 
ty. Call 250-638.1164. 
THREE BEDROOM house 
downtown. Fridge, stove. Pets 
allowed. $650/mo. Call 250- 
638-7608 
THREE BEDROOM house in 
Horseshoe. Fenced yard, four 
appliances, small pets ok, nat- 
ural gas fireplace, available 
July 1/03, $700/mo 250-635- 
6352 
THREE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill. Close to schools. 
Large fenced yard, fruit trees, 
deck, greenhouse, garage. 
Available June 1/03. $600/mo. 
Call 250-638-8909 
THREE BEDROOM house on 
10 acres, fridge, stove included. 
Damage deposit and references 
required. $900/mo + utilities. 
Available May 15/03. Call 250- 
: 960-8668 
THREE BEDROOM newly ren- 
ovated house on acreage. Must 
have good references. $650 per 
month rental or $585 per month 
for one year lease. Located 20 
minutes east of town. N/g heat, 
fridge, stove. Pets okay, smok- 
ing outside only. Call 250-638- 
0663, ask for Kathy or Brian. 
THREE BEDROOM rancher on 
4727 Soucle Ave. Non- 
smokers, small pets negotiable. 
freshly painted. $600/mo. Call 
250-638-8856 
THREE BEDROOM single 
washer/dryer. Available imme- house 4600 block Scott. Newly 
:diatelv., $550imq1250i635~6352 ~ . r~o~at.ed.i .$60Q!mo~ Fr~dge, 
TWO 13'EDROOM townhouse in ~ stove: Wash'er~ dryer.' A,¢allable 
Four plex. Clean, quiet. Fridg'e, immediately. Call 250-635-5348 
stove, washer/dryer. No pets. 
References required. 250.635- 
3796 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
ematl kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tending Services available. 
1200 SQFT, five bedroom, 
three bathroom home. Covered 
deck, fenced yard in quiet 
neighborhood. Available imme- 
diately. Call 250-635-4611. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
cozy one bedroom !n Smithers, 
large kitchen, large yard, out- 
building, heated garage. 
$650/mo. Steve or Leah. 250- 
372-5456 
518 ComrnerciaJ i 
'~  Businesses / 
AVAILABLE JUNE 1st. Clean 
and well malntalned 'executive 
home' in Terrace. Three bed- 
rooms up plus two bedrooms 
down. 2 1/2 bathrooms. Hottub 
on patio deck. Large fenced 
yard with pdvacy. References 
required. Call 250-635-7391 
BACHELOR PAD house for 
rent. Southside, large lovely 
yard. Other rental units in 
various locations at negotiable 
rates. Please phone 250-635- 
6611 
CLEAH,HEWLY 
REHOVATED .... 
2 & 3 I~ed~'obrn:mobile -. 
homes Wifh n:walklng : 
distance to: i0wn;: ~ 
Furnished br enfui~hished. 
'Fridge/stovei window 
coverings and joeYsl~ack:i 
Available immec]ialely 
':i 250:638q885 
CLEAN TWO and three bed- 
room for rent. Close to schools 
and hospital. Non smokem or 
pets. Call 250-635-5893. • 548 For Sale or 
• ___  R e n t  • 
. • " " :  • . 
CLEAN WELL maintained two 
bedroom house in Thornhlll. In. 
cludes fddge/stove, washer/dry- 
er, blinds, lawn maintenance. 
$525/mo, plus security deposit. 
No pets or parties. Call after 
5:pro for appointment to view or 
leave message at 250-635- 
7467 
FIVE BEDROOM house In 
Thornhlll. Available Immediate- 
ly. Has new paint and laminate 
floor. No pets, no smoking, de- 
posit and references required. 
$700/mo or less with long term 
lease. Contact Erlka 250-635- 
2404 
554 Houses 
FOUR BEDROOM 1 1/2 baths, 
on two acres, with shop, green- 
house. Call 250-638.7764 after 
6pro. $650/mo 
HERITAGE HOME for rent. 
Two bedroom and numery/den, 
close to schools, soaker tub, 
large shed, large fenced yard. 
Fridge, stove, dishwasher, 
washer, dryer. 750/month. 
Damage deposit ÷ references 
required. Call 250-635-3845 
leave messa.qe. 
ONE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhlll. Electdc heat, new 
bathroom. $400/mo. Available 
Immediately. Call 250.638.8052 
or 260.635.2319 
THREE BEDROOM spacious 
top floor of house. Fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer. Close to 
schools and walking distance to 
town, large yard. Includes 
12X12 outdoor storage. No 
pets, no smoking. $700/mo. 
252-635-5459 
TWO BEDROOM house w/fin- 
ished loft and garage on large 
treed lot. Fridge, stove, dish- 
washer. $700/mo. 250-635- 
9151 
TWO OR three bedroom house 
at 4610 Scott Ave. References 
required. $450/mo. 250-638- 
8639 
UNIQUE FOUR bedroom 
home. Fridge, stove, dishwash- 
er, washer, dryer. Two living 
rooms. Huge private yard, close 
to schools. On bus route. Chick- 
en coop, garden area, garden 
shed, greenhouse, two level 
decks. Thornhill area. $700/mo 
Call 250.635-8835. 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent, in 
three bedroom home. Walking 
distance to town. Working man 
preferred. $260/month includes 
utilities. Call 250-635-3126. 
14X70 THREE bedroom trailer 
for rent in Sunnyhill Trailer 
Court. 250.638-1396 or 250- 
615-8281 
DOUBLE WIDE trailer on large 
lot. Located 3517 Clora Ave. 
$700/month. Call 250-638- 
0161. 
IN JACK Pine Flats, two acres 
fenced and gated with three 
bedroom mobile home in good 
condition. Large addition in- 
cludes fridge, stove, dish wash- 
er, washer, dryer. Available 
June 1. $625/mo. Call 250-635- 
3756 
MOBILE HOME for rent in Ter- 
race Trailer Park. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Two bedroom 
with 20' x 8' addition. $500 
month. Call 250-837-6788. 
THREE BEDROOM trailer loca- 
ted on Sunny Hill Trailer Park. 
Includes: Washer, dryer, fridge, 
stove. Close to town, no pets 
please. Available Immediately. 
Call 250-635-4571 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove. 
$550/mo heat Included. 250- 
635-8772. 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20..25/word plus GST. Phone 
250-538-7283 Fax 250-638- 
8432 or email to advertising 
@terracestandard.com. We ac- 
cept Vlsa]m/c or cash. 
ONE BEDROOM suite in a 
country setting. Fridge, stove, 
washer dryer. Satellite program- 
ming. Suitable for single work- 
ing person with tmnsportafion. 
$475/mo. Call 250-635-4084 
RUSTIC TWO bedroom suite 
available for working people. 
Fireplace, electic heat, washer, 
dryer hookups, w/w carpet, no 
pets. Located one mile from 
College. $400/mo plus damage 
deposit. Call 250-635-7341 
TWO BEDROOM suite. Fridge, 
stove, dishwasher, washer and 
dryer, plus natural gas fireplace. 
Fenced yard overlooking the 
Skeena River. Cablevlsion in- 
cluded.No smoking. Available 
immediately. $550/mo. Call 
250-638-8093 
STARRESORT.INT. 
We Buy & Sell Timeshares 
www.starresort.net 1-800-985- 
4395. 
FOR RENT in Terrace three 
bedroom townhouse, #102, 
4530 Scott Ave. N/g fireplace, 
washer, dryer included. 
Starchoice available, small pets 
ok. $550/mo +utilities and dam- 
age deposit required. Call 250- 
624-8480 
PAY HALF MONTHRENT for 
May, June,July. Three bedroom 
townhouses close to downtown 
and schools. F/s, w/d hookups, 
apartments with w/d available. 
Please call TERRACE MANOR 
250-635-4980 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath- 
room townhouse. Near School 
and downtown. Fenced back 
yard. Hookups for washer/dryer. 
Includes fridge, stove and 
blinds. Located on 2906 Motitor 
Ave. in Terrace. No pets. 
please. Call 250-635-0355 or 
250-632-2261 
RCMP FAMILY being trans- 
ferred to Terrace require large 
four bedroom home to rent July 
1st. Preferably with garage and 
fenced yard. Close to schools. 
Call 204-372-8641 
LEASE LOT on Babine Lake 
with trailer, btg shop and stor- 
age shed. Asking $25,000 obo. 
Phone Gmnisle 250-697-2720 
TWO ACRE treed lots in Jack 
Pine Flats at Woests Road. 
$40,000 plus GST. 250-638- 
8940 
USA BEST buyt First time 
offered. 20 acre ranch. Located 
in scenic west Texas $295/per 
acre. $99/mo for prcspectives. 
1-800-875-6568 
VIEW LOT for sale. Situated at 
4451 Lazelle Ave. Close to 
downtown Terrace. Asking 
$25,000. Call 250-632-7502 
OKANAGAN LAKE cottage for 
sale. Twenty minutes from Ver- 
non, Three bedrooms, dock, by- 
dro, phone and septic. Lease 
payments $1,400. per year. 
Phone 250-542-7795 eveninqs. 
CENTRAL BC fully equipped 
Machine Shop. 1-2 person op- 
eration with room for expansion. 
Equipment only $49,000 plus 
inventory. Call 250-567-3886 
days, 250-567-3852 eves. Van- 
derhoof 
NINE UNIT apartment building 
for sale in Houston. Good in- 
come. C~ose to mall and school. 
Three storey, good comer loca- 
tion. Two acres. $246,000. Call 
250-845-2607 after 4:30pm. 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
in Terrace. Assumable mort- 
gage to qualified buyer. Vendor 
will pay all transfer costs, No 
downpayment required. 1 1/2 
baths, full basement, washer, 
d~yer, star choice available. 
Small pets ok. Playground on- 
site. To rent: $650/mo + utilities. 
Damage deposit required. Call 
250-624-8480 
A MUST see: like new 1450sqft 
home at 3973 Walker Street. 
Totally renovated including new 
windows, energy efficient n/g 
furnace, bathroom, maple cabi- 
nets, maple hardwood floors, vi- 
nyl siding, cedar deck. Asking 
only $89,500. Call 250.635- 
9530 
LARGE WELL maintained five 
bedroom home next to Christy 
Park. This home Is situated on 
a large city lot with established 
fruit trees, a fully fenced back 
yard, wooden garden shed. 
Close to schools, shopping, and 
nature trails. Blx appliances In- 
cluded. Asking $125,000. 
Phone 250-638-8737 for ap- 
pointment to view. 
Tree Farm License ~2 Beetle 
Wood Sale Tanizul Timber Ltd., 
managing Tree farm License 42 
located approximately 75 kilom- 
eters from Fort St. James B.C.,. 
is inviting proposals for the pur- 
chase of 990,000 M3 of Bark HEW 2 0 0 3  
Beetle infested Lodgepole Pine 
and Hybrid White Spruce Horbercr0f l Je tB0ds  
stands. 
The availability of this timber 
Is subject to increase of cut ARE HERE. = 
from Ministry of Forest to ad- 
3 BEDROOM dress beetle infestation. 
Tanizul Timber Ltd., will retain 
14X70 FLEETWOOD responsibility for all permits, 
Low hooting costs, dishwasher, stove, dridge, near new road maintenance, reforesta- 
rugs, very cleon, shop has 924 sq. ft. cement floor. Uon, harvesting and delivery 
(stump to dump). Tanizul Tim- 
Insulated. her Ltd. will be accepting propo- 
View at 3921 Simpson Crescent sals which must include a 
$500.00 non-refundable deposit $83,900 obo uptol:3Op,m, onMayg, 2003. 1999 Yamaha 
Preference will be given to pro- 
Phone 250-635-6128 posals for consolidated WR 400 
volumes. 
For further Information contact 
Thomas Pierre, General Man- 
ager or Alex Pierre, Forest 
Technician at 250-648-3221. 
LAKELSE LAKE BEACHFRONT; 2- 50 FT 
FRONTAGE LOTS (.81 & .69 ACRES) 
Prime Sand Beach; Updated Modern 1850 sq. foot Ranch 
Home; G&E Heat; Detached Garden Studio; Hot Tub; Front 
and Side Decks; Large Detached Garage/Shop. Garden 
and Greenhouse on #2 lot; RV Parking; East (Hwy) Side; 
#250-798-9548 to view. 
$395,000 
4036 SKOGLUNG AVE 
1150sqft hree bedroom home 2 
1/2 baths . Fireplace, sundeck 
and fenced back yard. Five ap- 
pliances. $129,000 Call for ap- 
pointment to view. 250-638- 
8276 
LARGE HOME on acreage op- 
erating as B & B Southern In- 
tedor with well producing mixed 
orchard $289,000 1-250-442- 
8583 or www.homesellcanada.com 
#3074 
NEW 1 1/2 STOREY rancher 
on ten acres. 2200 sq ft, histori- 
cally (character) designed, four 
bedroom, two bath, master bed- 
room with full ensuite. 
Wheelchair accessible. Totally 
fenced with riding ring, very pri- 
vate, 12 minutes to downtown 
Terrace. $167,000. To view 
phone 260-615-2135 eves. 
NOTICE: PLACE your--worci ad 
In The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to  
advertising @ terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
PICTURESQUE DOLL house 
character home. Big sunny 
deck, cedar fenced yard, huge 
apple tree. two bedrooms, one 
bathroom. Hardwood floor, n/g 
fireplace, suitable starter home. 
Double lot. 4601 Haugland Ave. 
Asking $110,000. Call 250-615- 
5581. 
WANTED: RANCHER style 
home located south of CNR 
tracks on the east end of town. 
Very reasonably priced. Call 
250-635-9123 
12X68, TWO bedroom, vinyl 
siding & windows, five 
appliances. Fenced yard with 
shed, large addition with sun 
porch. View @ D2 Skeena 
Valley TC, anytime. Asking 
$21,000. Call 250-638-7931. 
14X70 MOBILE home on 
200X80' fenced lot In Thomhlll. 
Close to schools, shop with 
power. 250.635-5029 
1985 TOYOTA Tercel. New 
clutch, silver exterior, burgundy 
interior. Needs work. $600 obo. 
Call 250-638-0107 
FACTORY DIRECT CHAPAR- 
RAL modulars. Factory tours, 
Custom designs, 9' ceilings, 
cottage roofs, painted interiors, 
hardwood cabinets. SHELDON 
CUSTOM HOMES, 3075 Sexs- 
mith, Kelowna. For more infor- 
mation toll free 1-888-765-8992. 
DL10146 
FOR SALE or trade for house 
in Terrace/town/Bench area. 
Two bedroom, two baths deluxe 
model SRI manufactured home 
in quiet park. Includes f/s, w/d, 
d/washer, built in microwave, 
n/g fireplace. Built in china cabi- 
nets, sky lights, master bed- 
room has full ensulte with ja- 
quzzl tub, large back deck has 
6 person hot tub, also includes 
shed, Asking $63,000. For more 
information call 250-635-6477 
waterfront ' country, properties 
Ranches • outdoor I~usinesses 
International Marketing 
& Float Plane 
www.l~ndquest.com 
250-798-2200 
HARRY McCOWAN 
GET YOUR Country Fixl 5 acre 
view property 3 bdrm, 2 bath, 
country kitchen, 2 gas fp,, large 
shop,hot tub, riding ring, trails 
close-by. 5 mln. to Armstrong. 
$247;000. Charlotte Lavik 
1-800-667-2040. 
OSOYOOS, BC. Located in the 
South Okanagan valleyl Brand 
new LAKEFRONT apartments 
and townhomes. *Plus 
recreational facility and private 
beach. Prices start LOW 
$100,000;s. 1.866-736-1002, 
www.casa-deHago.ca 
Co-operators Real Estate 
Services Inc. 
I.H. 914 Pull type combine, I.H. 
4000 S/P Swather, 45ft. West- 
field PTO Mobile grain auger.. 
Gehl PTO Hammermill. for info 
call after 7pm 250-620-0014 
JOHN DEERE 4wheel ddve. 
#2950 tractor, cab, a/c heater, 
3pt hitch, loader. 6600 hrs. 
85hp. $35,000. 250-698-7457 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment, Quality used 
sales and Icoators. Delivery 
available. Dave Crossan 250- 
557-2607. 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof.BC FCC financing. 
OAC 
TWO REGISTERED QH mares, 
TB bloodlines. 15yr, 16HH Eng- 
lish/Western Pony clubbed, 
gentle. 7yr, 15.2HH Westem, 
lots of character. Must sell. Off- 
ers considered. 250-877-6261 
LOOKING FOR well trained 
team for Buggy and Horseback 
riding. Ask for Wemer 250.392- 
7292. 
FOR SALE Performance tested 
Ilmousln bulls. Yearling and two 
year old. Kerr's Limousins, 
Telkwa, BC. 250.846.5392 
REGISTERED RED Angus 
bulls, semen tested, halter be- 
ken, only two left. Top breeding 
lines. Matt's Red Angus 250- 
847-3692 or 250-877-9692 
LOOKING FOR good home for 
a one year old energetic Border 
Collie. Spayed female. Call 
250-624-6006 
REGISTERED BLACK labrador 
puppies. Last litter for Flow and 
Waker. 3-males, 2-females. 
Tattooed, wormed, flint shots. 
Deposit now. $400 each 250- 
842-6447 
NO MONEY DOWN (1344sqft 
double wide modular home) 
three bedrooms, two full bath- 
rooms, sunroom and covered 
deck, Interior updated Including 
drywall and textured calling. 
New flooring, bathtubs, tub en- 
closures, sinks, kitchen counter- 
tops and hotwater tank. New 
gas furnace plus wood heater. 
Cement block foundation with 
new eklrtlng, Phone 250.635- 
7391 to see how you may be 
able to own this home for NO 
MONEY DOWN. 
1997 JCB tractor-loader-back- 
hoe. 4wheel drive, 4wheel 
steer. 4 in 1 bucket with forks, 
dig and clean-up bucket. Cabin 
heater $26,500 obo. Will take 
bobcat as part trade. Call 250- 
624-5964 
15' GREGOR welded aluminum 
boat with trailer. $3500. 250- 
638-1665 
1992 BAYLINER Trophy 2359 
Hardtop, 200 hours on 5.7 Merc 
I/O, radar, loaded for fishing. 
$36,000. Offers. 250-847-9680 
Smithem. 
BAYLINER TROPHY model 
2002. Approximately 90 hours 
on unit. 150hp Mercury and 8hp 
kicker, mdlo, fishflnder, GPS, 
fishing tackle, galvanized escort 
trailer, $27,500 firm. 250-849- 
5634 
BOAT TOPS & Frames. Boat- 
top repairs, recovering of boat- 
seats by Satellite vinyl. Fabrics 
and canvas works 4520 Johns 
Rd. Terrace, B.C.250-635-4348 
or 250-615-9924 
2002 Yamaha 
YZ 426F 
I i i!ilN   I00siiiiii!ili!iii!ii 
i il !i!! i iili !ii!i!!!il  
i 
i9' Aluminum Boat 
Centre Console 
w/130 Johnson 
s!6,995.00 
2001Ho  dl i 
20 Hp. Merc 
Long Shaft 
s599.00 10' ALASKAN Camper. Three 
burner stove, three way fridge, 
propane furnace, new jacks, 
new upholstery, upgrades. Very 
good condition. $2000 obo. 
250-638-8960 
1987 33FT motorhome. New 
tires, 460 engine, low mileage, - 
auto transmission. All very 
good. $18,000. Call 250-615- 
2296 Between 6-7 pm. 
1988 23.5FT fifth wheel, Terry  CREDIT 
Taurus. Low profile, easy pull. 
loaded. Rear kitchen, awning, 
ski~. $9600. view at 4089- | q ~ /  I ~ 
10th Ave. Smithers. 250-847- | Carsi[nivans4x4's I 
9521 • ~ I ,~  www.creditnow.ca J 
1989 32' Security Penthouse IIJL24,~1.877.839.4695 
5th Wheel travel trailer. Excel- ~ d~l  
7 ~y,,41 
lent condition, very clean. 
$23,000. For inquiries and or 
appt to view call 250-635.6269 
after 6pm. 
1996 5TH wheel trailer, 27' 
Golden Falcon, new condition, 
N.S., well maintained. $16,000 
obo. 250-842-5142 
1999 24' Dutchman trailer. 4 
bunks rear, table/queen bed 
front. Microwave, A/C, bath. 
Like new. $15,000. 250-842- 
5763 
DELUXE 1995 5th Wheel 23.5' 
Kustom Koach. Winter pack- 
age, fibreglass, 3-way fridge, 
microwave, tub/shower. Au- 
tomatic hot water tank, new bat- 
tedes. Excellent condition. 
$18,000. Call 252-638-0661 
1980 14X70 Manco Meadow 
Brock mobile home including 
12X6 expando creating spa- 
cious living area. Renovated 
bathroom, newly painted kitch- 
en and three year old exterior. 
For more information call 250. 
638-0107 Serious Inquiries only 
please. 
4946 Greig Ave: 
Ph: 635 29091 
1994 VW Golf GL, green, 
automatic, ruise, air conditioning, 
CD Player, clean, vgc, must sell, 
$8750.00 obo 250.635-9191 
1979 JAGUAR XJ6 4Dr Sedan. 
Fresh engine, upgraded NC 
and much more. Finished in In- 
digo Blue with light tan interior. 
Kelowna car. Pictures avail- 
able, Only $6000. 250-860- 
7039 or 250-882-2136. Emaih 
powerhouseprint @shaw.ca 
1999 GMC Jimmy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000km. 
$19,900.00 obo. 250-638-1831 
1985 F250 Diesel, extended 
cab pickup, rear suspension, air 
bags, hide-a-hitch, camper belly 
bar, excellent running condition, 
$3500. Call 250-638-8711 
1990 NISSAN P/U with canopy. 
2wheel drive, reg cab. Asking 
$1995.00 Call 250-638-6088 
1993 XLT Ford Ranger, extend- 
ed cab. Two wheel drive, excel- 
lent condition, green with 
matching canopy. $6100 obo. 
250-632-2388 after 5pm 
1995 TOYOTA 4X4 p/u. sun 
roof, p/w, p/I, CD. Box liner, 
Tonneau cover. 192,000kms. 
$11,000. Call 250-635.0650 
1998 FORD F150 XLT Pickup. 
4.2 litre V6 5speed transmis- 
sion, 3.55 Posltmc. Trailer tow- 
Ing package. 53,000kms. 
$15,800. Also 1999 Yamaha 
VStar 1 Motorcycle $7500. Call 
250-635-7311 
1996 PONTIAC Sunfire GT. 
Fully loaded, a/c, cruise, remote 
keyless entry. $7500 obo. Call 
250-635-6477 
1999 TOYOTA Sienna Van. 
90kin. $18,000 firm. NC, 
p/doors, p/windows, c/c and 5 
doom. 1990 Toyota Tercel 
5spd. Reliable transport. $900, 
Call 250-635-3862 
1999 MALIBU air, cruise, pow- 
er steering. Good condition, 
$9000, Call Greg or Shella, 
250-638-8169 
2002 OLDS A/ere. Assume 
lease with no money down. Call 
250.626-6084 (Masset) 
Bad Credit? No Credit? 
No Problem! We Can 
Help You Get a Cart 
i 
YESI You CAN have the car you wantl 
Call our 24 Hr. Credit Hotline at 
SUPER CLEANlll 1997 GMC 
2X4 pick-up. 64,000kin V6 auto, 
with: am/fm cassette, new 16" 
tires/rims and additional 
45,000km extended warranty. 
250.615-9977 
i 
D8 K CAT c/w 2BLL dpper an- 
gle blade, tilt blade, brush 
blade. 4800 hours, $85,000 or 
trade for excavator of equal val- 
ue. Call 250-638-8477 or 280-' 
615-3121 
~.- , : t  L ; ) " '  
1994 FORD AEROsTAR, NC, 
C/C, remote start, CD player, well 
maintained, 106,000 km. 
$7500.00.250-635-2717 
; O ~  U~i ,  ~ To placeyour 'l 
• Community Classified 
"~ callthis ne~paper o  Classifie ds toll free 1-86~-669.9222 ! classifiedsgbccommunitynews,com 
www,communit~classifieds,ca 
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CREDIT GUARANTEED OPPORTUNITIES CLASSIFIED A[)S WORK VEHICLES 
NOWlWeolferallblands PRESSMAN WANTED Ior - you're reading them ................. 
no hassle. Flnance or commercial sheelled nowl Place a 25.word OVER 200 NEW and 
lease at 6.4% or less for prinling. Exporience on classified in 99 B.C, & used molorhomes, 5th 
sporly cars, lamily Heidelberg GTO or Yukon newspapefs lor wheels, Irailers, van. 
movers, caravans SORMZ preferred, Full- only $309, Call 
Franchise Fees  including 4x4 diesel time position, Good this newspaper for conversions, truck 
trucks. Sell-employed or company benefits. Apply data!Is, o!phone 1-866. campers. Total RV Centre • 
Members receive Yeady not. Bankrupl divorced to Brian McEwen 780- 669.9222 ext . .  ~, RV Listing Service, Free 
Dividends. On-going field credit issues? No big 875-3362. Fax resume -w~w- '-cqmm..u.njlyccas-s!~e°s'ca 
support, Call TruServ deaL Wehavethe money. 780-675-3423, Meridian R E C 0 R D I N G pick.up Weslem Canada. 
Canadalodayandboparl 0 down available. Printing, 5714.44 Sl., ENGINEER/RADIO Voyager RV, Hwy 97, 
el our team. Toll.free For invenlory visit Lloydminsler, AB, TgV ANNOUNCER, Music Winfield, B.C. 1-800.668. 
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ARE NIGHTMARES can help you avoid experience r quired, On. BUIL01NGSALE,,.."Rock 
p resident of 30 million MEMORIES of a past life? bankruptcy through debt Ihe.job training in local Bottom Pdcesl' Beal Next 
dollar company helps Take time to listen to your consolidation. Achieve recording studios, record 
Ihousands grow theirown child with open mind and peace of mind, Visit companies, orradio & TV Price Increase. 25 X 40 
business, Call 1.866.676. heart, Eckankar offers us online at stations, Pad.lime, nightS, $7,200.00. 30 X 40 
4266 for 24 hour ancient wisdom for mydebtsolution.comor weekends. Call for Ires $8,800,00 35 X 50 
today's family. Fol free call toll-lreet-877.556, video 1.800-295-4433 
message, book, call 1.800.LOVE- 3500.  Recorclingc0nneclion.cgn ! $13,200.00, 40 X 80 
INVENTORS. PRODUCT G00. Ask for book #F18. FOR SALE MISC, PERSONALS $17,700.00.50 X 120 
IDEAS wantedl Free w~w.eckank.ar, org MAJOR FLOORING DOES ~- -YOUR $36,000.00. Many others. 
in(ormatioff package. EDUCATION WHOLESALER needs BATHROOM have a 1.800.668-5422. 
Develop & professionally A NEW CAREER? Train cash flow. Save up to revolving door? Do you Pioneer..since 1980, 
present your new product to be an Apartment/ 50% on laminate, cork, urinate very one 1o two .......................... 
idea to manufactUrers Condominium Manager. real wood floating, h0urs during tho day and TRAVEL 
Many jobsl Job placement Brazilian walnut, bamboo, at least twice during the 
through Davison, an assistance. All-Areas. oak or maple pre-finished, night? If you answered TIMESHARE RESALES- 
award winning firm, Government Registered Tons ntore. 1-800L63t- yes, you may have Rii® Stroman • Since 
Patent assistance Program. Information/ 3342. overactive bladder. Talk 1979. Buy.SelI-Rent- 
available:l.800-544.3327 brochure604-681-5456, ..~.o ~ ,~ ' ,  ,~,,~ to your doctor or call ~uuzo runc ~nmc . . . . . . . . . . . .  Exch"n"e 
(24his),.. 1-800-665-8339, Cora " Ici from ] .uH.ZZb.Z~;~ for more = ~ .WorldWide 
ua urn. information. www.rmti.ca, Selection. Call nowl 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Okinawa, Japan, as ............................. 
CASH CASH CASH. At EMPLOYMENT endorsed and CANADA'S TOP 1-800-201.0864. 
vending specialist, 
Canadian Company, 
Cash in on pop, snacks 
and beef jerky. Locations 
supplied. Minimum 1OK, 
All cash business. Toll- 
Free 1-866-789.4892, 
www.locatorsgroup.net 
CAREER 
OPPORTUN!TY 
OUR WORK IS Child's 
Play: Jocus Educational 
Toys needs Consdtants 
for Canadian Companyl 
Home party plan easily 
adaptable for lundraisers. 
catalogue sales. 1-800. 
361-4587 exl, 9484 
~'r  ' -  [' 
tJ " 7314,,UN~ or 1-BO0-6SS-LUNG I 
UNDER 
WAREHOUSE 
LIEN ACT 
For sale by 
Phil's Custom Towing Ltd. 
to recover for towing and 
storage of $3214.27 
1994 Ford Mustang 
VIN# 1FALP42T4RF210415 
belonging to Lester Clark 
Sale to lake place 
May 14, 2003 
635-OO22 
Not necessarily sold 
to highest b!dder. 
AMENDMENT TO 
FOREST 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
VIEWING 
Notice is hereby given that 
New Skeena Forest Products Inc., 
Terrace Operations, is making 
proposed Amendment # 7 to the 
Forest Development Plan for Tree 
Farm Llcence # 1 available for 
public viewing, Amendment #7 is 
for a Major Expedited Salvage 
Operation, and pertains to 
salvage of windthrown timber in 
TFL 1, 
The Forest Development Plan 
shows the location and 
development of proposed 
harvesting, road development, 
maintenance, and deactivation for 
the period ot 2000 - 2007, The 
Plan also includes Information on 
the maintenance and protection of 
other resource values in the area. 
The proposed amendment to the 
Forest Development Plan is made 
available for review by the public 
before approval is considered by 
the Ministry of Forests, as lhe 
proposed amendment may be 
revised as e result of written 
comments received. The 
amendment will be available for 
public review at the Woodlands 
Office of New Skeena Forest 
'Products Ino,, 4900 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C. from April 30, 2003 
to May 9, 2003 between the hours 
of 8:00 em ertd 4:00 pm or by 
eppolntment (638.5700 or 638- 
$718), 
To ensure consideration, all 
comments must be in writing and 
addressed to New Skeena 
Forests Products Inc,, Terrace 
Operations, 4900 Ketth Ave., 
Terrace, B,O, VBG BL8. All 
comments must be received by 
May g, 2003, 
i 
OPPORTUNITIES • recommended by Robert PSYCHICS,,.Are You www.limesharelink.com 
CARPET NSTALLER Barefoot on TV, Ready to Believe in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Slaggering resullsl Psychi!s~Ag, ain?.Call TRUCKS 
(QUALIFIED) neededlor Business opportunity, Now, You..won~.ue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Whistler area. F/T, 1.866-319-0708. Caloarv; ulsappomteol]-uuu-4ot. CREDIT GUARANTEED 
references re~,uired, wwwcurecanadaco~ T 7070 52.95/minule18+. NOW. We offer all makes. 
Apply to #t-1345 Alpha . • .... ~- ' -  :: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Lake Road, Whistler, B.C. WHEN 98% of the olher DIVORCE SURVIVAL No hassle. Finance or 
VON 1BI. Pete 1-604- weight loss program fails STRATEGIES...Befora leasing at6.4° orlesslor 
938-1126 . this is part of Ihe 2% spending large sums on 
PERMANENT POWER Ihatsucceeds.:l-866- legalfees, callTheFamily cars, trucks, vans, 
SPORTS Service 319-0708 (Calgary); Law Centre lo understand including 4x4 diesels, 
Manager with Yamaha, v~?:c~!~nada:c°~n/~s~w-e~j.h! your ights & obligations, Our lawyers will presenl Sell.employed, bankrupt, 
Polaris, Mercui'y SAWMILL $4995,00 All you with your options & divorced, or credit issues, 
experience. Supervision, new Super Lumbermate offer smart & proven No big deal. We have the 
work order writing, 2000, larger capacilies, strategies (ohelp reduce 
warranly, scheduling, more options, Norwood yeurlegal fees, saleguatd money, 0down available. 
Benefits available. Induslries, ntanufaclurer your assets & defend your For inventory listings visit 
$45,000. starting, of sawmills, edgers child Custody&access www,credil-king,cem, 
C0ntacl Doug Witty, 867- and skiddors. Free righls, Don'l be a victiml 
920-2225, Yellowknife, information. 1-800.566- 'Separale Smafl"...T011 t:8°0.6-5-Q'-4829:--2-4/7: 
NT. 6899, exl. 400.OT Free 1-866.879.3529. 
~ INVITATION TO TENDER (~ 
CONTRACT MONITOR AND SITE M~yo~ 
SUPERVISION SERVICES CONTRACTS Forest= 
EN2004TSKHA-404 AND EN2004TSKTE-405 
Sealed tenders [or the following Contract Monitor and Site Supervison Services con- 
tracts will be received by the BC Timber Sales Manager, Skecna Business Area at 
the Terrace Timber Sale Office, #200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columb!a 
VBG 1L1 on the dates shown below, at which time all tenders wifi be opened.in 
Contract#: EN2OO4TSKHA-4()4 Contact: AI Harrison, Engineering Technic an , " , 
Closing Date: May 23, 2003 at 10:15 a.m. 
Phone: 250-842-7623 (Hazelton Field Team) 
Contract: EN2004TSKTE.405 Contact: Brian Bailey, Engineering Technician 
Closing Date: May 23, 2003 at 10:30 a.m. 
Phone: 250-638-5117 (Terrsee Field Team) 
Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and conditions specified in 
the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined In the 
Conditions of Tender which include, but are net limited to the following: 
- a minimum of 7 years held experience In forest road construction; 
- field experience in forest mad construction in similar soils and terrain es found in the 
CWH and ICH biogeecUmatie zones; 
- forest road construction supervision on simffar size and scope projects within the 
last 2 years; 
- must be able 1o read and Interpret forest road design/plens/profites', and 
- must provide at least 2 references which connrm key personnel's abilities end satis- 
factory previous work record on similar projects, 
The awarding of the contract is subject to the avaitabitity of funds for the year field 
work is required, Further Informotion may be obtained by contacting the above men- 
tioned Engineering Technicians, 
Packages are available at the above address, or by calling the Terrace Timber Bales 
Office at 250-638-5100. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC INPUT 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map)of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431 - 1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the portion of land, within the City of 
Terrace, described as: 
Southwest 1/4 of Lot 9, Dis~ict Lot 977, Range 5, Coast District, 
Plan 1055 [4508 Eby Street] 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431- 
1995 by changing the zoning classification of the properly: 
FROM: Agricullural (AN1) 
TO: Rural (AN2) 
To bring the properly into conformance with the Official 
Community Plan. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion area at lhe City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 4.:30 p.m. each day from WednesdayrApril 30th, 2003, to 
Monday, May 121h, 2003, excluding Salurdays and Sundays. 
PUBUC INPUT DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regardincl this appli- 
cah'on may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE COUNCIL 
MEETING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:30 P.M. ON MONDAY, MAY 12TH, 2003. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN PeeLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
Take notice that Kennelh M. Carter, on behalf of 647680 
BC Ltd., of Vancouver, BC, occupation geolo.qist, intends to 
make application to the Land and Water British Columbia, 
Inc. (LWBC), Smithers Field Office, Land Management 
Office, for a licence of occupation for the purposes of a 
commercial gravel extract;on operation sit.uated on  
Provincial Crown Land located approximately 60 km. 
southerly of Stewart, BC at Swamp Point. 
The proposed land is deemed required for the 
development of this industrial operation. The Lands File 
Number that has been established for this application is 
6400044. Written comments concernin.q this a .pllcation 
should be directed to tha Senior Land Officer al P.O. Box 
5000, Smithers BC V0J 2N0. Comments will be received 
by LWBC until June 2, 2003. LWBC may not be able to 
consider camments received after this date. 
Be advised that any ponse to Ihis advertisement will 
be considered pan or public record. For inbrmation, 
contact the t'ul Am r at Land and Water British 
Columbia Inc. field office. 
sw,mp t',~m L -,.*~'~' "" A 
' % W ; " "  • ' " ~ 
\ I; i ~ ~1 NTS: 103P/5 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Tuesday, May 13, 2003, at 
the offices of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, Suite 300-4545 tazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, BC commencing at 7:00 p.m. to receive representation from all persons who 
deem their interests to be affected by the proposed bylaw: 
Thornh i l l /on lng  Amendment 
Bylaw No. SO0,  2003 
The purpose of this by law is to rezone land descr ibed as Lot A, District Lot 372, " 
Range 5, Coast District, Plan 9773 and Lot B, District Lot 372, Range 5, Coast  !~' 
District Plan 9773 from the M-1 (Light Industrial) Zone to the M-2 (Restr icted : 
Industrial) Zone. The resoning is required to address an automobi le dismantl ing and : 
parts storage business. 
The two lots subject to rezoning are located between River Drive and the H ighway 16 . 
Frontage Road as indicated on the sketch below. 
, 
The public hearing on Bylaw No. 500, 2003, is to be held by Directors Les Wotmough, 
Bob Cooper  and Stew Christensen or Iheir designated alternates as delegates of the 
Regional District Board. A copy of the Board resolution making the delegation and a 
copy of the proposed by law may be inspected at Ihe office of the Regional District of 
Kitimal.Stikine, 300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC between the hours of 8 .30  a.m. 
and 4 :30  p.m., Monday through Friday, except statutory holidays. 
, ~  Regional District of i . i~ ! 
Kltimat-Stlklne 
Phone: (250) 615-6100 
1-800-663-3208 
........ '• i ¸ ;?:;/ ~i: !:~:;i •~ ::(! ..... • . . . . . . . . . .  
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~/~ BR~ISH NOTICE tNVlTING APPLICATION FOR FMI~ °l ¢ 
COLUMBIA TIMSER SALE UCENCE A~9~ 
Pumuant o Section 20 of the Forest ACt a Timber Sale Ucance Is being offered for sale. 
Closlog Date: May 27, 2003 at 8:30 e.m, at the 
Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeona Business Area 
Geographic Location: 12 km Colllna Main Term: 22 months 
Volume: 8228 cubic maims, more or lese 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $27.92 per cubic metro 
The upset stumpege rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, end le 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog grades, 
Species: " Hemlock ee%. Salaam 32%. Spruce 2%. more or lees 
Tenders will only be accepted from ledlviduele or corporations registered as a Smell 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category One (I) and/or Two (2). 
Logging System: Clear Cut with Reserves, Ground Based 
This lioonce requires the buiidln0 of approximately 950 metres of on-block reade. 
Applioetione will be accepted 0y the Timber Sales Menage& Terrace "nmbor Sales 
Office, Skeena Business Area, 200-5220 Ketlh Avenue. Terrace, British Columbia 
VBG 1L1 until 8:30 a,m. on May 27, 2003. 
There is additional materiel which the applicant must consider In their application, This 
material, application forms, and other information augur BC Timber Sales, can be 
obtained from the ebevo Terrace Timber Sales Office. Specify Timber Sale LIcence 
A64928. 
~ ~BPJTISH NOTICE [NVn'ING APPLICATION FOR M.sl~'~ ¢11 
LDIJJMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A71119 r~ 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act a Timber Sale Ucance ia being offered for ea/e. 
Closing Date: May 27, 2003 at 10:30 a.m. at the 
Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area 
Geographic Location: 2.5 km Sunday Lake Area Term: 22 months 
Volume: 4710 cubic metrae, more or loss 
Upset Stumpage Rule: $&?..25 per cubio metro 
The upset atumpage rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, and Is 
appncable only to coniferous green eawlog rades. 
Bpeclea: Hemlock 37%, Spruce 15%, Pine 48%, more or lec/~ 
Tenders will only be accepted from Individuals or corporations registered as a Smell 
Business Forest Enlerpdso, Category One (1) and/or Two (2). 
Logging System: Clear Cut with Reserve, Ground Based 
This Ececce requires the buUdlng of approximately 1.3 ktlometres ofon-bleck roads. 
AppUeatlons will be accepted by the Timber Bales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales 
Office, Skoena Business Area, 200-5220 Koah Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia 
VBG 1L1 until 10:30 a.m, on May 27, 2003. 
There Is additional material which the applicant must consider in their application. 1"hie 
material, application forms, and other information about he Small Business Program, 
can be obtained from the above Terrace Timber Sales Office, Specify Timber Sale 
LIcance A71118. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 23, sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No: 36046-0000 
Project Name: PALLING ROAD BASE REPAIRS, BULKLEY- 
STIKINE DISTRICT 
Contract ID: 333MN0414 
Location: The Work Site is located on Palling Road, 
approximately 15 km west of Burns Lake, B.C. 
Description: Work generally consists of Ditching (3,260 m); 
Subexcavation (1,275 mS); Gravelling {1,350 
mS); end Bt-axlal Greogrid (3,200 m2). 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of 
Transportation at RM 213 - 1011 - 4TH AVENUE, PRINCE 
GEORGE, BC prior to 2:00 p.m. (local time) on May 21, 
2003, when tenders will be opened in public promptly thereafter. 
Fax revisions must be sent to (250)565-7016. 
A bid security will be required in accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender. 
A pre-tender meeting has not been scheduled. 
All interested padies are required to obtain the consent of the 
designated contact person prior to conducting any on-site 
investigation. 
Tender documents are available between the hours of 8:30 to 
12:00 p.m., and 1:OO p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, 
except holidays from the Ministry of Transportation at RM 213 - 
1011 - 4TH AVENUE, PRINCE GEORGE, BC, Phone (250)565- 
6185. For books $33.00 plus 7% GST and 7.5% PST for a total 
of $37.79. 
Tender documents may be ordered from all Regional and 
District offices of the Ministry of Transportation. Payment for 
tender documents can be made by cash, cheque or money 
order (Canadian funds only), payable to the Minister of Finance. 
To purchase a tender document package using a'V!SA or 
MasterCard, download the' brder t~Orrnfrom ' tl~e~lntbrnet I) tp;'#..-",::~ 
www.th.gov.bc.ca/bchighwayslcchtracis'/contn;tct~lltm. Fli~ the "~ 
completed order form and payment information to (604) 660.~ 
8034. 
All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further information contact: 
BrentAndrews 
4825 KEITH AVENUE 
TERRACE BC VBG 1K7 
Fax: (250)638-6461 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
..,BRrrlSH 
L,OLUMBIA 
, , " 
Ministry of 
Transportation 
New Skeena Forest Products Inc. - Terrace Woodlands 
49oo Keith Avenue, Terrace BC V8G 51,8 
Telephone: 25o 638 57oo 
The Draft Management Plan will be available for viewing May 7, 2003 
to July 7, 2003 during normal operating hours at the following 
locations: 
• New Skeena Forest Products Woodlands office 
• Terrace Public Library ' 
Comments or questions on Draft Management Plan zo can be directed t0 
the attention of Rick Brouwer, RPF at the address below, or by fax to 
25o 638 5720, or by e-mail to BrouwerR(~Skeena.com 
TFL z is an area-based 
forest enure with a term 
of 25 years, and is 
renewable every five 
years .  The TFL 
encompasses a total area 
of 518,297 hectares, 
inc lud ing  229,379 
hectares of productive 
forest land within the 
Skeena,  Copper ,  
Kitsumkalum, and Nass 
valleys. . . . . .  
The Management Plan 
describes trategic level 
objectives and strategies 
for management of the 
timber and non-timber 
resources within the 
TFL. The term of the 
Management Plan will be 
from 2004 to 2008. 
New Skeena Forest Products Inc. invites input on the Draft Management 
Plan zo for Tree Farm Licence z (TFL z). 
Public Review and Input 
TFL 1 Draft Management Plan #1o -' kSkee.a 
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i Start your engines 
RACE FANS get ready, because another season of high-speed, adrenali- 
ne-pumping stock car racing action takes off this weekend. The Terrace 
Stock Car Association kicks the oval track racing season into high gear 
Sunday, May 11 with the annual Mother's Day races at the speed- 
way.Time trials start at 12:30 p.m. with racing at 2 p.m. Children can also 
get in on the action because opening day is also Kiddies Day. Children 
can to go for a ride in a race car - just make sure to bring a bicycle hel- 
met. For more information call 635-9060. FILE PHOTO 
Riders sweep junior classes 
FOUR YOUNG riders swept he junior di- 
vision as the Totem Saddle Club charged 
into a new season of gymkhanas. 
Brittany Johnson, Neoma Patterson, 
Joey Muller and new rider Katrina Fisher 
each took first place in all of the gymk- 
hana events in the Junior A-D events re- 
spectively. 
A whopping 41 riders turned out for the 
first gymkhana of the year. 
Lyn Lavoie picked up where she left 
off last year logging the fastest time in 
the barrels event with a 17.333 time. She 
was followed up by Amy Hayduk riding 
Persia in a time of 17.948. Danita Petch 
nabbed third sport in that event with a 
time of 18.014. Lavoie nailed top spot in 
keyhole in 8.850. Danita Petch came out 
in front in scurries in 11.439. 
Amy Hayduk came first in the pole 
bending competition in a time of 25.136. 
Kim Rempel roe her way to top spot in 
the figure eight event in 20.173. 
The fun event of the day was double 
barrels seeing two riders run the barrels 
course together holding a ribbon between 
them. First place in the seniors-masters 
division went to Lyn Lavoie and Karen 
Halvorson. 
May 4th was also the first day for the 
club's newest event - percentage days. 
Seven riders of varying experience l vels 
came out to compete in dressage. 
High percentage riders were Natasha 
Candelora t 57.78 per cent in the FI di- 
vision. Emma Keating came in with the 
same percentage at 3rd 1. Greg Wilson 
rode Hollister in P4 earning a 53.46 per- 
centage, 53.70 per cent in F2 and 46.76 
per cent in F2. 
Clear rounds were also held with seven 
riders coming out for that event. The high 
point riders were Kasia Lamb, Rachel 
Muller and Heather Stewart who each 
earned 30 points for six clear rounds. 
All three events go again May 1 lth at 
the Thornhill Community grounds tarting 
at 10:30 a.m. 
F'eaks excel at home meet 
TERR.ACE tumblers ex- Pelletier, Britt Anderson, scores at the meet 
celled at their own meet Erica Dykes, Jessica Erica Dykes nabbed 
April 26 earning gold me- Ames, Siobhan Sloan-Mc- top spot for best choreo- 
dais at nearly every level Mullen. graphy in her floor routine 
of competition. Janna Olynick nabbed a for level two novice 
The Terrace gymnasts bronze overall medal in and Kayla McColl won 
took on athletes from level one tyro with Jenny bestehoreography for floor 
Prince George, Smithers Goddard placing sixth in routine in level two tyro. 
and Kitimat. the same division. Britt Anderson, Erica 
The male athletes did a Kayla McColl also Dykes, Kayla McColl and 
fine job with Blake Mol- picked up a bronze overall Kaylyn Mailloux received 
denhauer and Cameron medal for her work in the competition high score tro- 
Hemmons taking gold level two tyro division, phy and Siobhan Sloan- 
and silver the cadet divi- Julia Rego competed in McMullen and Jessica 
sion. her first meet ever, earning Ames tied for best floor 
Justin Schritt earned a a fourth place in her floor choreography for level 
gold medal in the provin- routine in the level one three and four. 
cial one division, argo age group. But it was the Kitimat 
Several athletes earned Terrace s levels one squad who took the spirit 
overall gold medals in through four gymnasts award home, given to the 
their divisions including tumbled and twisted their most supportive and 
Kaylyn Mailloux, Ashley way to the high team sportsmanlike t am. 
From B4 Lacrosse is here 
M a c K  LACROSSE has arrive in Terrace and interested athletes 
~V are invited to take part in a drop-in session next week. 
coach of 
the year 
Hazelton Senior Sec- 
ondary School principal 
Scott Stewart nominated 
MacKay for the award. 
"Well, I just felt that it 
was about time he re- 
ceived some recognition 
for all the things he's done. 
I think he's been an out- 
standing contributor to 
sports in the Terrace 
area," says Stewart, who 
has coached on the other 
side of the court from 
MacKay. 
"I think he sets a great 
example - he holds sports- 
manship and integrity very 
high." 
He's also made a 
lasting impact on his for- 
mer players. 
Kevin Braam, now~ 
posted in Iraq with the US" 
Army, sang MacKay's 
praises just days before 
shipping out to the Persian 
Gulf. 
"Cam MacKay was one 
of the best teachers and 
the best coach I ever had," 
Braam said. "He's dedica- 
ted not only to his sport 
but to the well being of his 
guys as well," 
MacKay's reward for 
coaching comes when he 
sees his players complete- 
ly focussed on the task at 
hand during a game. 
"You can see it in their 
faces, in their eyes - and 
you know you've reached 
them," he says. 
The drop-in night hosted by the newly formed Terrace 
Lacrosse Association runs 7:30-9:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Arena May 14. Boys and girls are welcome for this intro- 
ductory night of play. Participants must come equipped 
with a full face mask, runners, elbow and shoulder pads, 
hockey gloves and lacrosse sticks. The cost is $5. For 
details call Kevin at 635-2771 or Karen at 635-3011. 
Everyday Value Pricing 
An independent market research 
.,, ~ x Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, May 14, 2003 
at the Happy Gang Cent re  
Anyone'assoctated with Terrace Minor Hockey is encouraged to attend/ 
The BeSt WaY y0u'i[ get in lelc,lc:a[news, sports & c0mmunb/events, 
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Your most m-depth .coverage of the Terrace area 
'Award winning commundy news" *~/  
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638 7283 i 
Lube, Oil & Filter 
• Install Toyota Genuine Motor Oil & Oil Filter 
• Comprehensive 11-point inspection 
• No appointment ecessary 
• While you wait service 
• Guaranteed completion time 
* IF IT'S NOTDONE ON TIME... IT'S FREE 
firm surveys the marketplace twice 
each year to confirm that we continue 
to be competitively pr iced,  
Fixed Right The First Time, ] Toyota Genuine 
Front Brake Pads Our Toyota-trained and experienced 
Technicians are your assurance of 
top quality service. Nobody knows 
• Install Toyota Genuine Front Brake Pads 
• Inspect & lubricate calipers 
• Inspect brake hoses & lines 
• Road test 
Toyota Genuine Motor Oil Toyota Synthetic Motor Oil 
9 + tax 
, 95 
Everyday Value All Toyota Models (Except Diesel). Waste disposal charge may apply j~e~mTi,=~ 
At participating dealers 
From 
*99.,9.; 
Tercel, Paseo • Echo • Corolla 
From L From 
* 114.?  * 12985. 
I 
Solara. Calico J Avalon • Prevla, 4Runner CamP/ 
RAV4. Tacoma [ Sienna • Supra • MR2 
' ( 
i i i  i .... 
! %7 '~¸ )!~ •~• 
• L 
JENNIFER LANG 
l 
/ . . ,  . . ,  
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Around Town 
Get involved with 
a community garden 
WOULD YOU like to grow a garden but you 
! don't have the space? 
Get involved with Terrace's community 
gardens. There's two in town. One is located at 
the corner of Apsley and Greig Ave. downtown. 
The second is located behind the Skeena 
Kalum Housing Project near Haugland Ave. on 
the south side. 
The program is run by Terrace Anti-Poverty 
Group. Garden plots are provided to interested 
gardeners for free. Grow vegetables for your- 
self, or volunteer to assist others this season. 
To find out more, come to an information 
session at 7 p.m. Wednesday, May 14 at the 
Skeena Kalum Housing Complex at 4616 
Haugland Ave. For information, call 635-4631. 
Hey! Happy 50th 
birthday, Skeenat 
CALLING ALL former Skeena Junior Second- 
ary students, teachers and principals. Terrace's 
original high school is turning 50. 
Come to a special birthday party planned 
for Saturday, May 31 from 2-4 p.m. The cele- 
bration will be held at the school - or outside, 
weather permitting. 
Tour the school. Take a trip down memory 
lane. Have a slice of birthday cake. But don't 
forget to bring your fondest memories and 
funniest stories to share over the open mike. 
The school celebrates half a century just as 
current students and staff prepare to say good- 
bye. The school is being replaced by a brand- 
new facility being built right next to it. 
The new school opens its doors in Septem- 
ber. 
If you can't drop by in person to say good 
bye to Skeena, please send your greetings, 
memories and stories to the school by mail: 
c/o the Birthday Committee, 3411 Munroe St:, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3C1 or call 250-635-9136. 
The fax number is 250-635-6693. 
Bosses ride Big Bike 
Ti-tE" FOURTH ~innual Big Boss Bike returns 
to Terrace next month. The ride specially for 
bosses in the community is part of the Heart 
and Stroke Foundation's annual fundraiser. 
Teams ride a 30-seat bike downtown, raising 
pledges for the foundation. 
This year's bike ride takes place Saturday, 
June 14. To sign up a team, call Terry Runions 
at 250-9090. 
CANCER Society volunteers Nel Lieuwen 
and Loretta Kuemper. 
PARKSIDE SECONDARY student David Middleton, centre, ac- 
cepts the award for cleanest school yard on behalf of Parkside 
Elementary from contest judges George Clark and Rich McDaniel 
of the beautification society. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
The cleanest school yard 
PARKSIDE SECONDARY 
may have the cleanest 
school yard in Ter race-  
ever. 
Judges with the Greater 
Terrace Beautification 
Society who conducted an 
inspection at the school 
two  weeks ffgo, couldn't - 
believe their eyes. 
They couldn't find any 
trasfi on the playground or 
school yard. 
And they really tried. 
"We couldn't find one 
scrap of litter. Everything 
was spotless," said Rich 
McDaniei. 
He and his fellow 
judges circled the school 
three times, just to be sure. 
McDaniel even went 
back the following morn- 
ing to see if it was too 
good to be true. 
Nothing. Not even a lo- 
nely cigarette butt. 
Each spring, judges in- 
spect every school yard in 
Terrace - from Thornhill 
Primary to Caledonia Se- 
nior Secondary - in their 
annual search for the 
cleanest school yard. 
"This is a pretty excit- 
EASY.DOES IT: Parkside Biology 10 students Matt Munson, Owen Barharn, 
Kyle Cudmore, and Darrin Rudderham use long sticks with nails attached to 
the end to guide an aluminum can out of Howe Creek. 
ing moment," Parkside 
vice principal Doug Vi- 
guers said, just moments 
before judges McDaniel 
and George Clark presen- 
ted the school with a pla- 
que commemorating the 
honour. 
Viguers said the stu- 
dents perform rounds at the 
end of each school day. 
Cleaning up is part of 
the students' personal re- 
sponsibility requirements. 
Parkside Secondary has 
three alternate high school 
programs. 
The school was former- 
ly home to elementary stu- 
dents from Kindergarten to 
Grade 4, but was closed 
last year due to budget 
105 students enrolled in constraints. 
- ever 
The move allowed the 
district to locate Terraee's 
alternate secondary pro- 
grams in a proper school 
facility. 
It turns out Parkside's 
students aren't just keep- 
ing their new school clean. 
They're also • helping to ,  
look .~fter nearby Howe 
Creek, an rOCOl0gically 
sensitive' dreia, ~and the  
popular walking path. 
Students with the 
school's Grade 10 biology 
class cleaned out a section 
of Howe Creek underneath 
one of the wooden bridges 
April 23. 
Teacher Joe Murphy 
said all sorts of refuse and 
debris was cleared out 
from the creek as part of 
an environment project. 
The work was done 
under the supervision of 
DFO and. in partnership 
with the City of Terrace. 
The school also orga- 
nized a clean up of the 
trail itself and the creek's 
banks. Murphy said both 
activities help students 
feel a sense of stewardship 
for Howe Creek. 
st Hospice and Cancer Relay inspires some grand ge ures 
Centre join offtces 
TWO GREAT community organizations now IT'S ONE 40-team competition pledges door-to-door and held 
share one office, where everyone's going to be on their relay in the school gym. 
Welcome to the top floor of the Terrace and the same side. They raised $2,500 for the 
District Credit Union building, home of the It's the Canadian Cancer See- cause. 
Terrace Hospice Society and the Canadian iety's Relay for Life, a 12-hour The kicker? 
Cancer Society's Cancer Resource Centre. event that raises money and "The oldest kid was five," says 
The two non-profit societies moved into awareness in the ongoing battle Noel Smith, northwest coordinator 
their new home at the beginning of April. against his terrible disease, for the Canadian Cancer Society, 
Both societies are delighted with the new The May 11. event - taking adding the team was made up of 
digs. place on Mothers' Day - starts preschoolers. 
Hospice society board member' Don Strang- with a lap performed by cancer The Relay - formerly known as 
way said the move has been a positive step for survivors. The day comes to a Relay for a Friend - seems to in- 
both societies, close with an emotional candle spire all kinds of grand gestures. 
While the two organizations will remain light ceremony. He once had a group of teen- 
firmly separate ntities, volunteers will be In between, participants com- agers offer to shave their locks so 
able to answer phones or answer queries from plete laps around a circuit at their hair could be made into wigs 
people wandering into the office. George Little Park. for cancer patients whose own 
The move saves overhead costs, which are Each team is required to have hair has fallen out due to treat- 
an added pressure when there's only so much one team member on the track at ment. 
precious operating money to go around, any given time. They usually have "That's the beautiful thing 
The Terrace Hospice Society, for example, members hit the track for an hour about his," Smith said. 
receives just $5,700 in annual funding from the at a time, People whose lives are touched 
Northern Health Society, Strangway said. There's something about the by cancer can feel so powerless. 
The society raises the rest of its operating fight against cancer symbolized This gives them away to fight 
money on its own-  through the Terrace Bingo by the relay that brings out the back. 
Association, donations from generous local bu- very best in people. Last year 31 teams raised more 
sinesses, raffles and the Hike for Hospice. tak- In the remote north coast vii- than $52,000 in the Terrace area 
ing place Sunday, June 15 this year. lage of Kitkatla, a group of kids for the relay. Kitimat raised 
The Canadian Cancer Society's Resource decided to gather pledges for the $80,000. 
Centre is home to a wealth of materials for relay, an annual event that takes About 29 per cent of the money NOEL SMITH, the Canadian Cancer Society's regional coordi- 
people looking for the latest information, place in communities across Ca- raised at the relay goes to pay for hater, says four northwest communities host relays this month. 
There's also free internet service available nada. administrative costs, Smith said. 
to patients and their families looking for reput- The children were unable to After those have been covered; 
able medical information on cancer on-line, field a team in the closest relay, the remaining funds gre divided in 
The centre is also home to a range of sup, taking place in Prince Rupert - a half. Part goes to support cancer for Kitimat's relay May 10 and 30 place overnight - starting at 10 
-~-t . . . . . .  m ~ It's o-'en Monda,,~:Wednesdav boat or plane ride away. research projects, The other half :teams have already signed up for p,m. and wrapping up at 10 the 
v~, v~,~ ~,':,~m in Vm tn Call 638 J- But  they were determined:to i supports prevention and educa, Prince Rupert's on May 24. following morning. Musician Mark 
~3"t;orm~or'e'~n"~ormatio'~n 'v - ' "~  take part, So they gathered tlon, cancer support, and econo- For the first time, Smithers i s  Perry will perform, 
"i i i 
mic aid programs, hosting a Relay. In typical Smi -  
About 50 teams have signed up thers fashion, the relay will take 
It !t 
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CITY SCENE 
PUBS & 
CLUBS 
GATOR'S PUB: Live party music with Kingfish 
Wed-Sat, classic rock and today's top hits. Wednes- 
day is Jam Night, Thursday is Lad!es' Night (you r
chance to win a diamond ring). 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha's back eve~ Friday 
night. Theresa Marie sings Saturdays. Watch your 
favourite sports programs on a large screen TV. 
GEORGES PUB: Kyler Showgun May 6-10, 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club. 
No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturdays, Frank 
and Friends play. Meat draw starts at 4:30 p,m, All 
members welcome; bring a guest. Opens at 3 p.m. 
CONCERTS 
[] Coffee House with Brad North, Inverarary Harp 
and Flute Ensembles, and Roger Caging-Kelly. Pre- 
sented by the Terrace and District Arts Council Fri- 
day, May 9 at the Terrace Art Gallery, 4610 Park 
Ave. at 7:30 pm. Adults $2, Students and Seniors 
$1. Call Kim at 638-0131 for more information. 
[] The Terrace Symphony Orchestra's Spring 
Concert. Saturday, May 10 at the Skeena Valley 
Golf and Country Club, Featuring Mike Wen, French 
DANCERS "l'ori Turner, left and Melissa 
Gair will perform Waltz Classique at Dance 
Revue '03 May 16 at the R.E.M. Lee. 
hem soloist and Gene Ramsbottom, clarinettist from 
the CBC Orchestra, as guest conductor. Musical se- 
lections include Beethoven Symphony No, 1, 2nd 
movement, he Outdoor Overture by A.Copland and 
Mars from Hoist's the Planets. Tickets $10 at Misty 
River Books. Children under 12 are free. 
• Dance Revue '03. Friday, May 16 at 7:30 p,m. 
Featuring the Vicki Parviainen Dancers. The 28th an- 
nual benefit performance for the R,E,M. Lee Theatre. 
Tap, jazz, ballet, and ethnic dances, as well as guest 
singers. Admission $7. Proceeds to R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre Alive Society, 
THEATRE 
,,.c ++,  l ine  
: - j 
i net  
: UI I  
:  lww, terracesiandard,c0m 
,i Check out our site or call 630-7283 for advertising lnformaUon 
[] Speaking in Tongues, by awarding-winning Au- 
stralian playwright Andrew Bovell. Presented by the 
TLT May 1-3 and 8-10 at the McColl Playhouse. Six 
nights onlyl The show starts at 8 p,m. Tickets at Uni- 
globe Courtesy Travel. D!rected by Patrick Mclntyre 
and featuring an ensemble cast of seasoned perfor- 
mers. This play is heading to the zone festival as the 
TLT's 2003 entry. 
[] The TLT is holding auditions for its 50th Anni- 
versary celebration pantomime Cinderella May 11 
and 12 at 7:30 prn at the McColl Playhouse. Back- 
stage positions available, Call Nancy 635-1329, Chris 
635-3334 or Marianne 635-2942 for information, 
VISUAL ARTS 
[] Youth .Art Exhibit 2003, a display featuring 
student artwork from Terrace schools. Proudly pre- 
sented by the Terrace Art Gallery. Running to May 9 
to June 8. Opening public reception Saturday, May 
10 from noon to 4 p.m. 
[] The Art Gallery is located in the lower level of the 
Terrace Public Library. It's open Wednesdays to Sa- 
turdays from noon to 4 p,m, and on Sundays from 1-4 
p.m, The gallery is open from noon to 6 p.m. on Friday. 
PARTNER WITH US AND ACHIEVE GREATER 
PROSPERITY  WITH A DRAKE MEDOX L ICENSE 
Nursing candidates or other inlerested individuals, this is your opporlunity to 
din our successlul license program in B.C., and partner with a dedicated team 
of long-term, molivated heallh service professionals. Your enlrepreneurial spir- 
it and desire for exciting growth opporlunitles in a fast growing industry will 
lead to success. Nurses, you can earn compensation and be dedicated to meet- 
ing the health care needs of individuals in your community. Many territory 
opporlunilies on Vancouver Island, plus Ihe Northern and Interior regions. 
Olher Drake International service lines can he combined wilh this license. 
For information visit our website at: www.drakemedox.ea or contact Barbara Fry i i l l  
or Susan Gooding at 1-604-877-0690. 
Nursing at 638-2200. 
advertlslng@terracestandard.com 
newsroom @terracestandard.com 
Your website/email  address 
could be herd  
Contact us at 638-7283 
Coming to the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
May 
May 3, 2003 - Sophia's Dance Company presents : 
"A Night Of Tdbute" - 7:30 p.m. -All tickets $5.00 ~ 
May 9 & 10, 2003- Centennial Christian Scho0[ presents 
u e n Brandon Thomas' world famous !aCe Chadey s Aunt 
- 7:30 p.m. All seats $10.00- (reserved seating) 
Ava able at Misty River Books Centennial Christian 
• Sc Ioo and at the door. 
May 14, 2003, A Showcase of:Festival Pla)ll'~ See In action 
these winners from the 2003 Nor:~W~t Zone High 
: : School Drama FegtlVall 8:00.p,.m~ i::;:: 
. - All tickets $5.00:i ii: 
• The Great Gromboollan Plain 
All proceeds to aSSiSt students attending the 
Provincial High School Drama Festival at UBC 
May 16, 2003. Vickl Pa¢~iainen presents: Dance Revue '03 
- The 2Bth Annual Benefit Performance 
- 7:30 p.m,, All tickets $7.00 - All proceeds 
to the R,E,M. Lee Theatre Alive Society 
; l a  + . . . . . . .  ; .++ ,~. . ,  , i  . . . .  
,'+~ ,.+.' ..... ' +,,,THURSDAY. MAY 8i 
Parent Drop In group from noon to 2 p,m. at 
the Kermode Friendship Society. All parents 
and children are welcome. Activities like painting 
and playdough for children and parents. There's 
also a clothing exchange program. May 8, 12, 
and 15, upstairs at the Kermode Friendship 
Society. Call 635-4906. 
FRIDAy, MAY 9-12 
Gigantic book sale at the Terrace Public Li- 
brary. Great book bargains for everyone. 
4 p.m. Share memories and stories; there will be 
an+ open mike, Send your greetings to the Birth- 
day Committee at 3411. Munroe St., Terrace, 
V8G 3C1. " 
School readiness workshop for parents. P, 
fun way to prepare your child for kindergarten, 
Lunch provided, May 31 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
aUpstairs at the Kermode Friendship Society. 
Please call 635-4906 to register, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Register for the library's children's programs. 
Tickles and Tales (birth to 12 months) Thurs- 
days from 11:15 to noon. Toddler Time (babies 
aged 13 months to 23 months) Wednesdays 
from 11:15 to noon. Tales for Twos (for 2-year- 
SATURDAY. MAY 10 
Perennial Plant Sale, an annual event presen- 
ted by the Greater Terrace Beautification 
Society. Behind City Hall Sat,, May 10 at 8 a,m. 
Get there bright and early. Donations of potted olds) Tuesdays from 10-11 a.m. and Preschool 
plants are needed, Call Debbie at 635-3555, Storytime (children 3-5 years) Wednesday or 
Thursday from 10-11 a.m. Classes begin May 12 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14 for six weeks. Programs are free, but please re- 
Child Care picnic in Elks Park on Agar Ave. gister in person or by calling 638-8177. 
from 9:30 a.m.-1 p.m. Free fun for children, 
their parents, child care providers and grand- Free workshops at Youth Opportunities. May 
parents. Activities, snacks, but bring your own 7 interview skills-tips and techniques. May 14- 
lunch. Hosted by Skeena Child Care Resource the importance of good customer service. May 
and Referral, the Family Place and ECEBC. 21 career directions - what do I really want to 
do? May 28, a career in tourism- you decide how 
Terrace Community Gardens information far to gel Workshops start at 4 p,m. We're at 
session at 4616 Haugland at the Skeena Kalum 
Housing Complex at 7 p,m. Interested garde- 
ners and volunteers welcome. Free garden plots 
available. Call Terrace Anti-Poverty: 635- 
4631, 
Terrace Search and Rescue's land component 
is looking for new volunteers. You must be phy- 
sically fit, enjoy the outdoors and own good 
boots and raingear. Training provided, Informa- 
tion night May.14 at 7 p.m. at the SAN office on 
Craig Ave, Call 635.0992. 
MAY 21-25 
Len Undstrom Heallng Mlnlslrles at Eagles 
Nest Church, at 7 p.m. Call Donna at 615-7279. 
4639 Lazelle Ave. Call 635-3812. 
Join our evening Work Beesl Help the 
Greater Terrace Beautification Society main- 
tain landscaping projects continuing each week 
through the spring and summer, We meet at 
City Hall at 7 p,m. each Tuesday. You don't have 
to be a member. Bring work gloves, a rake, etc. 
Call Laurie at 635-3466, 
What is 30 feet long, has 60 legs and 29 
pumping hearts? The Big Bike For Stroke. It's 
coming to Terrace June 14. Your team will climb 
on board. Collect pledges to ride the Big Bike 
and receive great incentives. There's also a Big 
Boss Ride for Terrace's business leaders. Call 
Terry Runions at 639-9090. 
Preklndergarten Immunization Clinics at 
the Terrace Health Unit at 3412 Kalum St. 
Wednesday May 14 from 9 a,m. to 4 p.m,, or 
Thursday, May 22 from 1:30-4 p,m. A drop in 
clinic is planned for May 23 from 1:30-4 p.m. 
Bring your child's Care Card number plus any 
record of immunizations. Please call 638-2200 
to book a time, 
Camera Touring to May 17. Old or new photos 
of Terrace and the surrounding area. Categor- 
ies: Our Playground, Scenic, Special Interest, 
and Nature, Prizes to be wonl For more infor- 
mation contact Julia or Angle at: 635-4546 or 
mall to:tts@telus,net or tts@telus,net 
Parenting babies and toddlers. A drop in 
group for parents and their children from new- 
bores to age 2, From April 9 to May 14. Every 
Wednesday from 1-2 p.m, at the Health Unit at 
MAY 23.24 
Free Health and Wellness workshop presen- 
ted by the Registered Nurses Association Ter- 
race Chapter and the Kermode Friendship 
Centre's alcohol and drug program. Friday May 
23 from 8:30 a,m, to 10 p,m. and Saturday, May 
24 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Elks Hall, 
Featuring a roster of local medical and nursing 
staff. Nominations for best doctor and nurse to 
come from the community, For more info, call Be- 
nita at 635-7670. 
SATURDAY, MAY 24 
First Nations for All Nations Gospel Celebra- 
tion Sat. May 24 at 7 p.m. at the Terrace Pen- 
tecostal Assembly with pastor Dan Starlund. 
Join us for an evening of blessing. For informa- 
tion call Irene at 635-5413. 
MONDAY. MAy 26 
The Terrace Art Association will discuss the 
future of the Terrace art gallery. The meeting 3412 Kalum St Cal 638.2200 
starts at 7:30 p.m, New members welcome. For ~ 
( 
I 
MAY SPECIALS 
For The Month Of May, Enjoy. 
Lunch 11-4 p.m. 
Shrimp Caeser 
. Wrap  
~ ! : ~  served with you 
~. choice of fries or soup 
D ..er per '  
Fresh Halibut Oscar 
served with your choice of potato, ~ ~ l L  
rice or pasta, fresh vegetables ~#.~ J 
and garlic pita b r e a d ~ . .  
Make Sure To Check Off 
Gre.at Mothers Day Feature, 
_ . the family togethefl 
4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-6302 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Emma Louise James Alexander 
Date & Tune of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
April 16, 2003 at 3:43 p.m. April 26, 2003 at 11:43 a.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 12 oz. Sex: Female Weight: 9 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Siobhan & Chad Buhr  Parents: Stacy & Adam Kaglik 
Little sister for Aedin ¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: HaleyJamie Rose 
Brock David Date & Time of Birth: 
Date & Time of Birth: April 22, 2003 at 6:39 a.m. 
April 29, 2003 at 1:48 a.m,  Weight: Blbs. 10.5 oz. Sex: Female 
Weight: 7 lbs. l I oz. Sex: Male Parents: Teniel Angus & 
Parents: Jennifer & Mark Held 'I~/ler Moore 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Olivia Isabel Botelho Ryley Amorim 
Date & Tune of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
April 23, 2003 at 9:03 a.m. April 17, 2003 at 2:22 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Female Weight: 7 lbs. 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Dan & Maggie Ecdeston Parents: Nelson & Lyne 
Little sister for Nicholas Leonardes 
 llou:r: newborn will receivereceive their firsttheir first
Bear 
0 f 
SKEENA MALL 
,. TERRACE, B.C. , 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Cook's Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall 
t 
+ i 
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SEAFOOD &:STEAK HOUSE 
We will make all your fishes come true/ 
For a dinner entree or light meal we feature halibut, black cod, salmon, 
crab, prawns, shrimps, oysters, steaks, chicken, lamb and duck, 
served in a casual dining atmosphere. 
Open Monday thru Saturday at 5 p.m. ~ For reservations call (250) 624-9309 
Pacific Inn, 909-3rd Ave. West, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
SUPPORTING THE ARTS: Meet the hardworking volunteers of the Theatre Alive Society. The group re- 
cently purchased new microphones worth a combined $1,000 for the Lee. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Theatre society strives to I! TREASURE HUNT., R,~,cjs:'.B-ALL:THROW and MORE... ' 
.ee  t.e. ..co , . , ,ve 
CONTRIBUTED purchased a new sound board for the Theatre Alive has been amazing -
QUESTION: You want to support he Lee, and the last year concentrated they buy us new gels, adapters for ..... 
arts in your community, but you only on upgrading the lobby, modern equipment, special lighting 
have a limited amount of time. What 
can you do? 
Answer: Join Theatre Alive. 
Theatre Alive is a small, non-pro- 
fit group which has been active for 
several years in the community - 
raising money to support he arts. 
"They have brought in artists such 
as Michael Kaeshammer, supported 
Terrace's first ever CBC Christmas 
Carol reading, and raised money to 
make many improvements in the 
theatre." says R.E.M. Lee manager 
Karla Hennig. 
"I don't know what we would do 
without their support, it's a wonder- 
ful case of the community and the 
school district working together." 
Theatre Alive has made signif- 
icant contributions to the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. Some years ago, the group 
"They have been magnificent," 
says Hennig. "They collected and 
framed posters from many artists 
who have performed here, bought 
paint and siding to upgrade the lobby 
and commissioned two welcoming 
banners for the feature wall. The 
place is very welcoming now." 
This year, Theatre Alive is doing 
more to upgrade the sound system. 
When two microphones died at 
the theatre, Hennig approached 
Theatre Alive for help in replacing 
them. 
The group came through by pur- 
chasing three, new microphones. 
"At one point the R.E.M. Lee had 
amazing equipment," says Hennig, 
"top of the line stuff. But even good 
equipment gets tired, and our micro- 
phones were over 20 years old. 
Branch 13 News 
Working hard to 
solve legal hitch 
Did you see a photo in the 
you want a copy of?. The Te 
Standard along with 
Northern Photo Ltd. 
now provides this service. 
Come into our office locate, 
at 5210 Clinton Street and i~ 
the photo of your choice ar 
4"x6" 5%7" Others 
Phom 
Price includes pfinling ~ee from Narlhera 
purchasing fee from lee Terrace Stan 
All photographs are copyrlghled Io the Term 
TERnACE 
"' By Cmde PETER . CROM[PTON . . . . . . . .  i 
SEVENTY'MEMBERS came out in support of its elec -~: 
teti executive at a special general meeting "J~pfil 29. The" 
executive has been trying to cope with the economic si- 
tuation, which has affected a lot of businesses and orga- 
nizations in our area. 
In doing so, it had encountered a legal problem which 
required resolving so the Branch 13 can continue to sup- 
port its veterans and the community. 
We will, however, need to work harder, and our 
members must come out in support o overcome the bur- 
den put on the branch and its members by this unfortu- 
nate incident. Branch 13 has supported this community 
since 1919 and will continue to do so. 
On a lighter note, another great day of sports was held 
Sunday, May 4. Members played pool, crib and darts. 
This will be the last until next fall. The branch's pool 
tournament is in full swing and should wind up in about 
three weeks. 
On Saturday, April 26, the new Zone executive was 
voted in at the zone meeting in Prince Rupert. Our new 
Zone Commander is Cmde Patricia Lovegren of the Ki- 
timat Branch. Deputy Zone commander is Cmde Dor- 
ence Murphy of Houston. Mildred Carson of Kitimat is 
Secretary-treasurer. Cmde. Brian Kirkaldy is vice chair- 
man and Crude. Doug Misfeldt also of Terrace is sports 
chairperson. 
Our next general meeting is May 13. Could we see 70 
more members out for it? Honour and awards night is 
Saturday, May 31. The D-Day Dinner is Sunday, June 1. 
Don't forget, the first Friday of the month is steak night. 
~RE~ENI"  . . . .  
Bz; FAr" 
compeer 
lamps, all sorts of things." 
How do they raise their cash? By 
running concessions and bar at many 
of the events at the R.E.M, Lee. 
Members work the shows they can, 
and can work as many or as few 
shows as they l i ke .  
"You also get to meet the artists, 
see some of the shows. It 's very 
friendly" adds Theatre Alive presi- 
dent Liz Williamson. "We are al- 
ways looking for new members." 
Members meet on the third Thurs- 
day of each month at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, at noon. 
"We look at upcoming shows, 
have a quick meeting, and lunch is 
provided." 
For more information about 
Theatre Alive call the theatre at 
635-2101. 
Conducted  by Mike  Wen 
with Guest  Conductor  Gene  Ramsbot tom 
 SPRING CONCERT 
MIKE WEN -french horn 
2003 
WETI'E BOS - ¢lldnet GENE RAMSBOI"rOM • clarinet 
SATURDAY, MAY 10, 
8:00 pm 
SKEENA VALLEY GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB 
A~ullg $10,00, Sludents & Seniors $8,00 . Child On 12 ylO* & under Flee f ~  
Tickets svalla~e at Mlely Rivet Books 
Every child will receive tickets for 
a pop, hot dog, and refreshment. 
Sponsored by the TERRACE ELK'S LODGE #425 
Supported by the CITY OF TERRACE PARKS & RECREATION 
Contact: Todd Ritter @ 635-6933 
Bill Christie @ 635-5258 
Want  A I . • .................................. ~ ............................................. 7 '  
l lNot  | 
(Note: 90% of photos taken are digital photos 
oF high quolily jpeg. Black and white prints 
also available from black and while negatives,) 
northern photo m 'A D 
'Your Headquarters For Digital ~ ...... :...... i f ", ..... ~ . . . . . .  .~.. 
, ~.u.,,=,u='e~.u ,~, ~ ~ . . . . . .  ' ' ,  . . . . . .  
• ~.,7~ &,X~. '  • ............. Ph':'638~7283 " F~k} 638-8432"  
WATER CONSERVATION 
PROGRAM [T_E..RRACEll 
SPRINKLING RESTRICTIONS 
The City of Terrace wishes to remind all residents that water sprinkling 
restrictions are in force year-round. 
ODD numbered houses ON ODD DAYS of lhe month 
EVEN numbered houses ON EVEN DAYS of Ihe month 
Addilional restr!ctions are in effect immediately: 
Lawn sprinkling is permitted between Ihe hours of: 
7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m., and mornings before 9:00 a .m.  
Hand sprinkling of flowers and shrubs with ~ ~'~ ~:,~ ~''~ 
a controlled nozzle is allowed at any time• ~ ~ ~:~ :~ , 
These restrictions are required to ensure that adequate 
water supply is available for fire fighting purposes, 
and to keep the costs of delivering water to a minimum. 
The City thanks you for your assistance in the sensible and moderate use of water. 
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-.free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer '; 
oF the Western Canadian Academy 
oF Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening • 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We we lcome 
a l l  new pat ients  
i 
SU~oA~, MAC ff 
?:30 P.¢ 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
I 
fta~¢~ ~¢AILUL¢ Mr Coati Je:~L~RS 
I i II 
J 
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1/2 Cornish Game Hen 
served with rice, veggies, 
salado nd dessert. 
b s10"95ipl~' tai;. 
I I l l  J 
Pork:CUtlets 
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< '11 .95  plus tax 
Rib'Steak 
served withlstuffed 
potato & Caesar •salad,: 
s16~95 pl us 
Available May 9% I ~ &: 11'~ 
>v. ,  
:": .: :iil 
ill ~ : 
j 
i l  ~ 
f:[i L 
~ Wide selection of 
International Gifts & 
Specialty Foods! 
by Skye  McGhle  
<- • 
¢ • 
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Friends gather to help 3oosemans 
celebrate a marriage m lestone 
The couple moved to Terrace in 1996 to be near their son and grandchildren 
I HAD THE great privilege move to Terrace to be near 
to attend a special wed- their son, Jose, and their I 
ding anniversary last grandchildren . . . . .  
They now say they've month in the Chinook 
Room at the Best Western. come to love Terrace and 
The April 10 gathering area since their move. 
brought together friends They think of it as their 
who joined in the celebra- home. 
tion of Albert and Estella At the special gathering 
Coosemans' 55th anniver- for the Coosemans', Pastor 
sary of their marriage. Pieter Hendricks of the 
Albert and Estella Coo- Terrace Christian Re- 
se  mans  fo rmed 
were mar- Church  
ried on s a i d 
April 8, g ra  c e 
1948 in be fo re  
Ghent, Bel- dinner. 
glum. They A f t  e r, 
moved to everyone 
Canada in enjoyed 
1975. They the love- 
lived in Ab- ly dinner 
bots fo rd ,  a n d 
B.C., for a s o m e 
short while, shar ing  
Seven years with one 
ago, on  YVONNE MOEN another. 
Sept. 8, J o s e 
1996, they moved to Ter- Coosemans thanked every- 
race to live. one for coming to join his 
The couple decided to parents in the very special 
lllllililillliililm,,•,,i,,=,liimnllillllll 
Community Calendar 
Feeling Old? Don't let your age discourage you. Back by demand: 
Older Worker Program - Employment Assistance for the Older 
Workers. It's never too late to learn new skills. Mon-Fri 9 a.m.-4 
p.m. from May 1 to July 31, come join us at Interconnect. To re- 
gister call 635-7995, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Dad's Group meets Mondays from 5:30-7:30 p.m. at 4665 Park 
Ave. Sponsored by the Terrace Child Development Centre. The 
focus is recognizing and supporting the valuable role fathers play 
in their child's life. Parenting support, speakers, information. Call 
635-1830. 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop is located at 
4544 Lazelle Ave. Open Tuesday-Saturday from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. A 
drop box is located in the parking lot for donations. 
The Greater Terrace Beautification Society needs volunteers 
and members. Meetings are held on the first Thursday of the 
month at 7 p.m. at City Hall in council chambers. Call Myrna at 
635-4224 for further information. 
. :  . '  . . . .  . . . . .  
MIIIs:Meindri~l Hb's]~iial AO~ilia~ :~h~'~iings' ~ire;held :on'thethird 
Monday in themonth at 7 p.m. Thevenue is at thehospital in the 
training room. New members are very welcome. For information, 
call Cathy at 635-2230. 
Does your loved one have a brain disorder such as schizo- 
phrenia, bipolar disorder, depression, panic/anxiety disorder, 
personality disorder or OCD? For free information and/or sup- 
port call Northwest B.C. Schizophrenia coordinator in Terrace at 
635-8206 or toll free: 1-866-7877 (FAM-SUPP). Or attend the 
Terrace Support Group on the third Tuesday of the month 
(except July, August and December) at 7:30 p.m. at #102- 4450 
Grieg Ave. 
Attention all home-school familiesl The library has a program 
just for you. It is a fun-filled, multi-aged, cross-curricular class. 
On the first Friday of every month from 1-3 p.m. Free. Register 
in person or by calling 638-8177. 
DO YOU WANT A JOB IN THE 
FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY? 
FOOD SAFE LEVEL 1 
Date: Fr iday,  May 23, 2003 
T ime:  8:30 a.m.  - 5:30 p .m.  
Place: Bear  Count ry  Inn  
Cost:  $90.00 CI,dud~,wo,k~k ~,d~)  
Please register by phoning: 
Toll Free 1-866-772-7792 0cave a n~e~e) or
email: drj@bulkley.net 
Terrace Foster Parents 
will be holding their 
Annual General 
Meet ing 
Saturday, May 3 I, 2003 
at the 
Skeena Valley Golf Club 
3525 Golf Course Road 
6:30 p.m. 
Elections of officers will take place., 
Dinner will be provided. ~ 
You must be a member In good standing with' 
BCFFPA to hold office. 
For more Information, contact 
Judy' at 638-8756 
Estella and Albert Coosemans at their anniversary party on April 10 - two 
days after their 55th anniversary. BERT ROSEBOOM PHOTO 
day. Coosemans. I'd like to thank them 
Hilda Taistra and a few We all wish them many for the invitation - and for 
friends sang a somewhat more years of happiness making Terrace their 
humorous song for the and good health, home. 
• . . , . .:. 
,, Dramatic mOment 
I ~"-----..Centennial Christian ~_~ II 
~,, ~ School Presents - ' - _ / / / )1  .... 
\ CBarley's Aunt / I  
The Comedy Classic by Brandon Thomas 
produced with permission by Samuel French Inc. 
at the REM Lee Theatre 
May 9" & 10' at 7:30 pm 
Tickets are: $10.00 
Available at:. 
• Centennial Christian School 
Office: 3608 Sparks Street 
• Mis.ty River Books 
• At tl~e door 
One of a kind. Just like Morn. 
Teleflora's Ve ' ' * ; - ' '  
Glass Bouque 
She'll treasure this trL 
one-of-a-kind, hand- 
blmNn glass vase -
so beautifully 
recreated in a style 
begun in 12 th 
century Italy. For 
nationwide delivery 
of this lovely Gift 
Bouquet, call or visit 
our shop. 
Mother's Day is 
Sunday, May 11 
~ii ~ 
I 
I 
I 
ACTORS Andy Roth, left, and Brent Nixon inn  P i C H H C  i N  THE PARK scene from Speaking in Tongues, the Terrace Little 
Theatre's latest production, continuing this week- 
end at the McColl Playhouse. The dramatic thriller 
features an ensemble cast of nine. Multiple story- 
lines converge in this award-winning play by Austra- 
lian Andrew Bovell. The play is the TLT's entry in Wednesday, May 14 
the 2003 Skeena Zone Drama Festival hosted by 
Prince Rupert later this month. ' .  9 :30  aom.= 1:00  p .m.  i ; ; ; ; ~ / i / ~ ' ~  
Elks Park On Agar ,1 
Sponsored. by 
Licence of Occupation 
to Stockpile Surplus Fill 
Take notice that the Ministry of Transportation of Terrace, 
B.C., intends to make application to the Land and Water 
British Columbia, Inc. (LWBC) Skeena Region, Land 
Management Office, for a licence of occupation for the 
purposes of stockpiling surplus granular fill situated on 
Provincial Crown Land st Kalum Lake. 
The proposed land is deemed to be required for a 
permanent stockpile site. 
The Lands File Number that has been established for this 
application is 6407429. Written comments concerning this 
application should be directed to the Senior Land Officer at 
Skeena Region, 3726 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, British 
Columbia, V0J 2N0. Comments will be received by LVVBC 
until May 3(~, 2003. LWBC may not be able to consider 
comments received after this date. 
Be advised that any response to this advertisement will be 
considered part of the public record: For information, 
contact the Freedom of Information Advisor at Land and 
Water British Columbia Inc.'s regional office. 
For more information: 
Darlene Parry 
Client Service Coordinator, LWBC 
250 847-7334 (Smithers) 
, BRITiSH 
L.,OLUMBIA 
Ministry of 
Transportation 
A "Big" Thank You goes out to thos, business and individuals that donated to 
Cgntennial Christian School's Annual Spring Acftion, 
It was a hu__q~successf 
Images Carlson Wagonlit Flowers a la Carte 
Accord Enterprises Jeans North Nancy VasdeVelde 
Ida Huisman - Gemrna's Safeway 
Napa Auto Parts EJ's Farm & Feed Misty River Books 
Shadez of Hair Treasure House Books Llnda Mantel 
Blessings Bandstra Transportation lrly Bird 
Terrace Honda Talstra & Company Sonny's Collectables 
Bargain Shop McDonald's Finning 
Great West Life Happy Day Handbags Fabrichmd 
Central Flowers NW Learning Resource Hawkak 
Canadian Tire ScetlaBank Elker's Auto Supply 
Dynamic Health Sight & Sound Skeena Animal Hospital 
All West Glass Vic & LoreRa I.,¢pp : Lost Boy Outfitters 
Subway Terry's Lock & Key ' : Work World 
Dairy Queen Case)' Braam Sr. ......................... 
Cookie Jar Bakery Garden Shed Lisa Stella 
Sage & Sunflowers Terrace Toyota Webb's Refridgemtion 
Coca Cola Bottling Convoy Building Supply Petinnd 
Terrace Builders Your Decor i Cederland Tire Service 
Tower Radio Kathleen Fashions ' North Coast Anglers 
All Seasons Sidewalkers Kermodle Trading Co. 
Bill Homburg Northern Hearing i Omydon Security. 
Terrace & District Credit Union Bert's Dell 
Grace Fell Florists Ev's Men's Wear Don Diego's 
Mr & Mrs Matthews Dr. Nanninger Dr. Fisher 
Dr. Tabata Dr, Oklmi Coast Grill 
Terrace Totem Ford McBike Ground Level Works 
Warner Bandstra Brown Marigold Wood Crofts(Harold Braam) 
Mike & Moe Roseneau 
Thank You again from the Centennial Christian School Booster Club 
i I • i ¸ i " i i  i 
v 
:Now Open Unt i l  11 p .m.  
4620 Lake lse  Ave . ,  Ter race  
638-8141 
t 
.i 
i 
/ 
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Company works toward 
environmental trmumph 
ONE OF THE bright spots in northwest forestry is 
Triumph Timber Ltd, 
Once based in Terrace but now in Prince Ru- 
pert, the forest company has decided its future 
lies in partnership with aboriginal groups and 
sensitivity to local and environmental concerns. 
"We're trying to respect and value the other 
uses on the land and take those into account in 
how we do business on the land base," said Tri- 
umph vice-president Paul McWilliams. 
That strategy has started to pay dividends -
both in strong working relationships and now ac- 
colades. 
The federal fisheries department has given 
Triumph a special award - the first of its type on 
the west coast - in recognition of the company's 
inno~,ative contribution to the conservation of 
fish habitat. 
One area where the company has put effort 
and cash behind its words i s the  Paril River, 
south of Kitimat, where Triumph last year reacti- 
vated an old log dump. 
" Fallen timber•needed to be skidded down the 
bank into the salt water. That normally happens 
at high speed, and usually results in large 
amounts of bark being stripped off - a danger to 
nearshore fish habitat. 
Triumph worked closely with the Haisla to 
find a new solution, McWilliams said. 
The company's contractors helped develop a 
long system of skids with a floating tank on the 
end. 
"It significantly reduces the speed at which 
the bundles enter the water," McWilliams said. 
The project cost Triumph nearly a quarter 
million dollars, but the firm counts it as a suc- 
cess. 
Follow-up dives showed 'minimal new bark on 
the sea bed, he said. "The Haisla were very 
pleased with the results," he added. 
The low-speed log dump ramp is now in use 
at Fraser Reach on Princess Royal Island, where 
Triumph is engaged in an ecosystem-based man- 
agement rial. 
Federal fisheries officials also pointed to Tri- 
umph's handling of log transfers in Tuck Inlet, at 
the end of Prince Rupert harbour. 
The company was selectively heli-logging on 
the inlet, where it took individual trees to avoid 
large scars on the hillside and to retain culturally 
modified trees at the request of the Metlakatla 
band. 
';!F.!ying over afterwards, it's pretty tough to 
tell We'~,e been there," McWilliams said. 
HELICOPTERS WERE used by Triumph 
Timber to transport selectively-cut logs to a 
barge in Tuck Inlet. That avoided large scars 
:on hillsides that would have been the case 
had the logs been skidded down to water. 
Besides the fislaery threat, the company wan- 
ted to avoid having logs in the water that could 
be a risk to the Lax Kw'alaams ferry that goes 
through Tuck Inlet, 
The Lax Kw'alaams band, which is a contrac- " 
tor on the Triumph licence and carried out the 
logging in the inlet, played a key role. 
"They were very involved in the planning and 
the issues that were of concern," McWil l iams 
said. 
Both projects are examples of Triumph's defi- 
nition of ecosystem-based logging - going the 
extra mile to protect other resources and users' 
,;;Rat~¢P~thati drop the: logs in the,water+::heli- : : interests: . . . .  + + • . . . . . .  
again to avoid damage to fish habitat. Timber Cont'd Page 08 
was then barged to a log sort. 
Al to -Wood Cont ract ing  • Clear  Creek  Cont ract ing  L td  
Western  Brush ing  & Dxtch ing  L td  
ALM-WOOD G n .  
Box 249, Terrace, British Columbia, V8G 4A6 I! 
II 
Peg-Rin Enterprises Ltd, 
LoE.J. International Trucks Ltd. 
• Heavy Duty Truck Repairs • Sandblasting 
• Hiab Service • Painting 
• Government Safety Inspection * Welding 
• Open 6 Day.s A Week * .Truck Parts 
..? ...+~,+~ ~+~.~+~ 
 ! HE EtU--  +,, i INTERFOR)' . . . . . . .  . . . .  , . . . .  . . . . . .  i;:! 
;;';: NORTH COAST DIVISION 
:~ #206-4716 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, BC V8G 2V9 
::,:... :. :-.: .-.:....::..:::<.....:... u:..:.. ............. .~ ......................................... ~::ii~:!:!;~;~;~i~:~.i:~:~:~:~i:~;~:~i~i~:~!:i:::~:~:ii`~:~`)!:.!i:~ I i~!i ~i?~:i i::~? :~; :~ii~i~`~:~;~i;~.~:j~::::~y:?::~:~.~.:y::i~:~:~@~ :?? 
| . :~ : . :~:~. :>.~. .~ ~ : . . . ,  : . : : . . :~ . .~:  :~: : , : .  : ~,: : : : :~.. : . :  : : . ,  .: . . . . . . . .  : : ,~ . . . , . ,  .~  >.~ . . .~ . . . . : . .~ .+ . . . . :  : .?:  
' :  ,,o17 i ,  • ~ ::i:: % i•ii; 
...:. 
.!:i? 
- 58% of BC'sforests are offlimits to logging. -i) ~),. 
:.)L=: 
.:.:: 
Phone: (250) 635-0635 
Fax: (250) 635-0636 
~vw, interfor.corn 
Growing with the 
Northwest Communities 
These hzchde: 
.Protected areas 
.Areas protected for conservation a d recreation 
values 
.Areas that are inaccessible 
.Areas that are not economically efficient o 
harvest 
-Approximately 70% of BC's harvest comes from 
operations with ISO 14001 or other 3rd part), 
certification 
- lnterfor's coastal woodlands are certi~ed 
through ISO 14001. This means that lnterfor is 
committed to 
.Governing all activities performed within 
the coastal woodlands 
.Continual improvement to environmental 
performance ofCoast Woodlands 
.Developing and maintaining the awareness and 
management of environmental impacts resulting 
from company operations j .  • 
All Regular Services: 
Monday-Friday 7 a.m.- 7 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m.- 1 p.m. 
• HT Lubricants/Motor Oil 
• Bulk Fuel Delivery 
I~ I I 'ROCANA~ o 24 Hour Gas& Diesel 
i ,  o • 
Cardlocks Located nno 
KITWANGA, TERRACE, SMITHERS & NASS 
• T : r, ' :  " :  : • 
NORTHWEST FUELS 66 
5138 Keith Ave, 453 
n 
. . . . . . . . .  ~++,++++++,  +,, Inland Kenworth Parker 
,,~++~ Pa.cmfic Has Your Truck & 
++'.':~;~+,~',,,+:~+~+~+;++~+,.-~;~:~,~:~,7:+.+,~ Equipment Needs Covered 
In the market for a 
new or used truck. 
ViSit our web site 
for a complete 
Inventory listing. 
3671 Highway 16 East, Terrace, B.C. 
250-635-2292 
www.inland-group.¢om 
1-800-663-6390 
Visit our web site 
for a complete list 
of new and used 
equipment for 
sale or rental. 
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A PERENNIAL problem at log dumps is the amount of bark that is stripped from logs as 
they slide down into the water. Large amounts of bark are a danger to fish habitat. But Tri- 
umph Timber cut way back on the amount of bark by slowing down the speed of the logs. 
From Page C7 
Environment he key , ,  
ness model he predicts will play a larger and la r -R i  W ii  t ssaF~m! !: iea~o dseeecevt~! ~ !  hwS~ti~ i !c ~:i!!~ ger role as aboriginal groups get increased ac- t 
cess to timber. 
"This is the way of the future," he said. "Our and north coast areas to keep its products from 
growth is going to be in partnership with First being targeted by activists in market campaigns. 
Nations." The success of Triumph's trategy is helping 
Triumph bought he 140,000 cubic metre per prove that business and local interests can still 
year North Coast Timber licence three years ago mesh and produce jobs without unacceptable 
from West Fraser. local costs. 
Forestry exhibit hits1 )wn 
• . ;,.: 
forestry. 
The exhibit will display local products and 
companies in each community visited. It will 
also include information on the province's plan 
to open up new forest-sector pportunities for 
• new entrepreneurs, small business, value-added, 
community forests, woodlot operators and First 
Nations. 
The forestry showcase is an interactive xper- 
ience. It features multi-media presentations and 
several unique elements - everything from histor- 
ical saw blades, to a model boom boat for sor- 
ting logs in a water tank, to front pages of major 
internat!onal nre~spapers:prinied '6nB.d.~paper 
and a continuous tally of the number of trees 
planted in B.C. 
KAI.@TIREI 
Brakes • Shocks 
Front-end Alignments 
Complete Tire Service 
Class•"A" Motorhornes 
Free Mechanical Safety ~ spections A // th is & 
tires too! 
: TOLE I:RE|.1-800-335:8088' '~KEI:NLi¥iqDE'cOM ': 
THE PROVINCIAL government is encouraging 
efforts to perk up and promote the forest industry 
by sending an exhibit around B.C. 
It'll be at the Skeena Mall beginning May 13 
until May 17, one of 38 stops around B.C. 
"Revitalizing our forest sector includes mak- 
ing sure our customers, at home and abroad, 
know about our excellent products and 
practices," said Premier Gordon Campbell. 
"Our forestry revitalization plan is aimed at 
strengthening our number 1 industry, to open up 
new opportunities for British Columbians all 
across q(l~ province," he said. 
:i The/iexhibit provides~!nformatJon B.C/s 
leadership in value-added products, our sustain- 
able forest practices and career opportunities in 
r 
 .ACEj I 
"The Mayor and City Council salutes 
forestry businesses and workers for 
their commitment to our community. 
Canada's Forests. 
Source Of Life. 
[~.~ 3215 Eby St. Terrace BC V8G 2X8 
~"  Phone: 635-6311 Fax: 638-4777 ~] 
Enterprises Ltd. 
~~i! , i i i~  ¢ '  ....,...,.. %:... 
~!~:~::::~..:i:~ . . .  :"~ ' ~.'~..~-.. 
.:~. ~: : :::.:::::::::::::: !.~: ' .~. 
Author ized Dealer For: 
• Dresser 
• Lister Petter 
• Parker Hannifin 
eCarco - Gearmatic 
~ 1 ~  A proud supporter of the 
i:: • Forest Industry 
5012 H~ 18 Wet, t, Terrace, B.C, ....... 
Ph: (250)635-4074 Toll Free: 1-800-305-4074 
Fax: (250)635-9413 
Tune-Ups 
Brakes, Shocks & Struts 
• Wheel Alignments 
FREE MECHANICAL 
SAFETY INSPECTIONS! 
~ ~  MEET OUR NEW MANAGERI 
Smitty has 25 years experience ~n Iho life 
l~  ~ .\. ~i i:I Indust~" and he looks Forward Io meeting 
1 ~ ; I  Fountoin Tire customer~ beOtteh neeWhoO~dcOldl 
l ~ i i ~  Fountorn Tire offe s ¢o p ¢ 
.~: : '~ i~: !  . se~ ¢es f am under Ihe hood Io under Ihe :~'~i~,=,~- eh~:le- o, your vehicle ne~$1 
~ D I D  YOU KNOW? 
Founloln Tire will I~ick up your vehicle for 
i ~  service from your 
(within Terrace cit 
i ~  deliver it when il'l 
Smi t t~ Ask for dotailsl 
FOUHTJgN TIRE (TErm 
4641 Keilh Avenue " Terrace 
Phone: 250-635-4344 
Manager: BK (Smilty) Smi 
smilly.smilhOfounlainlire.cl 
We Salute The 
Logging 
lndust r 
Exclusive dealer of 
Morgan 
Brake & Clutch Parts 
O@O@0@O 
Rebuilt Compressors, 
Control Valves, Air Dryers 
~ Fartridg~s,," 
,~ ,  4641Keith Aw 
635-6334 
. - - i .  ~ ~ t-800.(~3-3901 
OPEN SUNDAYS . 9 A .M.  - 4 RM.  
Mon.-Fri. 8a.m.-6p.m. •Saturday 8a.m.-5p.m. 
Terrace C,c,-,c)p Cardlock 
24 hr. Convenience for all cardlock Products 
• Diesel 
• Diesel dyed • 
• Regular 
• Regular dyed 
Plus all your lubricant needs 
• Industrial Hydraulic oils 
$28.60 20Lt Pail 
(22,32,46,68,100,150) 
~ • Chain 0il Heavy $5.35 4Lt. 
• DMO Advanced Motor Oils 
il • Dynamix TCW3 Two Cycle 
: ;  .... and much, much more 
~ .... We have what you need. 
i~ 2912 Molitor St. Phone 635-9595 
!i!: Fax 635-4524 "roll Free 1-800-848-6347 
ROGER 
HARRIS 
MLA (SI EENA) 
Invites all constituents to 
loin him in celebrating 
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TOOLS OF.the trade look pretty good on this group, a Veritas school Grade 5 
class learning about natural resources and forestry. 
Forests an open book 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
DOZENS OF Grade 5 students will be- 
come forestry workers this week, even if 
it's just for a day. 
They're heading to Kleanza Creek pro- 
vincial park to take part in National For- 
estry Week tours. 
Students will learn about logging, the 
life cycle of trees, fire protection and 
other issues from industry professionals. 
"Basically it's a hands-on learning ex- 
perience for the children about the forest 
resource," says Veritas School Grade 5 
teacher Mary Kelly, who has been taking 
students on the field trips for 10 years. 
Grade 5 students are targeted because 
learning about natural resources is part of 
their curriculum. 
Students rotate through four stations: 
timber cruising, fire protection, tree 
planting and horse logging. 
"The children are actively participa- 
ting, they are becoming these people 
themselves," says Kelly. "They become 
the" planters, the cruisers, the fire protec- 
tors, the horse loggers." 
tunity," says Kelly. 
The Terrace Rotary Club provides 
transportation, the forests ministry pro- 
vides people and information and local 
professionals provide their time. 
"These adults don't go to school to be- 
come teachers and I just step back and 
think how amazing and skilled they are at 
talking to the children and letting them 
ask questions," says Kelly. 
Carl Johansen, a local forestry ministry 
tenures technician, has been organizing 
the program for 11 years and says the re- 
sponse has been overwhelming. 
The program here is geared specifical- 
ly to give students an idea of what forest- 
ry workers in their own community are 
doing. 
"It's a national program but each com- 
munity participates in its own way and in 
regards to forest services each forest dis- 
trict participates in its own way," Johan- 
sen said. 
The students in Mrs. Kelly's class have 
been gearing up for National Forestry 
Week for weeks preparing class presenta- 
• Student will hose down trees and put tions and doingspeeial pr9jects, such as 
. , . . . - ,  "~, , , , , . ,  ~ ~ . , ' . . -~  . .  1: • . -=  ¢ ~ r ' . ~ = ' ~ , ~ , , . , ~ , ~ . , ,  ,,,. ~out fires They 11 also 5or~ h61es m a.tree makmg pape~,  ... ......... ,,..,,...:, ,,,.,,., 
so they can calculate {ts age and see for She says :the lessons learned m the 
themselves when the good growth years field are remembered for years. 
would have been. "They come home with little tree 
"When the people offer themselves, packages they can plant in their own own 
that's when it becomes alive to the child- yards or their grandparents' yards and if 
ren and the children actually become they are successful that tree is there years 
these people - they give them that oppor- later," she says. 
Specfalizing in power, control, instrumentation 
and mechanical systems 
Ph: (250) 638-0886 www.udl.com 
4548 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
SALUTES 
NATIONAL 
FOREST WEEK! 
CYPRESS 
FOREST CONSULTANTS LTD. 
511 3 KEITH AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K8 
TEL: (250)635-0903 FAX: (250)635-O921 
2903 Braun St. ~,i:~ij~,::~,~:::~ ,~:i:,,~, 
Phone (250) 635-5981 
Fax (250) 635-7374 ~ !~ii.W~k~(ili:~:~ ~' ; '~ :~~:  ~ : "  " " ~ 
TRIT,gN 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS LTD. 
• Envirnnmantal Impact Assessment • 
• FishBries. Wildlife ~ Ecological InventariRs • 
• Riparian I]lassificatian • Audits • 
• EMS. Compliance. Forest P~actices" 
• Envirnnmental Monitoring • 
~Pd~)t t lng  I] Approvals (r#ad crassin#s, Io# sorts)" 
' : " I l ls Resource. Mapping • Erosion Control Planning" 
• Environmental Management Systems ~ Plans • 
• Fish Habitat Enhancement ~ Compensation" 
.~T~N~SPORTATION INC.  
1 O1-5221 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
SUPPORT NATIONAL 
FOREST WEEK! 
Ph: 635-4030 Fax: 635-6270 
I Ecological Impact A4~essments 
Wildlife, Rsheries & Vegetation Inventory & Researc#~ 
Environmental P anning, Management & Monlto#ng 
Revegetation & Sedimant Managemant 
ACER RESOURCE CONSULTING LTD. 
 iil)iiii!; 
~i!)iiiU Serving Industry, 
iii ;I First Nations and 
)il;i:~i!ili!i Government 
PHONE: 638-0110 
4820 Halliwell Ave. Terrace, BC 
I I I I I I I I I  I I I  '11 I I I I  
BRYCO 
• Road Building 
• Clearing 
• Site Preo 
• Land ue ~lop.ment 
* Bio Engineering 
• Logging , 
• Snow Re~o ,al 
• Low Bed 
• HIAB ........ 
• Environment &Fish 
Rehab 
Terrace: 615-9801 
Fax: 635-9132 
Email: brycos@telus.net 
Forest changes will 
restore our prosperity- 
entrepreneurs has been ac- 
cess to the resource. These 
changes will see log yards 
emerge, providing a con- 
stant supply of timber va- 
lue-added industries re- 
quire but now lack. 
We face a lot of chal- 
lengesin the northwest. Our 
decadent timber profile 
By ROGER HARRIS  
MLA,  SKEENA 
EVERY SECOND OF 
every day in B.C. $450 
worth of forest products are 
exported. The forest indu- 
stry has been a major part 
of our past but as we can 
clearly see, it is also a cri- 
tical part of our future. 
Since 1997, 27 mills 
have closed and 13,000 
forest workers have lost 
their jobs in B.C. Skeena 
Cellulose has gone into 
bankruptcy two times in 
five years and today is still 
not operating. 
New global fiber sup- 
pliers, wood substitution 
products, outdated govern- 
ment policies and regula- 
tions, and continual soft 
wood lumber disputes have 
all combined to drive this 
industry to its knees. 
The Forest and Range 
Practices Act, the Forest 
Revitalization Act, The 
Working Forest Lands Act, 
market based stumpage 
and tenure reform encom- 
pass changes to restore 
forestry as B.C.'s number 
one economic driver. 
The Forest and Range 
Practices Act fulfills our 
commitment to move from 
a highly prescriptive code 
to one that is results based 
without compromising en- 
vironmental standards. 
The Forest Revitaliza- 
tion Act will revitalize the 
forest industry and once 
again allow it to become a 
globally competitive lead- 
ing edge industry. 
Timber will be re-allo- 
cated from major license 
holders toga more diverse 
group of  operators. Many 
of them - small-scale sal- 
vage operators, woodlots, 
community forest, and 
First Nations - are con- 
tract and community based 
businesses. These busines- 
ses live in small commu- 
nities, contributing to their 
economtc health. 
The move to market 
based stumpage will en- 
sure the people of our pro- 
vince, who own the re- 
source, recover maximum 
value from the forest. This 
revenue pays for educa- 
tion, health and other ser- 
vices we expect. 
The obstacle to growth 
and development for many 
adds to those challenges. 
These changes will en- 
able community-based bu- 
sinesses an opportunity to 
access the forest resources 
of this province, allowing 
for revitalization, diversifi- 
cation and expansion. 
ACKLAND$ 
GRA/NGER. 
LOO/( FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE I!i I/L 
2809 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
~HONE: 250-635-6226 FAx: 250-635-7654 
/ndustr/a/ * F/eet e Safety Supp//es 
THE 
FOflESIflY 
REVITALIZATION - 
PLAH 
Bell Pole 
BELL POLE COMPANY 
TELEPHONE: [250) 635.6295 * FAX: (250) 635-2233 
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Forestryis B.C.'s number  one industry. In fact, 
every community and job  in B.C. has its roots 
in our forests. Today, important  changes are 
being made to revitalize our forest sector 
and open up new opportunit ies for 
communities and families across B.C. 
Learn more about the future  of the industry 
and The Forestry Revitalization Plan when 
you visit the Forestry Revitalization Exhibit at 
Skeena Mall, Terrace, May 13-17. 
TO GET YOUR COPY OF BC'S 
FORESTRY REVITAUZATION PLA~ VI 
WWW.FOR,GOV, B C.C A/M~/PI.AN 
Skeena Mall 
Terrace, May 13-17 
~, Learn more aboutThe Forestry Revitalization Plan . .... :~ , 
Sample some forest history from the Royal 
BE Museum 
Start your own forest, grow a Western Redcedai 
~, For families, children can meet Douglas Rr, 
• the Talking Tree 
'~ i: : ~ In the KIds Zone, make paper and test your sklll 
i~i/i~, a t  sorting logs with a remote control boom boat 
Mr/ 
!:i': ~. A Investigate f0restnJ careers and the future of 
the industry 
• ,: B I~ 
COLUMBIA A Leam more about what we make out ot BC Wood " - 
" ~ . . . .  " " -~ ~ --. ~ ~ :,i • ~i-i:: ~; ~: 
, k 
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WHAT YOU NEED TO 
KNOW ABOUT SARS 
BC and Canada have made great progress in containing, treating and researching SARS, but unfortunately 
it will be withus all for some time to come. It's in our common interest o continue the battle against SARS, 
working co-operatively with partners around the world to prevent its spread and ultimately to find a cure. 
We're Making Progress 
To date, there have been no deaths from SARS in BC. Just four people in BC have been identified as probable SARS cases, 
and two of them have now fully recovered. There has been no transmiss!on atthe communitylevel in BC, and there is no 
evidence of transmission by individuals who do not show symptoms, meaning the risk of contracting SARS is extremely 
low for British Columbians. 
This has only been possible because British Columbians and all Canadians have done such a great job of listening to health 
care professionals and acting on their advice. Our health care professionals have done an outstanding job of identifying, 
notifying and isolating people at risk and treating SARS patients. Together, we have demonstrated to the world that we can 
contain SAILS when we take reasonable precautions, listen to our health officials, and follow isolation procedures as appropriate. 
re Searching For Solutions 
• We have the knowledge and technology to fight SARS. BC was the first, globally, to successfully uncover the genetic 
code- a key stepping stone in finding a vaccine and accurately diagnosing SAPS. 
• The BC government is committed to accelerating the search for a vaccine with a recent $2.6 million investment. 
It typically can take three to five years to develop avaccine. We want to reduce that time by half. 
• The world is working together. SAPS has tested and improved our capacity to co-operate, communicate and 
respond to pandemics globally. And in early June the world's cientists will meet in Geneva to share their 
knowledge and work towards acure. 
But There's More We Can Do . 
Know the symptoms 
• Symptoms are fever, dry cough and shortness of breath or breathing difficulties. To be at risk of SARS you need to 
have had close contact with a known SARS case or have travelled to an affected area. (Contact Health Canada for 
latest advisories.) 
Take reasonable precautions 
• Wash your hands. Hand-washing is the single most important procedure for preventing infections uch as SARS. 
Washing with plain soap and warm water for at least 20 seconds is the best prevention. Waterless (alcohol-based) 
cleansers are also effective. 
• Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue when you sneeze or cough. 
• Promptly dispose of any tissues or other articles that come into contact with fluid from your nose, mouth, 
throat or eyes. 
• Continue to follow instructions from health professionals. 
• The risk of transmitting SARS in public is extremely ow. There is no reason for returning travellers who do not 
show any symptoms to stay in quarantine. 
Travel safely 
• Check travel advisories before you go. 
• Look for the latest Health Canada information at airports and on airplanes. 
• Airline passengers inaffected areas are being screened before they board aircraft o minimize the risk of an 
infectious person being on board an airplane. 
• Flight crews are monitoring passengers for symptoms to ensure anyone who appears ill will be isolated by 
a quarantine officer. 
• There has been no evidence of any transmission attributed to airport contact. 
• New technologies atairports are being introduced by the government toscreen for SARS. 
Learn more about SARS and stay in fo rmed 
• For the latest information on SARS in BC, visit www.healthplanning.gov.bc.ca/pho/sars.html or he BC Centre for 
Disease Control Website, www.bccdc.org 
• For the latest Canadian information and global travel advisories, contact Health Canada t www.sars.gc.ca 
or 1-800-454-8302 
• For world SARS information, contact the World Health Organization at www.who.int 
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